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Abstract

This thesis presents a joint experimental/CFD investigation of shock-induced

boundary layer separations in hypersonic transitional boundary layers with an

emphasis on collapse and re-establishment times of the separation bubble.

This study also provides high fidelity measurements and excellent characteri-

sation of the flow field in order to provide benchmark data of a challenging flow

configuration with which to benchmark next generation CFD solvers.

The experiments were conducted in the Imperial College Aeronautics De-

partment Number Two Gun Tunnel, a Mach 8.9 axisymmetric facility with a

freestream unit Reynolds number of 47x106 m-1 . An axisymmetric blunt-nosed

cylinder fitted with an 8o flare forms the primary vehicle for this study, although

a 1.3o cowl geometry was also used to impinge a shock onto the blunt-nosed

cylinder..

The shock boundary layer interaction was designed such that it was separated

for a laminar boundary layer and collapsed for a turbulent one. Carefully

controlled turbulent spots were generated upstream of the interaction region

which passed through the separation causing its collapse and subsequent re-

establishment. Two intermittency cases are considered, one where turbulent

spot spacing is large and collapse/re-establishment pairs can be considered

independent of each other and one where they can not.

Experimental surface quantities through the interaction region are measured

using either heat-transfer or pressure measurements and schlieren video is

used to diagnose the larger shock structure. Further a non-intrusive toluene

PLIF method is assessed for use in this facility and shows promise. CFD

simulations are done using an in-house operator split Godunov solver with a

Baldwin-Lomax turbulence model. CFD simulations show good agreement with

experiment and provides information on flow quantities that would be extremely

difficult to measure otherwise.

Collapse times of the separation bubble were found to be fast in relation

to characteristic spot passage times. The collapse process is also fast in
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relation to the surrounding flows ability to adjust, with collapse associated with

significant shock curvature of the immediate outboard shock structures. This

leads to unsteadiness, with surface pressure measurements exceeding the

range bounded by the laminar separated and turbulent collapsed cases. The

severity of the unsteadiness appears to be driven by turbulent spot spacing.

Re-establishment is considerably slower, showing asymptotic recovery that is

likely driven by viscous diffusion rates, taking many characteristic spot passage

times to recover.
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Nomenclature

Ch - Heat transfer co-efficient

Cf - Skin friction co-efficient.

γ - Ratio of specific heats.

M - Mach number

P0 - Total pressure.

P∞ - Free stream pressure

Pwall - Surface pressure at some wall location.

P* - Pressure normalised by pre-separation region surface pressure.

Re - Reynolds number.

SWBLI - Shock-wave/boundary-layer interaction.

T0 - Total temperature.

T∞ - Free stream temperature

Twall - Surface temperature at some wall location.

t* - Time normalised by characteristic run times.

t’ - Time normalised by characteristic spot passage times.

x* - Axial distance normalised by separation length.

y* - Radial/circumferential distance normalised by separation length.
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1 | Motivation, Scope and Ob-

jectives

“So here I stand at the forefront of human understanding. I only hope to

advance it a little further. . . ”

T
HIS section addresses the wider motivation for this work, presents a

narrowed scope for this study and a number of broad objectives in order

to achieve the aims of the study.
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CHAPTER 1. MOTIVATION, SCOPE AND OBJECTIVES

1.1 Motivation

Aviation has come a long way since the Wright brother’s first flight, and in such

a short amount of time. We now find that we are capable of not just leaving

the ground but leaving the solar system entirely. However current methods of

escaping the atmosphere are relatively crude. Often employing a brute force

approach, using rockets and other low payload/high cost configurations.

Alternatively, we could fly to escape velocity (approximately Mach 25) within the

atmosphere and then glide to orbit on the kinetic energy we amassed. Current

state of the art configurations, such as the Skylon project, use a compromise,

flying to it’s flight ceiling and rocketing the remaining distance. Unfortunately

we lack sufficient understanding of the extreme regimes encountered when

travelling so high and so fast to build a Mach 25 vehicle.

The state of the art in hypersonic air-breathing vehicles is shown in figure 1.1,

one of the latest design iterations of the Hyper-X series. It is designed with a

high degree of wing/body blending, blunted edges and small wings. Its scramjet

engine is air breathing and compresses air at the intake through an intricate

system of compression waves and shocks. Yet, this vehicle series has yet to

achieve speeds greater than Mach 10.

The greatest issue in high Mach number flight is kinetic thermal loading. We

are concerned with its prediction. Kinetic heating is greatest at stagnation

regions and shock wave/boundary-layer interactions [Dolling 2001], with the

latter being poorly understood. This is demonstrated in figure 1.2 which

shows heat transfer to a hollow-cylinder/flare configuration in a Mach 8.9 flow.

Peak aerothermal loading for just the hollow cylinder body is approximately

15 Wcm-2 (figure 1.2a). However in the presence of a shock-wave/boundary

layer interaction peak aerothermal loading occurs at reattachment and is

approximately 240 Wcm-2 , 16 times peak heat transfer of the centre-body

(figure 1.2b).

This drastic increase in aerothermal loading presents a significant obstacle.

Shock-wave/boundary layer interactions are a prolific phenomena on most

supersonic vehicles and maximum temperature loads are often encountered

within [Dolling 2001]. Further, the nature of hypersonic flight is such that large

regions of transitional flow exist, potentially covering as much as 60% of the

body length Anderson [2006]. The state of the boundary layer has a strong

effect on the shock interaction, both in terms of flow geometry and thermal

loading.

Given the ubiquitous nature of shock wave boundary layer interactions and

the high degree of transitional flow on the body, transitional shock wave

boundary layer interactions are inevitable. Any serious attempt to design

12



Figure 1.1: Surface heat transfer and Mach cone flow field contours on

the Hyper-X research vehicle at Mach 7. Red is high, blue is low. Inset:

Simple schematic diagram of the Hyper-X vehicle. Modified from: NASA photo

collection, Dryden Flight Research Centre.
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Figure 1.2: Heat transfer for a hollow cylinder with a flare in a Mach 8.9 flow.

(a) shows the heat transfer over the front portion of the body of the hollow

cylinder including the effects of transition to a fully turbulent boundary layer.

(b) shows the heat transfer to the body caused by the presence of the shock-

wave/boundary layer interaction. Both plots adapted from Williams [2004].

a next generation high speed hypersonic vehicle will need to consider this

phenomenon. A sizeable quantity of work has already been performed in the

Imperial College Aeronautics department on hypersonic transition [Zanchetta

and Hillier 1994, 1995a,b; Zanchetta 1996; Fiala 2004; Luthman 2013] and

laminar and turbulent shock induced separation [Williams 2004; Murray 2007;

Murray et al. 2013]. This study combines this work to investigate the effects of

13



CHAPTER 1. MOTIVATION, SCOPE AND OBJECTIVES

transition on shock wave/boundary layer interactions.

1.2 Scope

This study is ambitious, its goals are two fold: To characterise the response of

an established shock-induced hypersonic laminar boundary layer separation

to passing turbulent events and: to provide excellent benchmark data of a

highly challenging flow configuration in order to test the next generation of CFD

solvers. The case where turbulent events collapse a separated interaction are

of the most interest. Hence, an interaction is required such that it is separated

when the boundary layer is laminar and collapsed when the boundary layer is

turbulent. Singular turbulent spots are to be passed through the interaction in

order to observe the dynamic collapse and re-establishment process.

Many prerequisites exist for this study, most notably: an ability to generate a

laminar boundary layer up to and past the interaction region, an ability to gen-

erate controlled and statistically repeatable spots that are well characterised

and an ability to successfully design an interaction that behaves as described

above. Further, the tunnel conditions, intermittency levels, spot characteristics

and collapse process must all be adequately described in order to provide good

benchmark data. This study draws heavilly on previous work at this facility in

order to achieve these prerequisites and as such also shares many common

elements in its approach.

Previous studies into transition used blunt-nosed geometries due to the

significant entropy gradient generated by the strong shock curvature around

the nose stagnation region. An entropy gradient has the effect of substantially

reducing both the Reynolds and Mach number for some distance along the

body. Recent studies at this facility [Fiala 2004; Fiala et al. 2006] used a blunt-

nosed geometry and hence reduced wall conditions, to produce prolonged

regions of transition, with large turbulent spots that grow relatively slowly.

Further, this geometry is also likely to produce a laminar boundary layer.

Hence, a blunt-nosed cylinder was selected for this study. Previous studies

at this facility into transition and shock-induced boundary layer interactions

have all used heat transfer gauges, surface pressure gauges and schlieren

photography to assess the flow field. This study will also implement these.

Heat transfer measurements are especially relevant when observing the state

of the boundary layer. A turbulent boundary layer possess a much larger heat

transfer rate when compared to its laminar counterpart due to increased mixing

rates. Hence, heat transfer measurements serve as an excellent method for

detecting the presence of turbulent spots.

Surface pressure measurements are especially good at demonstrating the

presence of shock structures close to the wall due to the large changes in

14



pressure often associated with shocks. Hence, this flow diagnostic serves

as a good method for assessing any shocks that interact with the boundary

layer. Schlieren photography is used to compliment the surface flow diagnostic

methods and assess the outboard flow.

Further, this study seeks to expand upon previous flow diagnostic methods by

implementing new, unintrusive flow measurement techniques to quantitatively

measure the flow field. Planar laser induced fluorescence is one such method

that can potentially give both pressure and temperature readings of the flow

field away from the wall. A proof of concept study is also undertaken to examine

the feasibility of this method in this facility.

Previous shock interaction studies at this facility have been done on both cowl

and flare configurations [Williams 2004; Murray 2007]. The flare configuration

is the easiest to implement and so it is used as the primary vehicle for this

study.

Hence, the scope of this study is to examine the effect of turbulence on the

shock-induced boundary layer interaction caused by a flare. This study seeks

to detail the dynamic collapse and re-establishment process of the interaction

due to the passage of turbulent spots using heat-transfer and surface pressure

measurements and schlieren photography as the primary flow diagnostic

methods. A new diagnostic method is also to be assessed in this facility, using

planar laser induced fluorescence. Many of the experiments conducted in this

facility are done in partnership with Dr Estruch-Samper, the co-investigator for

this study.

1.3 Objectives

The work required for this study is broadly split into five objectives, they are as

follows:

Objective 1 Design and test a suitable flare configuration for the blunt-nosed

cylinder. The resulting interaction must establish quickly relative to tunnel

steady run times, be large enough to give good sensor resolution and must be

separated for a laminar boundary layer and collapsed for a turbulent one.

Objective 2 Establish and characterise fully laminar and turbulent boundary

layer interaction reference cases for comparison to the transitional interac-

tion.
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CHAPTER 1. MOTIVATION, SCOPE AND OBJECTIVES

Objective 3 Establish and characterise the conditions required to generate a

transitional boundary layer that provides controlled and statistically repeatable

turbulent spots. Particularly, the ability to generate single and independent

turbulent spots is important.

Objective 4 After reference case boundary layer data is acquired and

suitable turbulent spots can be generated (objectives 2 & 3) to investigate the

effect of transition on the separation, particularly with regard to the collapse

and re-establishment process.

Objective 5 In parallel with objectives 1-4, undertake a proof of concept

study to develop a non-intrusive laser diagnostic method for use in this facility.

Planar laser induced fluorescence is selected, a method that has only been

successfully applied in a limited number of other hypersonic facilities. This

objective is likely the most ambitious of all, information on the method is limited

and it is hoped this study will add further insight into the technique and provide

more information about the flow field.
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2 | Literature Review

“Any fool can know. The point is to understand.”

–Albert Einstein.

P
RESENTED here is a literature survey relevant to this study. The discussion

first involves general aspects of hypersonic flows, with a focus on entropy

layers, blunt body flows and kinetic heating.

The discussion then moves to laminar and turbulent boundary layer develop-

ment within the context of super/hypersonic flows and the characteristics of

transition, turbulent spots and turbulent wedges.

Finally, shock-wave boundary-layer interactions are discussed; particularly

shock-induced separation of laminar and transitional boundary layers with a

short section following on the current state of the art CFD capabilities.
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2.1 Hypersonic Flows

Hypersonic effects exist as flow phenomena present in all supersonic regimes.

At lower Mach numbers these effects can usually be considered negligible. As

Mach number increases these flow phenomena become more significant and

previous assumptions must be reconsidered. This is conventionally agreed to

happen at Mach 5-6 but hypersonic effects can begin as low as Mach 3 and as

high as Mach 12 [Anderson 2006]. A flow is considered hypersonic if there is a

significant effect from any of the following flow phenomena:

• Entropy Layers

• Kinetic Heating

• Viscous Interactions

• Thin Shock Layers

• Low Density Flows

A brief description of each follows although viscous interactions, thin shock

layers and low density flows are not especially relevant to this study and

will not be considered in serious depth. Also, while not strictly a hypersonic

effect, shock-wave boundary-layer interactions briefly described here and are

considered in a separate section later in the review (section 2.3).

2.1.1 Entropy Layers

Figure 2.1 shows a cross section of the blunt nosed cylinder used by Fiala

[2004] which forms the base vehicle for this study. The rounded nose generates

a curved detached shock across it, which asymptotes from normal (at the

stagnation point) to an oblique shock wave down stream and eventually a weak

Mach wave.

The flow that travels through the normal shock region sees the most significant

loss in total pressure and proceeds to wet the body surface. Hence the

boundary layer is formed from the flow that sees the most significant loss in

total pressure. Moving out from the body surface the total pressure of the flow

increases as the flow here has passed through a less severe portion of the

bow shock. This is the effect of the entropy layer, it produces a gradient in flow

quantities across streamlines.

The change in quantities between streamlines induces vorticity into the flow,

termed the vorticity interaction [Anderson 2006]. This often makes it difficult to
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assign interface values between the viscous layer and the inviscid flow when

performing boundary layer analysis. Assuming the body is long enough, then

at some distance down the body the boundary layer will grow thick enough to

‘swallow’ the entropy layer. When the entropy layer is swallowed the boundary

layer no longer experiences reduced Reynolds and Mach numbers.

This discussion explores the relevance of nose blunting on a vehicle in relation

to boundary layer edge conditions and the effect on the boundary layer and

transition.

1
2

5
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x P0 stag
P0 

(200 P0 stag )

Figure 2.1: CFD contour plot of total pressure around the blunt-nosed cylinder

demonstrating the effect of the entropy layer. Contour lines have been

normalised by the stagnation total pressure.

Entropy Layer Calculation

In order to better illustrate the effect of the entropy layer a simple inviscid

analytical analysis is performed on an generic blunt-nosed cylinder.

As detailed above, the flow at the nose encounters a normal shock which sub-

sequently wets the rest of the body surface and prescribes total temperature

(T0stag) and pressure (P0stag) at the wall. At some distance far downstream

of the nose the effects of the bow shock asymptote to a Mach wave and the

boundary layer has completely swallowed the entropy layer. Here, the flow is

parallel to the body surface and as a result the static pressure at the wall (Pwall )

must be the same as that of the free stream (P∞). It can be shown (Appendix

1) that at x → ∞ the unit Reynolds number at the wall is ∼5% of the freestream

unit Reynolds number.

In reality there is a boundary layer, assuming it is thin in relation to the body
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width then the wall conditions approximate the boundary layer edge conditions.

This analysis is crude but it demonstrates the degree of reduction in unit

Reynolds number due to blunting at the boundary layer edge. The degree of

nose blunting effectively drives the thickness of the entropy layer. The thicker

the entropy layer the greater the unit Reynolds number reduction experienced

at the boundary layer edge and the longer it takes for the boundary layer

to swallow it. A reduced unit Reynolds number has significant implications

for transition onset and completion. Hence the degree of nose blunting can

be used as a means to control transition on a body, the following discussion

examines this.

Transition Reversal

Relative to a sharp cone, ‘small’ amounts of nose blunting delays the onset of

transition due to the presence of an entropy layer and reduction in unit Reynolds

number at the boundary layer edge. With increased nose blunting the entropy

layer grows and transition is increasingly delayed. However, after some critical

point, increasing nose blunting causes the transition location to move forward

significantly, this phenomena is termed ‘transitional reversal’ [Stetson 1987;

Anderson 2006]. When this occurs the degree of nose blunting is considered

‘large’.

Several studies have examined transition reversal in this facility [Zanchetta and

Hillier 1994, 1995a,b; Zanchetta 1996; Fiala 2004; Fiala et al. 2006]. They find

that transition reversal is the result of two competing mechanisms which both

cause transition at two different locations on the blunt body. At this point it is

convenient to introduce the nose Reynolds number, the nose radius multiplied

by freestream unit Reynolds number (Ren = rn Re∞ m−1 ).

Figure 2.2: Schematics of typical transition locations for the small (a) and large

(b) bluntedness mechanisms and a mixture (c) of the two. Zanchetta [1996].

For Ren < 100, 000 (small nose bluntness) transition occurs later on the body

(figure 2.2a) and complete breakdown to turbulence occurs quickly with larger

spreading angles on turbulent spots. The transition location is insensitive to

roughness at the nose region. Zanchetta [1996] suggests the temporal scales

associated with the surface roughness element were not sufficient to promote

transition. Indeed, Stetson [1987] comments that often, the most unstable
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modes for hypersonic boundary layers are at very high frequencies, this is

discussed further in section 2.2.3.

For small nose bluntedness, the effect of increasing nose blunting is to increase

the entropy layer effects, reducing the unit Reynolds number experienced by

the boundary layer. Further, nose blunting also adds a favourable pressure

gradient for some portion of the body downstream of the nose. Both of these

effects, act to suppress the growth of laminar instabilities and delay the onset

of transition and completion to turbulence.

For Ren > 400, 000 (reversal regime) the transition location moves forward

substantially to the nose region (figure 2.2b) and becomes sensitive to surface

roughness at the nose [Zanchetta and Hillier 1994; Fiala et al. 2006]. Further,

instead of delaying transition it is found that increasing nose bluntness now

advances the transition point toward the nose. However, it is important to note

that while transition occurs earlier for this regime, full transition takes longer.

The significantly reduced unit Reynolds number experienced by the boundary

layer edge likely acts to suppress spot spreading angles (section 2.2.5).

The exact mechanism that causes transition reversal is not well understood.

However spot inception is thought to occur in a region of the least favourable

pressure gradient [Fiala et al. 2006]. For low nose blunting this occurs as

it would for a flat plate, due to viscous loss associated with the boundary

layer. However, for large nose blunting, spot inception occurs near the nose

where entropy effects are strong and the boundary layer edge conditions are

substantially altered from that of the freestream. Here, the entropy gradient

acts to induce significant additional vorticity through the boundary layer which

is believed to promote earlier transition.

At 100, 000 > Ren > 400, 000 some mixture of the two regimes exists (figure

2.2c). Turbulent spots are observed to initiate both at the nose region (reversal

regime) and further back on the body (small bluntness regime). This results

in a flow which is some mixture of both regimes. As turbulent spots initiated

by the reversal regime grow slower than those of the small bluntness regime,

turbulent spots from both can compete to fully transition the flow [Zanchetta

and Hillier 1995a].

2.1.2 Kinetic Heating

The effects of kinetic heating are a serious design consideration for any

hypersonic vehicle and often thermal loads are the most limiting of all. Accurate

prediction of thermal loading is difficult, overestimation of loads results in

unnecessary thermal protection and loss of payload and under prediction can

be catastrophic.
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Thermal loading on a vehicle occurs at the boundary layer wall, as it is the

interface between the two. Heat transfer to or from a surface is greatly

affected by the boundary layer state due to the much higher mixing rates

associated with turbulence. However, the boundary layer state is (amongst

other variables) affected by the wall temperature, heat transfer rates and other

heating effects [Stetson 1987; Redford et al. 2012]. In order to better define

the heat transfer to the wall and the resulting wall temperature, the recovery

temperature is discussed as well as other complications associated with the

high heat transfers encountered within hypersonic regimes.

Recovery Temperature

At the surface of an object the no slip condition must be enforced (for suitable

Knudsen number) and the flow must come to rest. If the wall is adiabatic (zero

net heat transfer) then the temperature here must be the same as the total

temperature. This is the case for flows with negligible heat conduction and

flows with a Prandtl number of one. However for flows where this is not the

case (such as most hypersonic regimes) the temperature recovered at the wall

is less than the total temperature of the flow. Figure 2.3 shows how T0/T0∞

varies through a compressible, zero pressure gradient, laminar boundary layer

for Pr=0.75.

The temperature recovered at the wall is often expressed in terms of the

recovery factor (r), Cebeci and Smith [1974] define it as:

r =
Taw − Te

T0 − Te
(2.1)

Where Taw is the temperature recovered at the adiabatic wall, Te is the bound-

ary layer edge temperature and T0 is the freestream total temperature.

This can be rearranged to give:

Taw = Te

(

1 + r
(γ − 1)M2

e

2

)

(2.2)

Where Me is the Mach number at the boundary layer edge, γ is the ratio of

specific heats and all other terms are the same as in equation 2.1.

Hence Taw can be calculated (if r is known) for a flow with heat transfer

where the Prandtl number is not one. Here Taw effectively represents the
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highest temperature that the surface will experience. Empirical results give

approximations for the recovery temperature of a laminar (r = Pr
1/2) and

turbulent (r = Pr
1/3) boundary layer.

Figure 2.3: Variation of stagnation-temperature ratio across a compressible,

zero pressure gradient, laminar boundary layer at Me = 3. Cebeci and Smith

[1974].

High Temperature Effects

Due to the large velocities usually associated with hypersonic flows, total

temperatures are extreme. Any region where the flow is slowed substantially

will experience high thermal loads and in all likelihood high heat transfer rates

to the vehicle, with the highest temperature recorded on a hypersonic vehicle

of 11,000 K [Anderson 2006].

At such high temperatures many previous assumptions must be reconsidered.

At 800 K the perfect gas assumption is no longer valid, here the specific gas

constants must be considered a function of temperature. At 2,000 K oxygen

molecules begin to dissociate into free atoms. At 4,000 K oxygen is totally

dissociated and nitrogen molecules also begin to dissociate, being completely

dissociated at 9,000 K. At these temperatures the flow is capable of reacting
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with itself, reaction rates are a function of temperature and pressure and as a

consequence so too are the specific gas constants (should the flow be reacting)

[Anderson 2006]. Should the body be covered in an ablative carbon layer (as

is normally a necessity at these temperatures) then this will also be present

in the boundary layer creating complex hydrocarbon reactions which further

complicates matters. Above 9,000 K atoms contain enough internal energy

to change state into a plasma and again many previous assumptions are no

longer valid.

2.1.3 Viscous Interactions

At hypersonic speeds the kinetic energy (velocity) of the free stream is sub-

stantially larger than the internal energy (temperature) of the flow. Converting

all kinetic energy to thermal can increase flow temperatures enormously. The

Apollo re-entry capsule experienced temperatures of 11,000 K (almost twice

the surface temperature of the sun [Anderson 2006]) when re-entering the

atmosphere. This increase in temperature causes air (and other gasses) to

become more viscous, this causes the boundary layer to grow out further

into the flow due to increased shear forces. The increased temperature also

reduces the density within the boundary layer and so the boundary layer must

grow again so that the same mass of fluid can travel at a lower density (higher

volume). These two effects can (and usually do) couple to produce boundary

layers that grow much faster compared to other regimes.

A larger boundary layer has the effect of increasing the effective size of the

body within the hypersonic flow which in turn affects the inviscid flow outside

of it. As discussed above, this larger boundary layer can then interact with the

shock layer creating viscous shock phenomena.The area where the boundary

layer grows out into the inviscid shock layer is known as the viscous interaction.

A viscous interaction can have significant effects on the pressure distribution of

a body in a hypersonic flow which will in turn affect lift, drag and stability of that

body.

2.1.4 Thin Shock Layers

Shock waves are discontinuities across which density rises. The stronger the

shock (and hence faster the flow) the stronger the compression becomes. At

high Mach numbers the compression is large enough to reduce the volume

of flow between the shock and the body (the shock layer) substantially. At

hypersonic speeds the shock layer can become so reduced that it is of the

same order as the boundary layer and the two merge. This then presents a

largely viscous shock layer and inviscid solutions are no longer valid.
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2.1.5 Low Density Flows

Low density flows are also not strictly a hypersonic effect. They usually occur

high in the earth’s atmosphere where the air is very thin. The current nature

of hypersonic vehicles is such that many are rockets and re-entry capsules.

When travelling to or from space they travel in regions where the atmosphere

is thin and the air can no longer be considered a continuum ( Kn ≥ 0.2). In

these cases techniques are required that recognise the molecular structure of

a gas.

2.1.6 Shock-Wave/Boundary-Layer Interactions

Although not strictly a hypersonic phenomena, shock-wave/boundary-layer

interactions (SWBLI) are very prominent at this regime due to the strong shock

strengths and the critical nature of kinetic heating effects. SWBLI occur in

regimes ranging from transonic through to hypersonic and can often be a

critical factor in the performance of a vehicle or propulsion system, especially

in hypersonic regimes [Babinsky and Harvey 2011].

The effects are exacerbated significantly if the adverse pressure gradient

caused by the shock is strong enough to separate the boundary layer. In this

case a relatively simple inviscid flow can be replaced by large recirculating

regions and complex shock patterns which are often associated with large

scale unsteadiness and, for the hypersonic regime, high thermal loading

[Babinsky and Harvey 2011]. This combination of dynamic and thermal loading

can often cause significant structural damage and even catastrophic failure.

This topic is discussed in considerable detail in section 2.3.

2.2 Hypersonic/Supersonic Boundary Layer De-

velopment

Hypersonic boundary layers appear characteristically similar to their subsonic

counterparts. Laminar and turbulent boundary layer profiles are similar, as is

the transition process and the large scale turbulent structures (turbulent spots)

that lead to turbulent transition [Fischer 1972; Zanchetta 1996; Anderson 2006;

Fiala et al. 2006; Schneider 2008a; Redford et al. 2012].

The majority of research conducted on boundary layer structure and transition

is done in subsonic regimes. Due to the characteristic similarities between

subsonic and hypersonic boundary layers much of the discussion is general.

A discussion of laminar and turbulent boundary layer flows is presented,
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it focuses on the turbulent boundary layer. An overview of transition in

compressible boundary layers is presented and turbulent spots are discussed.

Where relevant, hypersonic characteristics are discussed further.

2.2.1 Laminar Boundary Layers

The structure of the laminar boundary layer is well established, see for example

Schlichting and Gersten [2000], and will not be covered here.

However, ignoring hypersonic effects (section 2.1), some of the assumptions

normally associated with the laminar boundary layer structure are no longer

valid in hypersonic flows and care must be taken. Normally pressure at the wall

is set by the outboard flow, however at high enough Mach numbers pressure

can vary in the wall normal direction (dp/dn 6= 0), resulting in different pressures

at the wall and the boundary layer edge Anderson [2006].

2.2.2 Turbulent Boundary Layers

Figure 2.4 shows the triple deck turbulent boundary layer model which broadly

divides the boundary layer into three sections. The viscous sublayer (y+ < 30),

where much of the turbulence is thought to originate. The log-law region (30 <

y+ < 200) then occupies the area immediately above the viscous sublayer

and is thought to consist of increasing scales of flow structures that transport

retarded flow upwards and draw faster moving flow to the wall [Robinson 1991;

Adrian 2007]. The final region (200 < y+ < 1000+) is called the outer layer,

here viscous forces are reduced and motions are largely dominated by inertia

[Coles 1956].

Here quantities are given in ‘wall units’, A wall unit (usually denoted with +)

refers to normalisation by the viscous length ( ν/uτ ) or friction velocity (uτ )

where ρu2τ = τw and ρ is either the boundary layer edge density (ρe) or the

freestream density (ρ∞).

The Viscous Sublayer

The viscous sublayer is considered to consist of the linear sublayer and the

buffer layer. This section represents the portion of the boundary layer closest

to the wall where viscous forces are largest. This section is often labelled

the laminar viscous sublayer owing to the fact that even in turbulent flow this

region can remain laminar due to the high damping effect of the viscous forces

within.
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Figure 2.4: A plot of u+ vs y+ for the entire boundary layer showing all of the

different regions. Babinsky and Harvey [2011].

The laminar sublayer powers the resulting turbulent flow structures in the

regions above by generating ‘low speed streaks’ which serve as sources of

shear for hairpin vortices [Kline et al. 1967].

The Log Law Region

This portion of the boundary layer is also viscous, and scales linearly when

plotted as a function of ln(u+). It has been proposed that this relationship is due

to the increasing order of magnitude of coherent flow structures as they scale

through this section of boundary layer. Much discussion exists as to the nature

of the flow structures in this region, recent opinion seems to point to the hairpin

vortex structure [Robinson 1991; Adrian 2007; Schröder et al. 2007; Krishnan

and Sandham 2007].

The Wake Region

The top layer of the boundary layer is usually considered irrotational, being

largely dominated by inviscid type wake interactions with large scale eddies.

However, an entropy layer (section 2.1.1) is associated with regions of
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rotational flow. If this portion of the boundary layer resides within an entropy

layer then it too becomes rotational [Babinsky and Harvey 2011].

Further, when a boundary layer is submerged within an entropy layer it is

often difficult to distinguish the boundary layer height. Typical methods usually

use velocity to identify the edge of the boundary layer, placing it at the point

where the wall normal velocity gradient tends to zero. However the entropy

layer induces a velocity gradient of it’s own, obscuring the location where the

boundary layer ends [Anderson 2006]. In the presence of an entropy layer (and

other hypersonic effects) the three layer model is not as robust.

2.2.3 Transition Process in High Speed Flows

Transition mechanisms at high speeds are more complex than their subsonic

counterparts. One of the most notable differences between subsonic and high

speed transition mechanisms is the substantial increase in the frequencies

required to excite the most unstable receptivity mechanisms [Stetson 1987].

The increase in flow frequencies required for the most unstable modes means

that at hypersonic speeds the flow may never receive an appropriate excitation.

In this case, transition can only occur through more stable modes. Stetson

[1987] suggests this as a potential explanation for the relatively long transition

regions observed at high speeds.

Transition mechanisms for hypersonic flows are complex and various hy-

personic flow phenomena complicate a process which is already poorly

understood. Presented here is a basic overview of the five different ‘paths’

that lead to transition and turbulence in compressible flows.

Traditional Transition

Figure 2.6 shows a traditional transition process, as described by Path A in

figure 2.5. These mechanisms tend to include the largest number of steps,

usually beginning as a Görtler Vortex or Tollmien-Schlichting Wave (receptivity

mechanism) which becomes unstable and grows (eigenmode growth) until

inducing non-linear mechanisms such as lambda waves or hairpin vortices

(parametric instabilities and mode interfaces). These non-linear structures

eventually form into turbulent spots (breakdown) which eventually coalesce into

fully turbulent flow.
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Figure 2.5: Different transitional paths from laminar to turbulent flow. Fedorov

[2011].
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Figure 2.6: a: Qualitative sketch of the transition process. 1- laminar stable

base flow and receptivity region. 2 - unstable 2D Tollmien-Schlichting waves.

3 - 3D waves and vortex formation (‘hairpin’ vortices). 4 - vortex decay and

breakdown. 5 - intermittent region: turbulent spots formation, growth and

coalescence. 6 - fully turbulent flow. Schlichting and Gersten [2000]. b:

Qualitative sketch of the process of turbulence onset in a boundary layer.

Kachanov [1994].



Nonorthogonal Growth

Often in eigenmode analysis the eigenfunctions are assumed orthogonal. This

has the physical meaning that each mode is assumed decoupled and the

behaviour of one is incapable of influencing the other. However this assumption

is not always valid and unstable modes can evolve due to these interactions

[Schmid 2007; Fedorov 2011].

Path B (see figure 2.5) demonstrates the behaviour of a weakly coupled sys-

tem. Here the initial receptivity mechanisms (Tollmien-Schlichting wave/Görtler

vortex) are amplified by some eigenmode interaction (transient growth) before

a single unstable eigenmode evolves (eigenmode growth) and then, as with

Path A; non-linear instabilities develop and turbulent breakdown ensues. This

path requires the eigenfunctions are weakly coupled, such that the amplitude

of the dominating eigenmode is much larger than the coupling effect.

Path C (see figure 2.5) shows the scenario where the system is strongly

coupled and a single eigenmode is unable to dominate over the coupling

affects. In this case the receptivity mechanisms are amplified through the

interacting eigenmodes (transient growth). No single mode emerges (skipping

eigenmode growth) but the system still becomes unstable due to large

transient amplitudes. The system develops non-linear instabilities (lambda

waves/hairpin vortices) and turbulent breakdown ensues.

Bypass Mechanisms

Transition can occur very quickly, seemingly going straight from laminar to

turbulent flow. When this occurs the eigenmode growth and non-linear

mechanisms familiar to previous paths are not present, or at least, each

stage exists for such a short duration that they are indistinguishable from each

other. This type of transition is usually associated with some large amplitude

disturbance that is rapidly amplified through some initial receptivity mechanism.

This high amplitude disturbance might come in the form of a very unstable,

strongly coupled system (path D) or external forcing (path E). Either way, the

disturbance must contain sufficient energy to drive the large non-linear flow

structures (turbulent spots) associated with breakdown.

2.2.4 Turbulent Spots

A turbulent spot represents a region of fully turbulent flow, as shown in figure

2.7. Turbulent spots grow as they travel downstream and eventually merge

with other spots producing a completely turbulent boundary layer. The region
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from the first appearance of a spot until the point where a fully turbulent

boundary layer occurs is termed the transition region. This section details the

characteristics of turbulent spots, especially at hypersonic speeds.

Internal Structure and Hairpin Vortices

Turbulent spots contain smaller coherent flow structures, evidence of this

is apparent in figures 2.7 and 2.13. It is likely that these structures are

‘hairpin vortex packets’ formed from ‘hairpin vortices’ [Adrian 2007; Robinson

1991].

A single hairpin vortex is shown in figure 2.8. A hairpin vortex acts as a pump,

expelling slow moving flow near the wall up into the boundary layer (‘ejection’)

and drawing faster moving fluid down into the boundary layer (‘sweep’). Several

authors [Adrian 2007; Robinson 1991; Schröder et al. 2007; Krishnan and

Sandham 2007] suggest that hairpin vortices are auto-generating. As the

hairpin vortex advects through the flow it grows up through the boundary layer,

generating smaller hairpin vortices both in-front of and adjacent to it that also

begin to grow.

The hairpin vortices interact and form into a hierarchy of increasing size through

the boundary layer called a hairpin vortex packet. Turbulent spots represent

large groups of vortex packets.

Adrian [2007] and Robinson [1991] conjecture that the hairpin vortex packet

is the primary mechanism of renewing turbulent kinetic energy within the

boundary layer in the face of constant viscous loss. This, they argue, is

achieved through the increasing scales of hairpin vortex packets that reach

through a large section of the boundary layer (log-law section) that act to pump

fluid down from the free stream through to the wall. They propose that it is

exactly this scaling of hairpin packets that results in the log-law properties of

the log-law region of the boundary layer.

As discussed in section 2.2.2, the viscous sublayer produces streaks of

retarded flow close to the wall [Kline et al. 1967]. Hairpin packets form from

these regions of locally retarded motion, which act as a shear source that

drives the vortex packet. However, the vortex acts to expel the retarded flow up

into the boundary layer above. Should regeneration of the slow speed streaks

occur faster than the hairpin vortex packets deplete it then the vortex packets

continue to grow, eventually becoming fully turbulent. Effectively, the ability

of the boundary layer to remain turbulent depends on the rate of production

of slower moving streaks by the viscous sublayer. If for some reason the

slower moving flow can not be regenerated quickly enough then the flow will

re-laminarise.
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Figure 2.7: LIF visualisation of the footprint of a turbulent spot with an inset

schematic of the turbulent spot structure. [Gad-El-Hak et al. 1981]
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Figure 2.8: Hairpin vortex diagram. Nijs and Pietrzak [2011].
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Figure 2.9: Planform (xz) and spanwise (xy) cross sections of a turbulent spot

(red). X increases in the flow direction and the dotted grey lines show the rate

of increase of the widest part of the spot. ’LE’ and ’TE’ denote the leading and

trailing edge respectively. Notice the ‘overhang’ in the xy plane at the front of

the spot. Adapted from Schröder et al. [2007].
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Turbulent Spot Characteristics

Turbulent spots have a distinctive ‘arrowhead’ shape with a trailing wake region,

as shown in figure 2.7. A diagram of a turbulent spot is presented in figure 2.9.

The trailing of the spot convects slower than the leading edge, causing the

spot to grow in the x direction as it travels. Further, the spot also grows in the

z direction and the ratio of the growth in the x and z direction is termed the

spreading angle.

The spot head possesses an ‘overhang’ at the front of the spot and Chong and

Zhong [2005] suggest that the overhang seen at the front of the spot in figure

2.9 exists along most of the edges of the structure. Work by Fiala [2004]; Fiala

et al. [2006] in this facility supports this finding, with figure 2.13 showing a very

similar profile to figure 2.9.

Krishnan and Sandham [2007] have performed direct numerical simulations

of turbulent spots. They suggest that their simulations clearly show large

numbers of hairpin type structures throughout the turbulent spot. Schröder

et al. [2007] also find evidence of the hairpin vortex structure in turbulent spots

when performing PIV. Further, the nature with which the turbulent spot grows

(forwards and outwards) is very similar to the auto-generation of hairpin vortex

packet.

The turbulent spot also has a large trailing wake region, where the flow is re-

laminarising. Here turbulent structures from the rear of the spot breakdown

and decay. This region is substantial, comparable to the spot in size, see figure

2.7.

2.2.5 Turbulent Wedge

A turbulent wedge represents a continued region of turbulence in a laminar

boundary layer that originates from a disturbance, as shown in figure 2.10.

Turbulent wedges are very similar to a continuous train of turbulent spots, their

structure is shown in figure 2.11.

Like a turbulent spot, a turbulent wedge contains a turbulent core, which is

representative of fully turbulent flow. As seen in figure 2.12, cell structures

are found in the turbulent core region and evidence suggests these are also

likely to be hairpin vortices [Fiala 2004], as described in section 2.2.4. The

turbulent core of a wedge has a slightly lower spreading half angle compared

to a turbulent spot and so the turbulent wedge grows more slowly in the lateral

direction.

Unlike a turbulent spot the wedge contains an interface region between the

laminar and turbulent flow, with intermediate flow quantities. The intermediate
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Figure 2.10: Surface heat transfer visualisation using liquid crystal

thermography on a 5o semi-angled blunt-nosed cone at Mach 8.9. Two

turbulent wedge structures are visible that merge downstream. Zanchetta

[1996].
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Figure 2.11: Schematic of a turbulent wedge shown in figure 2.10. Inset:

schematic of frozen wedge shown in figure 2.12. Adapted from Fiala [2004].

Figure 2.12: Turbulent wedge heat transfer footprint at a single x location,

showing the wedge as a frozen structure. Superimposed are two turbulent

spots. Adapted from Fiala [2004].

region grows laterally at a rate that is larger than a turbulent spot. Hence the

lateral growth rate of a turbulent spot is banded by the core and outer edge of a
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turbulent wedge [Gad-El-Hak et al. 1981; Zanchetta 1996; Fiala 2004; Estruch-

Samper et al. 2012].

The cause of the intermittent region is unclear. Potentially it represents

two bounding vortices, generated from the roughness element that travel

downstream, inducing laminar flow and growing the turbulent region [Gad-El-

Hak et al. 1981]. Although, Zanchetta [1996]; Fiala [2004] both suggest that this

region is potentially the result of the alternating production of turbulent spots

from opposite sides of the roughness element as seen in figure 2.11 and 2.12.

At some time (tc), the edges of two offset turbulent spots are at some physical

location, which define the top edge width and bottom core width. At another

time (tb), the pair of spots move some distance downstream and the wedge

profile changes to some intermediate condition. At time ta the pair of spots

have moved such that the wedge profile now represents the top core edge and

bottom outer edge. This process of alternate shedding causes the profile of the

wedge edge to appear wavy. When the conditions at the edge are averaged

over time it smears this process out, creating the interface region.

Hypersonic Turbulent Spots and Wedges

Hypersonic turbulent spots are characteristically similar to their sub- and

supersonic counterparts [Fischer 1972; Zanchetta 1996; Fiala et al. 2006;

Redford et al. 2012]. This is demonstrated in figure 2.13, which shows

the heat transfer foot-print of a hypersonic turbulent spot. The spot has an

arrowhead profile, large trailing wake region and demonstrates evidence of

coherent internal cellular structures, which could potentially be hairpin vortex

packets.

However, spot spreading angle reduces substantially as Mach number in-

creases (figure 2.14b), which could go some way to explaining the large

intermittent flow regions typical of hypersonic flight. Figure 2.14b shows larger

variation in spreading angles at higher Mach numbers. Part of the difficulty in

assessing hypersonic boundary layers lies in separating ‘true’ physical effects

from effects induced by facility specific conditions such as wall vortices, tunnel

noise, flow gradients etc. Further the effects of heat transfer on boundary layer

stability compound matters [Redford et al. 2012]. Heating or cooling of the

model can produce significant changes in boundary layer stability, promoting

or delaying (respectively) transition and generation of turbulent spots.

Hypersonic turbulent wedges are also characteristically similar to their sub-

and supersonic counterparts [Zanchetta 1996; Fiala 2004], likely because a

turbulent wedge is made of a long string of turbulent spots. A hypersonic

turbulent wedge also experiences reduced spreading rates with increasing

Mach number for exactly the same reasons discussed above.
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Figure 2.13: Heat transfer contours in the (t, z)-plane for detection of individual

spots using a circumferential array of gauges at x = 279 mm. The ordinate

is z/δ1,L, the transverse wetted distance, z, normalized by the local laminar

displacement thickness, δ1,L (computed as 0.78 mm from CFD). The abscissa

is−t̃Uc/δ1,L, where t̃ is time andUc is the mean convection speed. Fiala [2004].

(a) (b)

Figure 2.14: Collated data; variation of turbulent spot and wedge lateral

spreading rates with boundary layer edge Mach number Me. a: Fischer [1972].

b: Redford et al. [2012], green area represents data from a.
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2.2.6 Hypersonic Transition and Roughness Elements

Hypersonic transition, while characteristically similar to super and subsonic

counter parts, is considerably more complex. The large dynamic head

associated with hypersonic speeds often leads to large surface temperatures

and heat transfer rates. This high heat transfer to (or from) the test body

has a very significant stabilising (or destabilising) effect at hypersonic speeds.

The problem is further complicated by noise levels within hypersonic facilities.

Compared to low speed facilities, very few hypersonic facilities have any

appreciation of the noise levels of the test section freestream. This often

leads to problems in distilling physical boundary layer trends from tunnel

noise and contamination effects. For example the (widely accepted) work of

Fischer [1972] shows that spot spreading angle decreases with increasing

Mach number, however van Driest and Blumer [1960] finds that the spreading

angles increases with increasing Mach number. The finding of van Driest and

Blumer [1960] is likely a tunnel effect.

A series of more carefully controlled roughness induced transition experiments

have been under taken by Schneider et al. in a low noise hypersonic facility.

Schneider [2008a] broadly divides roughness induced transition mechanisms

into three categories:

• Transition due to interaction of the streamwise vorticity behind a rough-

ness element with receptivity modes.

• Interaction between the roughness and acoustic waves and other bound-

ary layer noise to generate instability waves or their precursors.

• Transition generated by the actual wake of the roughness element or the

potentially unstable shear-layer it generates.

The first two transition modes are demonstrated by paths a - c in figure 2.5 and

the final mode represents modes d and e. Of these three modes, the final has

received the majority of attention and is best understood. Schneider [2008a]

notes that the mechanisms by which the first two modes generate transition

seems considerably more dependent on model geometry and tunnel conditions

which complicates matters further.

Schneider [2008b] presents a summary investigation of blunt-nose hypersonic

transition (the type relevant to this study) for different roughness conditions. For

a smooth surface, transition does not occur unless the freestream Reynolds

number is ‘several million or more’. For surface roughness typical of flight

vehicles they find that transition does not occur for a freestream Reynolds

of a million or less. Although Schneider [2008b] states there is significant

variation between experiments, essentially recognising that it is very difficult

to isolate the driving mechanisms of transition from complicating factors such
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Figure 2.15: Transition characteristics expressed in Reynolds number as a

function of Mach number. Schneider [2008b].

as geometry, Mach number, stagnation enthalpy, wall temperature, tunnel noise

level, angle of attack and so on.

At this point it is convenient to introduce the quantity Rek, the Reynolds

number based on roughness element height and conditions at the height of

the roughness element in an undisturbed laminar boundary layer. It is then

possible to investigate transition of the flow in terms of a critical Rek, where the

presence of the roughness element begins to affect transition.

Schneider [2008a] demonstrates one of the few general describable trends in

hypersonic transition: the sensitivity of transition to Mach number. Particularly

they show a Mach number dependence on the critical roughness required

to induce transition, as seen in figure 2.15a. The sensitivity of transition to

roughness elements shows a sudden and pronounced decrease with Mach

number above Mach ∼4. Although a lack of data and again, difficulty in

normalising between facilities makes analysis difficult.

A clearer Mach number dependence is observed when examining the third

type of transition, which is least sensitive to complicating factors. This is

demonstrated in figure 2.15b which shows the distance taken for complete

transition to occur downstream of very large trips (given as a Reynolds number)

vs Mach number. Although, arguably both figures 2.15a and b simply show the

tendency of hypersonic boundary layers to be more stable than their subsonic
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counterparts, particularly shear layers.

Ultimately the current state of understanding is for hypersonic transition

on blunt bodies is summed up with the following quote from Schneider

[2008b]:

‘At high Reynolds numbers, transition is sensitive to roughness that often

appears small; a general quantitative definition of high and small remains to

be determined.’

Essentially, all but the most general of trends are difficult to extract and the

specific behaviour of transition must be evaluated either on a case by case

basis or at the very least within a family of similar experimental results. Much

work remains to be done in hypersonic transition.

2.3 Shock-Wave Boundary-Layer Interactions

Shock wave boundary layer interactions (SWBLI) are prolific, occurring on

vehicles ranging from transonic commercial aircraft through to re-entry craft;

this phenomena manifests in almost any flow possessing a shock wave.

Associated with high (if not peak) aero-thermal loading and possessing

inherent low frequency unsteadiness, SWBLIs can have a profound effect on

vehicle design and performance, potentially causing catastrophic failure. This

section will examine strong and weak SWBLIs, with a focus on the supersonic

regime and strong interactions.

2.3.1 Weak Interaction

A shock represents a strong and sudden adverse pressure gradient. The

presence of a strong adverse pressure gradient at the wall has an adverse

effect on the boundary layer which results in a shock-wave boundary-layer

interaction. If the boundary layer possesses enough momentum to navigate

the pressure gradient without separating the interaction it is termed weak as

the flow’s structure is not substantially altered, the resulting flow structure is

shown in figure 2.16.

Even for hypersonic flows, some portion of the boundary layer must remain

subsonic. The adverse pressure gradient generated by the shock travels

upstream and results in a thickening of the subsonic portion of the boundary

layer. In turn, the thickened subsonic boundary layer acts as a ramp, smearing

the shock out into a compression fan, moving it upstream of it’s original location,

as shown in figure 2.16. The compression fan also extends some distance
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Figure 2.16: Shockwave boundary-layer interaction for an

eight degree ramp in a Mach 2.85 flow. a: Schlieren

photograph. b: Schematic of the interaction. Babinsky and

Harvey [2011].

downstream of the original shock location due to the continued thickening of

the subsonic portion of the boundary layer. The compression fan turns from

normal at the sonic line, through the boundary layer until coalescing into a

single shock. For hypersonic flows the portion of the boundary layer that is

subsonic is low and so the upstream influence of the shock wave is limited,

resulting in smaller compression fans that quickly coalesce into a single shock

when compared to lower Mach numbers [Babinsky and Harvey 2011].
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Figure 2.17: Shockwave boundary-layer interaction for a 15

degree ramp in a Mach 5 flow. a: Schlieren photograph. b:

Schematic of the interaction. Babinsky and Harvey [2011].

2.3.2 Strong Interaction: Shock-Induced Boundary Layer

Separation

If the momentum of the boundary layer is not capable of navigating the

adverse pressure gradient imposed by the shock then the boundary layer

region separates and the interaction is regarded as strong due to the significant

change in flow structure. There are two methods of generating a separated

SWBLI, one with a geometry change (figure 2.17) and the other with an

impinging shock (figure 2.18).

When the flow separates, a region of recirculating flow forms that changes the

effective geometry of the surface. The presence of the bubble acts as a bump
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Figure 2.18: Shockwave boundary-layer interaction for an

impinging shock in a Mach 1.95 flow. a: Schlieren photograph.

b: Schematic of the interaction. Babinsky and Harvey [2011].

Figure 2.19: Typical pressure and temperature profiles through

a separated SWBLI. Williams [2004].
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which causes the base of the shock to split into a λ configuration where the

original shock splits into two weaker shocks. One shock moves forward of the

original position and occurs at the beginning of the separation region, turning

the flow over the bump, it is termed the ‘separation shock’. The second shock

moves backwards of the original position, occurring at the end of the separation

bubble, turning the flow parallel with the flow, it is called the re-attachment

shock.

As with the weak interaction case, the presence of a shock is capable of being

communicated upstream through the sonic region of the boundary layer and so

each shock is smeared near the wall into compression fans that turn through

the flow as they travel outwards from the boundary layer. High heat transfer

rates occur at the re-attachment point, here the flow travelling over the top of

the separation bubble stagnates as it reaches the wall while being turned by

the flow. As with the weak interaction case, the subsonic layer in the boundary

layer is thin resulting in a smaller upstream influence and less shock smearing.

Hence, at hypersonic speeds compression fans coalesce quickly into shocks,

compared with lower Mach numbers. Far from the wall the separation and re-

attachment shocks merge together forming a single shock wave that resembles

the weak interaction case.

The exact structure of the resulting interaction depends on several factors;

shock type (impinging/geometric), flow regime (super/hypersonic) and bound-

ary layer state (laminar/turbulent). Excluding transonic regimes, there are

generic wall pressure profiles that largely represent any combination of the

above factors. Figure 2.19 illustrates this, various points of significance are

marked, they are explained below:

• A - Represents the incoming boundary layer, at this point the presence of

the separation shock is minimal.

• B to C - The pressure rise due to the impinging shock is communicated

upstream through the subsonic section of the boundary layer which

causes the boundary layer to thicken, smearing the shock into a com-

pression fan.

• C - Separation occurs due to the impinging shock.

• D - After separation a plateau region exists. Here physical quantities tend

to remain relatively consistent and the region B-D is often referred to as

a free interaction. Non-dimensionalisation by local quantities reveals a

strong self similarity through the plateau region [Chapman et al. 1957;

Dolling 2001; Williams 2004; Murray 2007; Murray et al. 2013]. The free

interaction is discussed further in section 2.3.2.

• E - Approaching reattachment (and the reattachment shock) pressure
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again rises. Here the free interaction ends and pressure profiles are no

longer collapsed by local boundary conditions.

• F - Often, after reattachment some form of pressure overshoot can

occur, producing peak quantities considerably larger than the boundary

layer downstream. Peak pressure occurs downstream of the separation

region, potentially as a result of differing convective/diffusive time scales

in the boundary layer immediately after the shock [Williams 2004; Murray

2007; Murray et al. 2013]. Although a simpler explanation can be

made by considering the pressure gradient required to turn the flow at

re-attachment which requires an increasing pressure gradient moving

towards the wall. A quick turning of the flow would require a large

pressure increase at the wall and thus produce a significant over-shoot.

• G - At some distance downstream of the overshoot the boundary layer

relaxes. The convective/diffusive time scales are similar and conditions

return to those associated with the weak interaction case.

Free Interaction

Chapman et al. [1957] describe a (supersonic) free interaction as a region

where: ’the pressure region near separation is determined primarily by a

Reynolds number dependant interaction (free interaction) and only secondarily

by the inviscid pressure distribution’. A strong Reynolds dependence implies

the initial structure is controlled by local viscous forces which must compete for

space by displacing the inviscid flow. Chapman et al. [1957] uses an order

of magnitude analysis; comparing local momentum for the inviscid and the

laminar/viscous sublayer flows, to show the Reynolds dependence. Factors

such as model geometry, mode of separation or boundary layer state; have a

diminished influence as they drive the inviscid flow.

Two previous studies done within this facility illustrate this well, as shown in

figure 2.20. Williams [2004] conducted a turbulent separation study on a hollow,

sharp edged cylindrical center body with a wedge. Murray [2007] conducted a

turbulent separation study using a hollow, sharp edged cylindrical center body

with a cowl. Separation on each model occurs at different locations, using

a different method to separate the flow, different shock strengths, producing

different separation structures and different separation lengths. The only

common features are the cylindrical center body and the firing conditions,

which combine to give very similar Reynolds conditions at the surface. The free

interaction (0 < x < 35) is evident without any non-dimensionalisation, despite

different boundary layer thicknesses, which would influence local inviscid and

viscous forcing.
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Figure 2.20: Pressure distribution through a shock

induced separation for a flare (circles) [Williams 2004]

and cowl (black dots) Murray [2007].

Unsteadiness

Unsteadiness of separated SWBLIs is a widely acknowledged phenomena

throughout the literature [Dolling 2001; Williams 2004; Dussauge et al. 2006;

Ganapathisubramani et al. 2007; Dussauge and Piponniau 2008; Clemens and

Narayanaswamy 2014, and references therein]. The separation expands and

contracts at a low frequency, with typical frequencies 10-100 times smaller than

characteristic boundary layer frequencies [Dolling 2001; Ganapathisubramani

et al. 2009].

It appears likely that the low frequency unsteadiness is the consequence of a

coupling between the boundary layer, the separation bubble and the resulting

shock-system. Difficulty in isolating this phenomenon across various facilities,

Mach ranges and configurations has made is difficult to identify the exact cause

of this oscillation. Some studies find a correlation between upstream boundary

layer structures and the unsteadiness of the separation [Ganapathisubramani

et al. 2009, 2007; Clemens and Narayanaswamy 2014]. However, other

studies [Touber and Sandham 2009] find that unsteadiness does not appear

correlated to upstream boundary layer structures and instead appears linked

to inherent unsteadiness mechanisms inside the separation bubble. Clemens

and Narayanaswamy [2014] suggest that it appears increasingly likely that

both mechanisms are present in a separation but the dominance of either

mechanism is reliant on the strength of the interaction. Unsteadiness of weaker

interactions appears to be driven by upstream boundary layer structures while

stronger interactions seem to be driven by internal mechanisms.
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2.3.3 Transitional Shock-Wave Boundary-Layer Separations

The state of the boundary layer has a significant effect on SWBLIs [Babinsky

and Harvey 2011]. Turbulent boundary layers are much more capable

of withstanding adverse pressure gradients, which often results in smaller

separation regions, stronger shock systems and hence larger pressure jumps

and heat transfer rates in comparison to their laminar counterparts.
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Figure 2.21: Schematic representation of transition motion on a shock-

separated flow. Babinsky and Harvey [2011], adapted from Gadd et al. [1954].

Figure 2.21a gives an example of the structure and pressure profile through

a separated SWBLI for a fully laminar boundary layer. A laminar boundary

layer produces a larger separation bubble due to lower momentum within the

flow. Further, lower flow mixing produces a larger subsonic region within the

boundary layer profile, increasing the degree of shock smearing near the wall

producing longer pressure rises. Although at hypersonic speeds the subsonic

region in the boundary layer is significantly reduced for both the laminar and

turbulent boundary layer, reducing this difference. Figure 2.21e shows an

example of a fully turbulent shock induced boundary layer interaction. In

contrast to the laminar boundary layer case, separation regions are small,

pressure rises are larger and shocks are stronger and less smeared.

Gadd et al. [1954] performed an extensive study examining the effect of

transition location on separation. Transition at different locations along the

separation region results in some mixture of the laminar and turbulent profile,
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as shown in figure 2.21. Gadd et al. [1954] expresses this in terms of a

Reynolds number dependence. For Re such that the flow transitions far

downstream of the separation region (figure 2.21a), increasing Re results in

the growth of the separation region and moves the transition location toward

the re-attachment point.

When the transition location reaches re-attachment (figure 2.21b), it causes

a large increase in peak pressure and heat transfer and a reversal in the

Reynolds number dependence of the separation length, increasing Re now

reduces separation length. Transition continues to occur at re-attachment

until some limiting Reynolds where the flow is transitioned by the separation

shock and moves to the separation region (figure 2.21d). Eventually the

Reynolds number becomes large enough that transition moves upstream of

the separation region and a fully turbulent separation occurs (figure 2.21e).

Further, complete transition upstream of separation can result in the boundary

layer navigating the adverse pressure gradient, resulting in a collapse of the

separation and a weak interaction.

Babinsky and Harvey [2011] note that the majority of laminar flows at high

speed are likely to be a transitional due to the difficulties in achieving laminar

flow in large unit Reynolds number flows. However, to this authors knowledge,

no literature exists that investigates the passage of a turbulent spot through a

fully laminar interaction. It is known that transitional configurations can produce

peak heat transfer and pressure values that are larger than the fully turbulent

case, which is shown in figure 2.21c.

2.4 Hypersonic CFD

Large scale accurate hypersonic CFD is notoriously difficult to achieve. Until

quite recently DNS simulation of hypersonic regimes was not possible and

almost all CFD was done as either RANS or LES. Unfortunately turbulence

models are lacking for either method, which both fail to adequately capture the

process of laminar to turbulent transition. As such transition location must often

be specified and does not evolve naturally. This is undesirable as the transition

location must either be determined empirically or tuned in order to give the best

results on a case by case basis.

However, with increased computation power it has become possible to begin

DNS simulations at high Reynolds numbers for very reduced domains. The

current state of the art DNS simulations are being carried out by various

groups at The University of Southampton, University of California, University of

Minisota and Princeton ([Redford et al. 2012; Wang and Zhong 2009; Iyer et al.

2011; Martin 2007] respectively) to name some of the larger groups. Due to
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the restrictive nature of DNS the current focus of research examines roughness

elements, transitional mechanisms and turbulent spot structure (figures 2.22,

2.23 and 2.24 respectively) for small domain sizes. These DNS simulations

provide invaluable information on hypersonic boundary layer behaviour that

would otherwise be extremely difficult to measure experimentally.

With time, increased computational power and better turbulence models will

lead to further gains with Hypersonic simulations which will be vital in exploring

turbulence in this regime. It is hoped that the data from this study will serve as

a bench mark for the next generation of CFD solvers.

In order to provide appropriate data for CFD analysis it is important to be able

to provide accurate results, boundary conditions and reasonable estimates

of variation in the flow conditions [Zhong and Wang 2012]. As discussed in

section 3.1.1, Mallinson et al. [2000] has previously performed an in depth

calibration exercise in the gun tunnel facility used at this facility.
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Figure 2.22: Mach 3.75 flow around

a hemispherical roughness element.

Iyer et al. [2011].
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Figure 2.24: Turbulent spot structure visualised using iso-surfaces of constant

rotation at Mach 6. Redford et al. [2012].
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3 | Experimental and Numer-

ical Approach

“A good rule for rocket experimenters to follow is this: always assume that it

will explode.. . . ”

–Astronautics Magazine, 1937.

T
HIS study implements a dual experimental/numerical approach. While

experimental data is paramount, accurate hypersonic results are noto-

riously difficult to obtain and are usually limited to surface measurements.

CFD provides information for regions of the flow field that would otherwise

be impossible to measure. Further, CFD facilitated design of both the flare

and cowl geometries, which would otherwise require a lengthy and expensive

iterative experimental design process.

Because experimental and numerical methods are so integrated in this study,

details of both are provided in this section. First details of the experimental

facility used for this study is described with the experimental methods used to

probe the flow field. Design of both the flare and cowl cases then follows,

addressing Objective 1 for this study (section 1.3). Finally, details of the

numerical solver are then addressed and a mesh convergence exercise is

described.
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CHAPTER 3. EXPERIMENTAL AND NUMERICAL APPROACH

3.1 Experimental Method

This section details the facility, the experiments, the methods and the data

system used to obtain surface quantity measurements. First details of the gun

tunnel facility are presented followed by details of the blunt-nosed body used

as an experimental vehicle. After, surface pressure and heat transfer gauges

are described along with the schlieren technique used in this facility. Finally the

data acquisition system is described and sources of error are discussed.

3.1.1 The Imperial College Aeronautics Department Number

Two Gun Tunnel

Description

Figure 3.1 shows a diagram of the Imperial College Aeronautics Department

Number Two Gun Tunnel. A gun tunnel operates by using a high pressure

region (the driver) to propel a piston down a barrel where it compresses the

gas ahead of it producing a short duration jet into a test section. The conditions

in the driver and barrel are chosen to give the desired test section flow. This

gun tunnel facility operates at Mach 8.9, using nitrogen as the test gas it can

achieve a nominal unit Reynolds number of 47x106 m-1 . Total gun firing time is

over 0.03 s although only 0.006 s of run time is considered steady (see figure

3.2). The nozzle exit is 0.35 m in diameter and produces a test ‘diamond’

that is 1.8 m long and highly axisymmetric [Mallinson et al. 2000]. However,

the exit flow from the nozzle is slightly under expanded, resulting in an axially

increasing Mach number gradient of 2.7% m-1 through the test flow [Mallinson

et al. 2000].

Operation

The following section gives an overview of the tunnel operation. For a more

detailed description of this process see Elfstrom [1971]. Operation of the

gun tunnel is managed from the control room, a small room adjacent to and

shielded from the experiment. Before firing the barrel is cleaned of any debris

and the three diaphragms and piston are replaced. One diaphragm separates

the nozzle from the barrel, the remaining two separate the barrel and the driver

in a small section of the tunnel called the septum (figure 3.1). The piston is

placed in the upstream section of the barrel, just downstream of the septum so

it can propel the barrel gas. The barrel and test section are then evacuated to

between 330-400 Pa.
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Figure 3.1: Diagram of the Imperial College No.2 Gun Tunnel. Williams [2004].
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Figure 3.2: Pressure history for a surface pressure transducer on the blunt-

nosed circular-cylinder. Grey area shows the region of run time that is

considered steady.

The gun tunnel is evacuated to allow the tunnel to ‘start’ properly. The test

flow jet must first displace any gas within the test section before establishing.

Removing the gas from the test section facilitates the quickest jet establishment

time giving the longest period of stable flow conditions.

The driver and barrel are then pressurised with nitrogen to their selected

pressures (table 3.1). The septum is pressurised (also with nitrogen) to

an intermediate pressure, usually half the driver. Generally the septum

diaphragms are designed to burst at about two thirds of the total driver

pressure. Once each section is pressurised, gas from the driver is bled into

the septum raising the pressure and causing the front diaphragm to burst. This

then results in the rear diaphragm bursting and the driver gas flooding through

into the barrel forcing the piston forward compressing the gas ahead of it. The

resulting shock system travels down the barrel and bursts the nozzle diaphragm

and the jet forms in the test section. After the run all subsections are vented to

atmospheric and the tunnel is prepared for the next run.

Pressure Test Section

(Pa)

Barrel

(Pa)

Septum

(Pa)

Driver

(Pa)

Re m
-1

Low 400 145x103 7x106 13x106 6.5x106

Med 400 248x103 11x106 22x106 12.6x106

High 400 1.06x106 48x106 97x106 47.0x106

Table 3.1: Pressure at each section of the gun tunnel for low, medium and high

pressure configurations.

Tunnel Calibration

Mallinson et al. [2000] performed a detailed calibration exercise of the tunnel,
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which is summarised in table 3.2. The tunnel firing conditions are not

completely repeatable and this introduced some variability in the test section.

Further, Mallinson et al. [2000] also finds that the test diamond contains

axial flow gradients and angularity. Mallinson et al. [2000] suggest that an

effective geometry change of the nozzle is caused by the boundary layer that

forms on its walls and likely results in an incomplete cancellation of expansion

waves from the nozzle throat. The expansion wave structure that would

subsequently extend out of the nozzle exit would account for the axial gradient

and angularity.

P0,inf T0,inf M inf
dM/dX γ inf Reinf

60.0 MPa 1150 K 8.9 0.24m-1 1.4 47.4x106m-1

± 2% ± 4% ± 1% - - ± 6%

Table 3.2: Nozzle calibration data at nozzle exit plane.

Mallinson et al. [2000]

3.1.2 Blunt-Nosed Circular Cylinder

The vehicle for our experiment is a blunt-nosed circular cylinder (figure 3.3).

The circular cylinder section has a radius of 37.5 mm (rc), the nose section

has a radius of 25 mm (rn). The nose and cylinder sections are blended by an

arc with a radius of curvature of 273 mm (rb) which is tangent to the nose and

cylinder. The entire nose and blending region region occupies 103 mm (xn)

in total. This geometry has been previously used by Fiala [2004]; Fiala et al.

[2006] to investigate the nature of turbulent spots in hypersonic flows.

The choice of nose radius is very important. As discussed in Section 2.1.1, the

degree of nose-blunting has a strong effect on transition onset and completion.

A nose radius of 25 mm gives a nose Reynolds number of Ren=1.18x10
6 ,

far into the transition reversal regime. Hence, the blunt-nosed geometry is

sensitive to surface roughness at the nose region, generating large regions of

transitional flow for substantial portions of the body.

It is used for this study for several reasons:

• It is a good vehicle for achieving laminar flow at the large Reynolds

number in this facility, due to the entropy gradient effect reducing the

effective unit Reynolds number experienced by the boundary layer.

• It is capable of generating substantial regions of transitional flow, includ-

ing both singular isolated spots and fully turbulent wedges [Fiala 2004;

Fiala et al. 2006].

• A great degree of previous work has been conducted to characterise the

effects of nose blunting [Zanchetta 1996], the flow over this geometry and

the nature of the turbulent spots that occur [Fiala 2004; Fiala et al. 2006].
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Figure 3.3: Blunt-nosed cylinder used in this study. (a): Photo of the blunt-

nosed cylinder in the test section with the flare attached. Screw slots at the

rear of the flare are unable to influence the separation region. (b) Schematic of

the blunt-nosed circular-cylinder showing important dimensions.

The cylinder section of the model contains two slotted grooves on the top and

bottom (figure 3.4). Instrumented modules are constructed to sit within these

slots, integral to the cylinder surface. This allows placement of either heat

transfer or pressure sensors at various locations along the body surface. The

bulk of our experiments were conducted on a flare configuration. The flare is

made of two sections that clamp around body and can be positioned along

the cylinder section at any point. The cowl experiments were designed to

be very similar to the flare case, while the flare was obviously removed the

instrumentation remained in the same location. Further detail of both the flare

and cowl designs are detailed in section 3.2.

3.1.3 Static Pressure Gauges

The pressure sensors are recessed from the surface in order to prevent

damage and maximise spacial resolution. The pressure sensors were housed
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Figure 3.4: Diagram of the blunt-nosed centre body. Top instrument slot is

visible, dummy sensor modules are shown in bronze. The flare configuration is

shown exploded from the surface.

within a cavity which is linked to the surface by a tapping as shown in figure

3.5. Originally, the pressure sensors were contained within two modules; a 66

mm long module and a 33 mm long module. The longer 66 mm module was

placed upstream of the flare-cylinder junction location and the smaller 33 mm

module was positioned downstream of the cylinder-flare junction.

The 66 mm long module was a legacy instrument from a previous investiga-

tion. It contained 16 cryogenic miniature (CCQ-093) 2.4 mm diameter Kulite

piezoelectric pressure transducers, operating over a pressure range of 0-68.9

kPa. Each gauge was placed in the module with a pitch of 4 mm with the first

transducer 3 mm from the front and the last 3 mm from the end.

The 33 mm module was designed for this study by the co-investigator.

It contained 16 cryogenic extra miniature (CCQ-062) Kulite piezoelectric

pressure transducers with a diameter of 1.7 mm, operating over a pressure

range of 0-172.4 kPa. The short module (33 mm) had a sensor pitch of 2 mm

with the first tapping 1.5 mm from the front of the module and the last 1.5 mm

from the end.

Unfortunately, the legacy pressure gauges in the 66 mm long module proved to
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have a lower temporal resolution than those of the 33 mm module. While this

was not a problem for time-averaged values it was undesirable when examining

transient phenomena. A second 33 mm module was machined and the 16

cryogenic extra miniature (CCQ-062) Kulite piezoelectric pressure transducers

were shared between the two 33 mm modules. The longer 66 mm module was

placed upstream of the flare-cylinder junction location on the bottom (180o ) of

the blunt-nosed cylinder. The two smaller 33 mm modules were positioned

upstream and downstream of the cylinder-flare junction. The 66 mm long

module remains as detailed above.

Each of the new 33 mm modules contained 8 cryogenic extra miniature (CCQ-

062) Kulite piezoelectric pressure transducers with a diameter of 1.7 mm,

operating over a pressure range of 0-172.4 kPa. The 33 mm module upstream

of the cylinder-flare junction had a sensor pitch of 4 mm with the first tapping

3.5 mm from the front of the module and the last 1.5 mm from the end. The 33

mm module downstream of the cylinder-flare junction had a sensor pitch of 4

mm with the first tapping 1.5 mm from the front of the module and the last 3.5

mm from the end.
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Figure 3.5: Cross section schematic

for a pressure module showing a

single pressure sensor and cavity. a:

Pressure tapping. b: Dead space

volume (1.09 mm3 ) above transducer.
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Calibration

The static pressure gauges were calibrated through the entire data system

against the Inficon (CDG120) pressure gauge in the test section during the

vacuum process. As the test section was evacuated readings were taken

throughout the experimental pressure range. Each day atleast one calibration

was taken. Initially ten point calibrations were done, however the Kulite

calibrations proved to be both linear through their operational range and

repeatable (figure 3.6). After some time the calibrations were reduced to three

points to save time. In order to use the maximum voltage range of the data

system (±10 V) all channels were zeroed half way through the range (∼ 6000

Pa) giving a maximum resolution of ±6 V through the pressure range.

Data Processing

The signal was zeroed using an average taken from the pre-firing signal. The

average is intentionally spaced far from the firing time to avoid possible overlap.

Using the averaged gradient from the calibration, the change in voltage was

expressed as a raise in pressure relative to zero. The ‘vacuum pressure’ just

prior to firing (known from the Inficon pressure transducer) is then added to the

pressure to apply the correct offset. Firing time is initially identified by looking

for a raise in signal over 10 times the pre-firing signal maximum deviation. A

more precise value is then found by working backwards to find the first value of

the pre-firing signal that is more than a standard deviation from zero.

3.1.4 Heat Transfer Gauges

The heat transfer gauges are thin film resistance thermometers of the type

described by Schultz and Jones [1973]. The heat transfer measurements were

taken by the co-investigator of this project, only an overview is presented here.

Thin film resistance thermometers are constructed of two mediums, a thin

conducting film and a substrate. The temperature of the thin film is calculated

by monitoring its internal resistance. The gauges are robust, rarely fail and

most of the gauges will easily survive the entire programme.

The gauges are as shown in figure 3.7. Four 33 mm long modules were

designed by the co-investigator for this study. Each gauge module features

32 painted platinum thin film resistance thermometers that were baked onto a

glass ceramic substrate called MACOR, a material with very low conductivity

and thermal expansion properties. Each platinum thermometer is 2.5 mm

wide and 0.5 mm thick, with a 1mm pitch. Gold is used to bridge the

gap between the platinum thermometer and the pins as it has a significantly
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Figure 3.7: A section of a heat transfer gauge used in this study. a: Gold pin

to wire. b: Gold connecting material between pin and platinum. c: Platinum.

reduced resistance compared with the platinum and does not significantly affect

the resistivity.

3.1.5 Schlieren

Schlieren visualisation exploits refractive index gradients associated with

changing density through a medium. A collimated (non-divergent) light source

is shone through the area of interest. Areas of higher density gradient refract

the light more while low density gradient areas refract it less. By focusing the

images across an appropriately oriented knife edge (or a similar sharp edge)

these slight differences in refractive angle are exaggerated and can create light

and dark areas that correspond to regions of changing density. This method

works best with relatively strong changes in density, hence its popularity in

using this technique to visualise shock structures. An example of a schlieren

taken in the tunnel is shown in figure 3.8.

All schlieren in this study use a horizontal knife edge. An over-volted LED is

used to illuminate the flow field and a high speed camera (Phantom v5.2 or

Photron Fastcam SA1.1) to record the resulting images at a maximum speed

of 200 kHz (dependent on image resolution). By sampling at such high frame

rates it is possible to observe the flow system establish, become stable and

collapse. This has proved invaluable in diagnosing problems and probing flow

phenomena.
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Figure 3.8: Composite schlieren image made from two separate photos

showing the top half of the blunt-nosed centre body with flare. The bow shock is

visible as the strong black object originating close to the nose. The separation

shock system is visible near the flare junction.

3.1.6 Data Acquisition System

The data system is capable of sampling at 100 kHz (analogue filtered to 50

kHz) from 64 different channels. Each channel is linked to a Flyde (FE-759-

TA) card, which provides high fidelity gain and offset options to the incoming

signal.

Four HGL Dragonfly (DF24F) analogue to digital converters digitise the signal

across 16 cards each and feed this information to a PC for storage. Signal to

noise ratio for the analogue to digital converters is 120 dB [HGL 2014].

The PC also serves as an interface for setting gain and voltage options across

each channel. A total pressure transducer in the tunnel throat is used to trigger

the system.

3.1.7 Sources of Error

This section details likely error associated with the measurement of pressure.

It accounts for likely sources of error present in all of the pressure sensors,

the data acquisition system and the data processing. It does not account for

run to run variation, which can be reduced with appropriate normalisation (see

section 4.2).

Sources of error are assessed as:

• Error for both the cryogenic miniature (CCQ-093) and extra miniature
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(CCQ-062) Kulite piezoelectric pressure transducers is given as ±0.1%

for typical ranges and ±0.5% maximum [Kulite 2014a,b].

• The error associated with the gain is stated as ±0.01% and the power

supply is also stated as ±0.01% [Fylde 2014].

• Error associated with digitisation of the 20 V analogue signal with a 24

bit system is 1.19 µV. Even relative to the lowest signal variation (0.001

V) error is small (0.12%). In comparison to signal intensities associated

with collapse or re-establishment of the separation region (1 V) error is

negligible.

• Error associated with the linearity of the calibration readings is assessed

as being a maximum of ±0.25%

• Error associated with the reference Inficon CDG 120-330 test section

reference gauge is stated at 0.15% [Inficon 1993].

A typical error estimate is given as ±0.1% + ±0.01% + ±0.01% + ±0.25% +

±0.15%= ±0.52%. Error due to analogue to digital conversion is considered

negligible.

A worst case error estimation is assessed as ±0.5% + ±0.01% + ±0.01%

+ ±0.25% + ±0.15%= ±0.92%. Again, error due to analogue to digital

conversion is considered negligible.

Hence, error associated with measurement of the pressure transducers is of

the order ±0.52-0.92%, approximately 1-2%. Again, this estimate does not

account for variability in firing conditions which is addressed later in section

4.5.
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3.2 Experiment Design

Two different methods of generating shock wave boundary layer separations

have been employed in previous studies [Williams 2004; Murray 2007; Murray

et al. 2013], an impinging shock (via a cowl) and a geometry change (a flare).

Each of these methods has advantages and disadvantages, especially when

considered in the context of the blunt nosed cylinder configuration. However,

broadly speaking the differences can be explained as follows:

• The flare is a much easier configuration in terms of generating an ax-

isymmetric shock-induced boundary layer interaction. The flare mounts

directly to the blunt nosed cylinder and so is automatically aligned to it.

Conversely, the cowl is a free standing structure and is much harder to

reliably align to the blunt nosed cylinder.

• The cowl must sit away from the wall, experiencing a strong entropy

gradient and streamline curvature; its design is substantially more

complex than the flare.

In terms of achieving a good design and generating a repeatable shock-

induced boundary layer interaction, the flare is a lower risk option and hence

it was selected as the primary vehicle for this study. However, it is also

appealing to investigate characteristic collapse times for an impinging shock

configuration. Hence, a cowl design was considered later in this study and

forms a secondary vehicle for this investigation, it is discussed further in section

3.2.2.

3.2.1 Flare Design

This section details the design of the flare geometry for the blunt-nosed cylinder

used previously by Fiala [2004] as shown in figure 3.9. This section also directly

addresses Objective 1 from section 1.3, which is repeated below.

Objective 1 Design and test a suitable flare configuration for the blunt-nosed

cylinder. The resulting interaction must establish quickly relative to tunnel

steady run times, be large enough to give good sensor resolution and must be

separated for a laminar boundary layer and collapsed for a turbulent one.

Ensuring that the separation bubble is established quickly relative to the steady

run window is the most constraining design criteria. As detailed in section

3.1.1, this is an intermittent facility with a steady run-window of 6 ms. The

separation region must become established either before or early into the
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steady-run window such that a long enough period remains in which to take

data.

The separation region establishment time is driven by the separation length. A

lower separation length results in a quicker establishment time. Unfortunately,

a shorter separation region also reduces sensor resolution. The following

design exercise examines the most appropriate flare angle to produce the

largest possible separation region that establishes in an acceptable period of

time.

U

B

A

C

Figure 3.9: Simplified cross section of a potential blunt nosed solid

cylinder/flare configuration. Flow is from left to right. The central

dot-dash line shows the streamwise axis of revolution. All highlighted

phenomena are axisymmetric. A: Streamlines showing flow curvature

along model. B: Blunt nosed solid centre body and growing boundary

layer. C: Cylinder flare junction with accompanying separated SWBLI.

Establishment Time

The numerical solver used in this study is time accurate, the solution conver-

gence times are used as an estimate of experimental separation establishment

times. However, there are differences between the simulations and the

experiments. Most notably the simulations are started impulsively with steady

freestream conditions. In reality the tunnel ramps up to these conditions over

about 10 ms. As shown in section 4.4 the numerical estimates are likely to be

rather pessimistic.

Convergence of the solution is asymptotic, taking an infinite amount of time

to converge to infinite precision. All solutions were run for many times their
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impulsively with steady-state run window conditions.
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likely establishment times in order to ensure time convergence to a steady-

state solution as shown in figure 3.10.

Convergence times of various quantities can be assessed in order to extract a

representative establishment time that is appropriate to this experiment. Three

quantities are strong candidates for assessment of establishment times, the

two measured quantities, pressure and heat transfer and the separation length.

Some percentage convergence of one of these three quantities will be selected

to represent an appropriate establishment time for the separation region.

Figure 3.11 shows the 90, 95 and 99% establishment times for these quantities,

heat transfer always limits convergence followed by separation length with

surface pressure the quickest to converge. This finding makes sense from a

physical argument. Essentially establishment of the separation bubble limits

establishment times of the whole flow. As shown in figure 3.10, a large

portion of the separation bubble is established relatively quickly, approaching

70% establishment of the bubble at 30% of the establishment time. Surface

pressure is largely set by the boundary layer edge conditions which are in turn

driven by the outboard inviscid flow and largely dominated by convective time

scales which are quick relative to diffusive time scales. As a large portion

of the separation bubble establishes quickly the outboard flow is provided

with the bulk of the flow features it must navigate relatively early and hence

the surface pressure establishes quickly relative to separation length or heat

transfer.

The separation bubble length takes longer to establish. After the initial rapid

growth the separation bubble only grows by entraining mass from the shear

layer. A shear layer is a viscous phenomena and so the growth of the

separation bubble is limited by diffusive time scales which are much larger than

the convective ones. Hence the separation bubble establishes next. Finally,

after the separation bubble is fully established can the internal flow structure of

the bubble become settled. Heat transfer is driven by this internal flow structure

and is very sensitive to mixing rates, boundary layer structure, etc. Hence the

heat transfer rates only establish after the separation bubble has grown to it’s

full size and the flow within is settled. However, some metric of convergence

time must be chosen.

The 90% convergence of heat transfer is chosen as a representative separation

region establishment time. Heat transfer was selected as it is the most limiting

quantity of the three selected, providing a worst case. The 90% convergence

criteria was selected because it showed the best agreement with provisional

schlieren establishment times.
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Flare Configuration Choice

This design exercise examines 24 different possible flare configurations that

represent a combination of four flare locations (0.2, 0.25, 0.30 and 0.35 m) and

six different angles (4, 6, 8, 10, 12 and 14 degrees).

As described above, a criteria for a representative establishment time from

the numerical simulation is chosen as the 90% convergence time of heat

transfer. Given the steady run-window is 6 ms and that establishment times are

likely pessimistic, a maximum establishment time of 3 ms is selected. Figure

3.12 shows the acceptable flare configurations based on separation region

establishment times being less than 3 ms.

Limitations on gauge manufacture mean that the maximum achievable resolu-

tion is a 2 mm pitch. At least five sensors are required through the separation

region limiting acceptable separation lengths to 0.01 m. Figure 3.13 shows the

acceptable flare configurations based on separation lengths begin greater than

0.01 m.

Figure 3.14 shows a design space for the flare configuration. A triangle(ish)

region of viable configurations exists, with a larger range of flare angles at

0.20 m and only one at the 0.35 m flare location. The 0.20 m cylinder-flare

intersection location is chosen as it presents more design options and is more

likely to provide a naturally laminar flow. A laminar base flow is essential to this

study and transition can then be controlled through the addition of roughness

elements. The opposite is not possible.

Of the three flare angle choices at 0.20 m, the 8o case is the most attractive,

giving a predicted separation length of 0.02 m and an establishment time of

2 ms. The interaction generated by the eight degree case is shown in figure

3.15.
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Figure 3.15: Density contour of the flare configuration choice. Axis not to

scale.



3.2.2 Cowl Design

As previously stated (section 3.2), collapse and re-establishment times of

shock-induced boundary layer separations caused by impinging shock config-

urations are of great interest to this study, especially when compared to those

caused by the flare configuration. Hence a cowl was designed in order to cause

an impinging shock. This section details the design of the cowl geometry, a

secondary vehicle for this study.

The cowl study [Murray 2007; Murray et al. 2013] was conducted on a hollow

centre body. The hollow centre body generates a weak shock due to a viscous

interaction at the leading edge which has a minor affect on the impinging shock

from the cowl. Hence its design was relatively straight forward.

This study uses a blunt nosed (solid) cylinder as a centre body; this substan-

tially complicates matters. The cowl can not be placed such that the bow shock

from the blunt nosed cylinder impinges on it. This restricts placement of the

cowl to either inside or outside the bow shock (figure 3.16 and 3.17). For a

number of practical reasons, placing the cowl inside the bow shock is difficult,

largely due to the entropy gradient. The most viable solution is to position the

cowl in the uniform flow outside of the bow shock.

Initial Sizing

It seems sensible to choose a cowl configuration such that it generates a

separation similar to the flare case. This is for two reasons.

• Firstly, it is a practical consideration. A great deal of effort has already

been expended to ensure that the flare interaction will converge within

a reasonable time and be large enough for the sensor modules. While

it is unlikely both interactions will be identical, a good deal of evidence

[Williams 2004; Murray 2007; Murray et al. 2013] suggests they will be

very close. Hence, if the cowl interaction is designed to be similar to the

flare case it should automatically provide a good establishment time and

spatial resolution.

• Secondly, it allows investigation of similarities and differences between

two very similar shock interactions generated in different ways.

Hence this requires a cowl position and angle such that it generates a shock-

induced boundary layer interaction that is ∼0.0226 m long with its centre at

∼0.212 m.

The first design iteration was largely analytical, see figure 3.18. The eight

degree flare was approximated as a wedge and the pressure jump across the
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Figure 3.16: Simplified cross section of a potential blunt nosed solid

cylinder/cowl configuration. Flow is from left to right. The central

dot-dash line shows the streamwise axis of revolution. All highlighed

phenomena are axisymmetric. A: Streamlines showing flow curvature

along model. B: Blunt nosed solid centre body and growing boundary

layer. C: Leading and trailing edge shocks from the inner cowl surface

and the inward cowl boundary layer. D: Shock impingement on the

blunt nose cylinder (note curvature) and accompanying SIBLS.
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Figure 3.17: Simplified cross section of the proposed blunt nosed

solid cylinder/cowl configuration. Flow is from left to right. The central

dot-dash line shows the streamwise axis of revolution. All highlighed

phenomena are axisymmetric. A: Streamlines showing flow curvature

along model. B: Blunt nosed solid centre body. C: Cowl (positioned

in freestream). D: Leading edge shocks from the cowl and the inward

cowl boundary layer (note the shock curvature after crossing the bow

shock).



resulting attached shock was calculated using oblique shock theory. It was then

assumed that the required impinging shock from the cowl leading edge would

be weak enough to be approximated by a Mach line. By calculating the Mach

angle of the flow at each node the impinging cowl shock was traced backwards

from the cylinder-flare junction to the location it intersected the bow shock. The

bow shock conditions at its intersection with the impinging cowl shock were

taken from the numerical solution and the entire bow shock was assumed to

have these local conditions. The strength of the impinging cowl shock required

to generate the same pressure ratio as the attached wedge after the bow shock

interaction was then calculated analytically. Assuming the cowl to be a wedge

is was then possible to calculate a cowl angle that would generate this strength

of shock. This predicted a cowl angle of ∼4.7o and placed the bow shock

interaction point at 0.08 m (axially). Clearly many of the above assumptions

are at the very least, grossly inaccurate. However this gives a starting point for

numerical simulations.
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Figure 3.18: Illustration of the idealised model used to predict the initial cowl

angle. The grey line divides the cowl (top) and flare (bottom) cases. A:

Idealised bow shock (assumed constant). B: Idealised flare pressure jump

(assumed as a wedge). C: Cowl (idealised as a wedge). D: Cowl shock and

bow shock interaction. D-E: Path traced by Mach line starting at x=0.212 m. E:

Intended SIBLS location (0.212 m).
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Numerical Design

The cowl is simulated as a single surface of zero thickness. Limitations on

maximum feasible domain size required the cowl and blunt-nosed cylinder to

be simulated separately and the inflow conditions for the blunt nosed cylinder

were interpolated to give the inflow conditions for the blunt-nosed cylinder

domain (see figure 3.19). The initial cowl simulations were inviscid, as they

were much quicker and it was anticipated that the analytical cowl sizing would

require some refinement and further iteration given the assumptions made for

the initial sizing.
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Figure 3.19: Viscous cowl simulation density contour plot (left) and blunt

cylinder simulation contour plot (right) presented relative to each other in space.

Broken white line highlights the boundaries of each simulation.
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Figure 3.20: Heat transfer plots

through the interaction region for the

flare (blue) and cowl (red) cases.
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Figure 3.21: Cowl design domain dia-

gram. Viable design domain coloured

gray. Arrows indicate viable side of

limit.

Surprisingly the analytical sizing provided a reasonably accurate estimate of

the bow shock interaction location (now found to be 0.07 m axially from the

nose) however the cowl angle was far too large. Inviscid simulations suggested

that 1.8o would be required to generate a similar shock-induced boundary layer

interaction to the flare case.
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With a better estimate of the actual cowl angle and intersecting shock location

viscous simulations were run. As the cowl angle was small (1.8o ) the viscous

interaction at the cowl leading edge affected the shock strength substantially

creating a much larger effective geometry. This required a substantial number

of viscous simulations to be performed and eventually suggested a cowl angle

of 1.3o and a bow shock interaction location of x∼0.095 m (axially from the

nose). This configuration should provide the conditions required to generate a

similar shock-induced boundary layer interaction to the eight degree flare case,

as shown in figure 3.20.

Design Criteria

The cowl parameters (cowl leading edge locus and angle) required to generate

a separation region similar to that of the eight degree flare have been found

(figure 3.20). This fixes the internal cowl surface on a locus, shown in figure

3.19 as the cowl leading edge shock. The cowl can be placed anywhere along

the locus to generate the same separation region. However there are other

limitations on the design of the cowl that must also be considered.

With regard to cowl radius and length the following criteria apply.

Critical:

• The nozzle starting shock must be swallowed by the cowl.

• Cowl must not interfere with the tunnel.

• Cowl must not interfere with the bow shock.

• Cowl must not obscure the interaction region.

• Cowl trailing-edge wave system can not influence the interaction region

or the region immediate downstream where recovery occurs.

• Cowl must be within the test flow jet.

Nice to have:

• Cowl should not obscure any section of the test body.

• Cowl should not obscure the trip location.

• Cowl trailing-edge wave system strike the blunt body several separation

bubble lengths downstream of the interaction region.
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The critical criteria are defined such that it is not possible (or incredibly unlikely)

that the experiment will give the correct conditions if they are not met. The

‘nice to have’ criteria are, as the name suggests, not essential but preferable if

possible. However, some of these criteria are more restrictive than others and

by satisfying them others are also met. The limiting criteria are:

• Cowl must not interfere with the bow shock.

• Cowl must be within the test flow jet.

• Cowl expansion fan can not influence the interaction region or the

immediate downstream recovery.

Using these criteria it is possible to construct a viable design domain diagram

of cowl radius and length. Figure 3.21 shows how these criteria interact to

constrain the design domain. As can be seen there is a small region that the

cowl design can occupy. As none of the three constraints were particularly

dominant, a cowl configuration was selected that used round dimensions and

placed the cowl roughly in the middle of the domain, 0.3 m length and 0.0975

m radius.

The external structure of the cowl must now be designed. The walls of

the cowl must be thick enough to prevent the cowl from deforming when

being machined. The leading edges of the cowl must be sharp so that

the leading edge shock is attached. Finally, the trailing edge must also be

sharp and the material here must also be thick enough to prevent deformation

while machining. A 25o angle on both the front and rear provides enough

material to prevent deformation during the machining process and allows for

the knife edges required. A diagram of the final cowl design is shown in figure

3.22.

Failure Analysis

The final part of the design process was to ensure that the method of mounting

the cowl into the test section was adequate. The cowl is mounted with the sting

from a previous cowl model. However the new cowl is much larger than any

previously used in the tunnel. While it was unlikely the sting would fail there

was concern the screws might fail. The two most likely loading scenarios are

failure at the junction between the sting and the cowl or the sting and the tunnel.

To examine these cases further worst case scenarios are calculated where the

cowl does not swallow the starting shock and a detached shock forms at the

inlet. The force on the cowl is calculated as the post shock pressure multiplied

by frontal area of the solid section of the cowl. This is the most pessimistic

assumption, assuming the front face experiences the worst case loading while
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Figure 3.22: Drawing of the cowl.

Figure 3.23: Diagram of the cowl mounting arrangement using the sting (left)

with idealised mounting scenario (right). Worst case loading scenario is shown,

hence starting shock is unswallowed.

the rear face experiences a perfect vacuum. Viscous forces due to skin friction

are ignored, from simulations this is known to be reasonable.

Using the normal shock equations for a M = 8.9 flow gives the worst case

loading scenario as follows:
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P

P∞
= 94.3

P = 94.3P∞ = 94.3× 3000 = 280, 000Pa

Ac = 2π(r
2
2 − r21 ) = 2π

(

(

0.214

2

)2

−

(

0.195

2

)2
)

= 6.10× 10−3

Fmax = P Ac = 1708N

The two most concerning failure cases are the shear of the eight, 12.9 (high

tensile) M4 bolts that hold the cowl onto the strut and tensile loading (due to a

moment) of the five, 12.9 (high tensile) bolts (various) that hold the strut to the

base.

Shear case: Using von Mises yield criterion and assuming pure shear the

tensile yield strength (Yt ) is related to the shear yield stress (Ys) by Ys =
Yt√
3
.

The yield strength of high tensile steel is 970 M Pa, hence shear yield strength

is 560 M Pa. The diameter of an M4 bolt is 0.004 m and so it has the area

2.5x10−5 m2 . The total area of all eight M4 bolts is 2.01x10−4 m2 , which gives

a shear stress of 8.49 M Pa. This is far below the shear yield stress of 560 M

Pa (safety factor of 65). Further, the cowl was machined to include a recess

that the mating strut surface was recessed into (see figure 3.23) significantly

reducing the shear load on the bolts.

Tensile Case: The combined length of the strut (0.14 m) and the centre point

of the cowl (0.107 m) give a moment arm of 0.247 m from the base of the

strut. This produces a moment about the strut base of 422 Nm. Assuming

the strut behaves as a stiff platform hinged at the rear (see figure 3.23), the

required tensile loading to counter this moment can be calculated. Assuming

the bolts in the base all have the same effective length (for simplicity) and the

shear component is relatively small (and so can be neglected) it is possible to

derive an equation for the loading of each bolt (shown in Appendix 2). This

gives equations 3.1 and 3.2, which essentially state that the loading in each

bolt is a linear function of it’s distance from the pivot. These can then be used

so solve the loading case.

σ1 =
M d1

A1

(

d21 +
A2

A1
d22 +

A3

A1
d23

)−1

(3.1)
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σn =
dn

d1
σ1 (3.2)

Where σ is stress, d is distance from the pivot, A is the cross sectional area of

the bolt and M is the moment.

The two bolts furthest from the hinge (b1) are 12.9 high tensile M5 bolts with

d1 = 0.1135m and combined A1 = 7.85 × 10−5 m2 . The bolt in the middle

(b2) is a 12.9 high tensile M8 bolt with d2 = 0.06 m and A2 = 3.93 × 10
−5 m2 .

The two bolts closest to the hinge (b3) are also 12.9 high tensile M5 bolts with

d3 = 0.0065 m and combined A3 = 7.85 × 10
−5 m2 . Substituting these values

in gives σ1 = 34.3 M Pa, back substituting gives σ2 = 18.1 M Pa and σ3 = 1.96

M Pa.

As stated previously, the tensile yield strength of high tensile steel (12.9) is

970 M Pa. This gives a safety factor of 28.3 on the highest loaded bolt (b1).

Impulsively loaded bolts require safety factors of 12. This means there is a 2.36

safety factor on our calculations.

While failure of the cowl was unlikely, caution was used for the initial runs.

The first run contained the cowl only, the second run was with the cowl

and uninstrumented centre body, only on the third run was the centre body

instrumented. Further, the screws were checked for signs of damage between

runs for the first few days of operation and periodically after. No signs of

damage were ever observed.
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3.3 Numerical Method

This section gives a brief overview of the numerical scheme employed by the

in house solver used for this study, references are supplied should the reader

require further information, [Hillier et al. 2003; Fiala et al. 2006; Williams 2004;

Murray 2007; Luthman 2013]. The Navier-Stokes convective/diffusive terms

are split and where appropriate these terms are decoupled in space. Different

schemes are employed to solve each of these terms over different sub-time

steps. This allows the most appropriate solver to be used for each term with

its own time increment. The solution is then assembled at each time step from

the summation of the sub time steps of each solver. Further the model includes

various turbulence models, a topic which warrants a book in its own right, which

are briefly discussed.

3.3.1 The Navier-Stokes Equations

The Navier-Stokes equations can be rewritten in cylindrical coordinates as:

∂U

∂t
+
∂Ainv

∂x
+
∂Binv

∂r
+

Binv + Cinv

r
=
∂Avis

∂x
+
∂Bvis

∂r
+

Bvis + Cvis

r
(3.3)

Here U is given as:

U =









ρ

ρu

ρv

ρe









The spacial derivatives in the Navier-Stokes equations are presented with an

‘inv’ (inviscid) and ‘vis’ (viscous) subscript to denote the inviscid and viscous

parts of the equations. These have been grouped respectively to the left and

right sides of the equation. In this way the inviscid and viscous terms can be

solved separately, as described above.
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Ainv ,Binv and Cinv are given as:

Ainv =









ρu

p + ρu2

ρuv

u(p + ρe)









,Binv =









ρv

ρuv

p + ρv2

v (p + ρe)









,Cinv =









0

0

−ρ

0









Avis,Bvis and Cvis are given as:

Avis =









0

τxx

τxy

−qx + uτxx + vτxy









,Bvis =









0

τxy

τyy

−qy + uτxy + vτyy









,Cvis =









0

0

−τθθ
0









qx and qy are the heat fluxes given as:

qx = −k
∂T

∂x

qy = −k
∂T

∂r

τxx , τyy , τxy and τθθ are the viscous stresses given as:

τxx = (λ + 2µ)
∂u

∂x
+
λ

r

∂(rv )

∂r

τyy = (λ + 2µ)
∂v

∂x
+ λ

(

∂u

∂x
+

v

r

)

τxy = µ

(

∂u

∂r
+
∂v

∂x

)

τθθ = (λ + 2µ)
v

r
+ λ

(

∂u

∂x
+
∂v

∂r

)
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Where k is the thermal diffusivity, which is inferred from the Prandtl number

(Pr ). The Prandtl number is assumed constant, with Pr = 0.72.

µ and λ are the primary and secondary viscosity coefficients given by:

µ =
(A0T

1/2)

(1 + A/T10A1/T )

λ = −
2

3
µ

Here µ is given by Keyes equation with A0 = 1.418,A = 116.4 and A1 = 5.0 for

nitrogen.

3.3.2 Inviscid Solver

The 2D Euler equations are decoupled using the second order splitting method

described by Strang [1968]. The 1D Euler equation is then solved in each

direction for an appropriate sub time-step using an up-wind second order

Godunov solver as described by Ben-Artzi and Falcovitz [1984].

3.3.3 Viscous Solver

The viscous terms of the Navier-Stokes equations are solved using the full

Navier-Stokes diffusion equations, which are solved explicitly using a two step

Runge-Kutta method.

3.3.4 Turbulence Modelling

This solver uses an analytical Baldwin-Lomax method to predict the turbulent

boundary layer [Baldwin and Lomax 1978]. This method calculates the eddy

viscosity from local flow field values. This method can not manifest history

effects and is not expected to perform well in non-uniform flows [Luthman

2013], such as separated flows.

However, work in this facility by Williams [2004] finds the Baldwin-Lomax

method provides the best estimates of the turbulent boundary layer through

a turbulent boundary layer separation region, compared with both one and two

equation methods and hence it is used for this study.
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The turbulent transition on-set location was previously determined experimen-

tally by Fiala [2004] and is set for each run.

3.4 Boundary Conditions

The boundary conditions for the model were specified along each of the four

labelled boundaries as shown in figure 3.24. The solid blue boundary labelled

1 lies on the axisymmetry line and is simply symmetric. The black boundary

labelled 2 represents the solid surface of the wall which had a no slip condition

enforced by a row of mirrored cells inside the solid surface which were forced to

300 K. The red boundary labelled 3 is an outflow boundary and simply passes

the flow out of the domain. Finally, the dashed blue boundary labelled 4 is

the inflow boundary, it is along this boundary that the tunnel conditions are

enforced. Of particular importance is reproducing the tunnel flow gradient,

which is done along this boundary. An example is given in figure 3.25 shows

how the Mach number varies along boundary 4.
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Figure 3.24: Mesh grid showing every 20th cell with the boundaries highlighted

(blue, dotted blue, black and red).
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figure 3.24.



3.5 Mesh Convergence

This section describes the mesh convergence exercise undertaken for the

numerical simulations. By significantly refining the original mesh, error is

reduced to 1% of the separation length with a doubling in x or y resolution.

The following pages detail this result.

The separation length is chosen to assess mesh convergence as:

• Separation length requires good resolution of the local shock structure,

the free shear layer and the boundary layer in the interaction region in

order to converge.

• Separation length is very easy to define.

Mesh convergence error should be minimised in order to help identify physical

departures of the experiment from the 2D axisymmetric solution. Previous

experimental error estimates have been of the order 10% [Williams 2004; Fiala

2004; Murray 2007]. The convergence criteria is chosen such that error due to

mesh convergence should not be more than 10% of the experimental error, or

1% of the final value and is defined as:

errorsep =

∣

∣

∣

∣

Lfinest − Ln

Lfinest

∣

∣

∣

∣

≤ 0.01 (3.4)

Where Lfinest is the separation length from the finest mesh and Ln is the

predicted separation length from some coarser mesh.

3.5.1 Original Mesh

The original mesh, ‘mesh level 3’ was designed for the attached boundary

layer no interaction case (blunt-nosed circular cylinder), for which it is mesh

converged [Fiala 2004]. The mesh is curvilinear and is locally fitted to the

body surface geometry and the bow shock, allowing good representation of

both (see figures 3.28 and 3.32). The mesh also contains a high degree of

node optimisation. The nodes are not equally distributed through the domain

space and are clustered around areas with high gradients. This leads to a

high proportion of the nodes being placed through the boundary layer and

in the nose region. Further, the mesh is also refined in the region of the

bow shock allowing for better representation of the extremely high pressure

gradients there.
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C

DA

B
E F

Figure 3.26: Simplified section of a shock induced boundary layer separation.

This diagram highlights velocity profiles through the boundary layer. A - Sonic

line. B - Boundary layer. C - Separation point. D - Reattachment point. E -

Separation shock. F - Reattachment shock. Dotted line along C-D is dividing

streamline and dashed line shows the boundary layer edge. Grey area shows

shear layer. Profiles are of U velocity.

3.5.2 Laminar Flare Mesh Convergence

Mesh level 3 was manipulated to add a flare. As shown in figure 3.26, the

resulting interaction means the flow field is now substantially more complex

and it was unlikely that the resolution of mesh level 3 would be adequate. Three

particular phenomena must be well resolved in order to accurately capture the

shock-induced boundary layer interaction:

• The separation shock, which must be well resolved as poor resolution in

this region (particularly near the wall) smears the shock, resulting in a

reduced adverse pressure gradient.

• The free shear layer, which drives the entire recirculation bubble and

produces large wall normal gradients. Here the velocity goes from

negative to positive (figure 3.26) and likely becomes the limiting quantity

in terms of the number of nodes required to accurately resolve the profile.

• The reattachment shock, which like the separation shock, must be

adequately resolved such that the best possible representation of the

pressure gradient here is observed. This is essential for accurate

predictions of peak heating in shock-induced boundary layer separations,

which usually occur here.

The effect of halving/doubling mesh resolutions separately for i and j is

investigated. Coarsening was done over the entire body for either the i or j

directions. Refinement in the i direction was done locally through the separation

region to prevent a reduction in the size of the nodes the nose, which limit the

time step. Refinement in the j direction was done to the entire mesh as it

was not possible to selectively refine as with the i direction. All of the mesh

resolutions investigated are given in table 3.3
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Mesh Level Description Dimensions

Mesh i5j6 8 x j with 4 x i SIBL, refinement 883 x 2569

Mesh i5j5 4 x j with 4 x i SIBL, refinement 883 x 1285

Mesh i5j5 4 x j with 4 x i SIBL, refinement 883 x 1285

Mesh i6j3 8 x i SIBL refinement 1121 x 322

Mesh i5j3 4 x i SIBL refinement 883 x 322
Mesh i4j3 2 x i SIBL refinement 750 x 322

Mesh i3j3 Original mesh 3, no coarsening 768 x 322

Mesh i3j2 Coarsened once in j 667 x 161

Mesh i3j1 Coarsened twice in j 667 x 80

Mesh i2j3 Coarsened once in i 335 x 322
Mesh i2j2 Mesh 2 335 x 161

Mesh i2j1 Coarsened once in i and twice in j 335 x 80

Mesh i1j3 Coarsened twice in i 169 x 322
Mesh i1j2 Coarsened twice in i and once in j 169 x 161

Mesh i1j1 Mesh 1 169 x 80

Table 3.3: Flared mesh resolutions for all mesh ‘levels’.

Refinement/coarsening given relative to mesh level 3.

Figure 3.27 shows a convergence domain diagram for refinement/coarsening in

the i and j directions. Coarsening the mesh in either i or j leads to a comparable

change in separation length, suggesting that the ratio of i and j nodes remains

close to optimal. A four times refinement of mesh level 3 leads to convergence

of the i direction, with separation length changing by less that 1% with an

additional doubling of mesh resolution. The mesh also becomes converged

in j with a four times refinement relative to mesh level 3, again with a 1%

change in separation length with a further doubling in j. Convergence of the

mesh with a four times refinement in both directions is further evidence that the

ratio of nodes in the i and j directions is close to optimal. The resolution of the

converged mesh relative to mesh level 3 is shown in figure 3.28.

Figures 3.29 and 3.30 show pressure and heat transfer coefficient through

the separation region for the converged mesh and a doubling of the mesh

resolution in either i or j. As can be seen, doubling in the i or j direction shows

little change in either quantity. Although some regions do show more error than

others, with regions of pressure and heat transfer over-shoot apparently most

sensitive to mesh resolution.

The new mesh shows a substantial improvement over mesh level 3, with the

separation length growing by 16%. Further, primary experimental quantities:

heat transfer and surface pressure do not change significantly with further

refinement. Ultimately, error due to mesh convergence is small in comparison

to our anticipated experimental error and hence the mesh is converged in

relation to the convergence criteria.
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Figure 3.27: Separation length error

domain plot for all i and j resolutions.
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Figure 3.29: Surface pressure for

mesh level 3 (grey), the 4 x i refine-

ment (dotted blue) and 4 x j refinement

(dotted red) with their respective 8

times refinement shown in black. Grey
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Figure 3.30: Surface heat transfer

for mesh level 3 (grey), the 4 x

i refinement (dotted blue) and 4 x

j refinement (dotted red) with their

respective 8 times refinement shown

in black. Grey shaded region shows

the separation region.

3.5.3 Laminar Cowl Mesh Convergence

This section details the cowl convergence study. The methodology remains

the same as before, the convergence criteria will be driven by separation
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length (see equation 3.4 for details). From the knowledge of the laminar flare

convergence exercise it seemed unlikely that mesh level 3 would be adequate.

Hence, the mesh was immediately refined. As before the mesh was refined

in the i and j directions separately in order ensure node ratios were close

to optimal. Terminology for each of the meshes is the same as in the flare

convergence exercise although the actual number of nodes in the domain is

different due to changes in the physical size of the mesh. This exercise also

features a cowl mesh, a completely different simulation to the blunt nosed

cylinder.

Cowl Mesh

As detailed in section 3.2.2 the laminar cowl simulations were split into

two stages. Firstly the cowl was simulated on its own. Then the inflow

boundary conditions for the blunt-nosed cylinder were interpolated from the

cowl simulation. Only the inner surface of the cowl was simulated and the mesh

was fitted to resolve the boundary layer here. The mesh is also constructed

such that in the vicinity of the shock the cell diagonal is the same as the shock

angle. This effectively means the shock travels diagonally through cells, from

node to node and helps prevent shock smearing. The mesh was designed

to contain as many nodes as it was practical to include (1412 x 1002) and

the solution was very likely mesh-converged given the high mesh-resolution in

relation to the relatively simple flow geometry.

In order to avoid problems with smearing of the impinging cowl-shock when

interpolating on the blunt-nosed cylinder mesh the shock jump was artificially

imposed. The maximum pressure rise across the impinging cowl shock was

suddenly imposed on the existing blunt-nosed cylinder mesh inflow conditions

to ensure the shock was as sharp as possible. This way the only smearing was

due to the actual blunt-nosed cylinder mesh and not the interpolation.

Body Mesh

The cowl interaction was designed to be as similar as practically possible to

the flare interaction. Hence, it seemed reasonable to expect that convergence

would also occur with a x4 refinement in both i and j. However the first set of i

refinement sweeps showed convergence in the i direction with a x2 refinement

(figure 3.31). Potentially, poor resolution in the j direction was limiting local

adverse pressure gradients, requiring a lower i resolution, leading to a false

convergence result. So the i convergence exercise was undertaken again

with a x2 j resolution. Again convergence occurs with an i refinement of x2

(figure 3.31). It is difficult to believe that a x2 resolution increase would not
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show some improvement if the j resolution were so poor in capturing the shock

adequately.

Hence, cowl mesh level 3 is converged with a 2 times refinement in i, with

further refinement (4x and 8x) showing a negligible change in separation

length. Further, cowl mesh level 3 also converges in j with a 2 times refinement

and again further refinements (4x and 8x ) show little improvement. The

comparable change in separation length with refinement in either i or j suggests

the number of nodes in either direction is close to optimal.

Mesh Level Description Dimensions

Mesh i3j3 Original mesh, no refinement 768 x 322

Mesh i4j3 2 x i Refinement 1535 x 322

Mesh i5j3 4 x i Refinement 3069 x 322
Mesh i6j3 8 x i Refinement 6137 x 322
Mesh i4j4 2 x i and 2 x j Refinement 1535 x 643

Mesh i5j4 4 x i and 2 x j Refinement 3069 x 643

Mesh i4j4 2 x j with 2 x i Refinement 1535 x 643
Mesh i4j5 4 x j with 2 x i Refinement 1535 x 1285

Mesh i4j6 8 x j with 2 x i Refinement 1535 x 2569

Table 3.4: Laminar cowl mesh levels for mesh level 3 with 2, 4 and 8

times i refinements through the entire domain. Further, a second set of

i refinement meshes with a 2x j refinement are included for the 2 and 4

x i refinement. All refinements given relative to mesh 3.

Figures 3.33 and 3.34 show the surface pressure and heat transfer distribu-

tions through the separation region for the mesh converged solution and an

additional doubling of the mesh in either i or j. Here further refining of the mesh

provides little improvement to the solution through the region. Although, as with

the flare case, regions of pressure overshoot also seem more sensitive to the

mesh refinement.

The mesh converged cowl solution offers an improvement over the original.

However, compared to the flare case the mesh is less refined and so the

comparative improvement is reduced. Further, the impinging shock case

seems to be better represented at lower mesh resolutions giving a better

solution for mesh 3. The reason for this was not investigated. None the less, the

separation length still grows by 4% from the mesh level 3 predictions. Neither

the separation length or pressure and heat transfer distributions through the

separation region change appreciably with further refinement. Hence the cowl

mesh is considered converged.
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4 | Laminar and Turbulent

Reference Cases

“One good experiment, where you can be confident that the numbers are good

is worth 100 where you can not.”

– Richard Hillier.

T
HE principle aims of this study are two-fold: investigate the effect of turbulent

spots on a shock-induced boundary layer separation, while providing

excellent benchmark data for the next generation of flow solvers. In order

to achieve these goals an excellent characterisation of the fully laminar and

fully turbulent flow field is required. This chapter details that characterisation,

addressing objective 2 in section 1.3.

Initial sections frame the analysis and detail the considerable effort that was ex-

pended in ensuring the flow field is axisymmetric and established. Subsequent

sections characterise the fully laminar and turbulent cases, including surface

pressure distributions and schlieren images for the flare geometry. The final

section details the cowl study, with assessment of the cowl design and the

provisional characterisation of the laminar cowl case.
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CHAPTER 4. LAMINAR AND TURBULENT REFERENCE CASES

4.1 Foreword

The results considered here are taken along an axial line through the sepa-

ration region at the cylinder-flare junction. They represent a ‘slice’ through a

much larger 3D shock boundary-layer interaction (figure 4.1).

A local change in the shock interaction will undoubtedly be influenced by

the global state of the interaction, which likely induces significant 3D effects

through the separation bubble and potentially the larger interaction region.

While much of the analysis focuses on a 2D slice of the interaction, it is impor-

tant to always consider the greater context of the whole 3D interaction.

Figure 4.1: Illustration of the blunt-nosed circular-cylinder flare configuration

showing the 3D shock boundary interaction at the cylinder-flare junction with a

2D section shown highlighted in black.

4.2 Normalisation

Appropriate normalisation of data is important in order to gain the best physical

appreciation of flow characteristics. Choosing appropriate quantities by which

to normalise is often difficult, especially where phenomena are complex and

depend upon multiple parameters. A brief reasoning for each normalisation is

presented:
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4.2.1 Pressure

Pressure has been normalised by the pressure value at the first pressure

sensor unaffected by the steady-state laminar separation (the pre-separation

pressure). This value is analogous to P∞ for a Blasius like boundary layer

and is also the normalising pressure value used by Erdos and Pallone

[1962].

There are several other important pressure values that could have been chosen

as a normalising values. The separation pressure, the reattachment pressure

and the pressure rise across the interaction are all good candidates. However,

the normalisation as described above is selected for two reasons. Firstly, it is

the best normalisation at reducing the data sets in this study. Secondly, it is the

best normalisation for removing error due to run to run variations.

The normalisation is defined as:

P∗ =
P

Pref

(4.1)

The pre-separation pressure (Pref ) is taken at x = 0.190m. CFD predictions

give Pref=4598.9 Pa. For experiments the definition of Pref is not as straightfor-

ward. The location of experimental pressure tappings was not consistent, for

convenience the first tapping before x = 0.190 is used. Further, for each run

Pref changes due to variability in firing conditions, hence each run is normalised

by a reference pressure specific to that run. The average experimental

Pref=4693 Pa, all values fall within the range 4442 ≤ Pref ≤ 4947 Pa (±5.4%).

All values of Pref are time averaged over the steady run window.

4.2.2 Length

Any length (L) is normalised by the numerically predicted axial separation

length (Lsep) for either the flare or cowl case (as appropriate), as shown in

equation 4.2. The separation length is defined as the axial distance between

the first (separation) and last (re-attachment) location where the skin friction

is ‘passing through’ zero. CFD gives Lsep=23.03 mm. As shown in section

4.7, close agreement between laminar boundary layer experiments and CFD

supports using the CFD value.

Normalisation of the chordwise distance (x) is often offset such that separation

is referenced to zero and reattachment is at one, as shown in equation
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4.3.

L∗ =
L

Lsep
(4.2)

x∗ =
(x − xseparation point )

Lsep
(4.3)

4.2.3 Time

Time (t) has been normalised by the steady run window time (tref=6 ms) and

offset such that steady-state run window begins at zero and ends at one:

t∗ =
t − tstart

tref

(4.4)

As discussed in section 3.1.1, tstart=10 ms and marks the beginning of the

steady-state run window.

4.3 Flow Axisymmetry

The calibration exercise by Mallinson et al. [2000] confirmed that the test

section flow is axisymmetric with slight axial pressure gradients. However, if

the model is not well aligned then the flow around it will not be axisymmetric.

This section assess the alignment of the model by considering the axisymmetry

of the flow.

The model was carefully aligned in both pitch and yaw with the tunnel centreline

using a dial test indicator (accurate to 25 microns) producing a maximum

possible pitch/yaw angle of 0.01o over the entire model length. Figures 4.2a

and 4.2b show the surface pressure distributions for the laminar and turbulent

interactions respectively, in each case showing the ‘top’ (0o ) and ‘bottom’

(180o ) surfaces of the interaction region. As shown, the top and bottom

interaction regions show strong agreement indicating that the model is well

aligned and produces an axisymmetric interaction.
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Figure 4.2: Surface pressure measurements through the interaction region for

the laminar (a) and turbulent (b) cases taken from the top (0 degrees, blue

circles) and bottom (180 degrees, red circles) of the model.
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4.4 Flow Establishment

The gun tunnel is an intermittent facility with a steady run windows of 6 ms,

as described in section 3.1.1. A numerical exercise was undertaken to provide

provisional establishment times for the laminar flare interaction (section 3.2.1)

to ensure that the separation would be fully established well within the run

window. However, it is also possible to evaluate establishment using schlieren

photography and surface pressure measurements.

During the starting process a number of shockwaves move through the test

section, caused by the complex wave interaction between the piston head and

nozzle throat. Figure 4.3 shows histories from the nozzle pressure transducer

and the pressure transducer on the model immediately downstream of the

cylinder-flare junction (post-junction pressure transducer) for the developing

separation.

A number of pressure spikes are apparent in the post-junction pressure

transducer history shown in figure 4.3. As discussed later (section 4.6),

this type of pressure spike is associated with the separation bubble collapse

implying that during the tunnel start each substantial wave that flows into

the test section causes a separation bubble collapse-growth phenomenon.

This is confirmed by examining synchronised schlieren images, figure 4.4.

As discussed later in sections 4.7.2 and 4.8.1, the separated configuration

manifests a very weak two shock configuration which is very difficult to see

with schlieren, whereas the attached configuration manifests a stronger single

shock which is much easier to see. Figures 4.4a - 4.4l show a number

of alternating weak (not visible) and strong (visible) shock configurations at

the cylinder-flare junction location, which correspond to the separated and

collapsed configurations respectively.

Essentially the tunnel start up process collapses and re-establishes the

separation region many times during the start-up process, with the bulk

of re-establishment occurring relatively quickly. Further, a long region of

almost two numerical separation establishment times exists between the last

significant wave system and the beginning of the steady-run window. Hence

the separation is very likely to be established before the start of the steady-

run window. What follows is a detailed examination of the start-up and flow

establishment process. A one-off time-normalisation is used here that was not

explicitly defined earlier. Time is normalised by CFD separation establishment

time (1.68 ms) and offset such that zero coincides with the tunnel start

time.

Figures 4.4a - 4.4c show a sequence of schlieren images just at firing. The

corresponding post-junction pressure histories for this period are shown in
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figure 4.3; two distinct pressure jumps occur, one likely associated with the

tunnel start and the second with an attached shock formation.

Figures 4.4d and 4.4e show the effect of the second start-up shock on the

bow shock and separation region respectively. The pressure profile (figure 4.3)

shows an attached shock configuration at the flare, which recovers the flow

to a separated configuration, which is shown by the drop in the post-junction

pressure shortly after.

Figure 4.4f shows the separated shock configuration, figure 4.4g shows the

effect of the next start-up wave on the bow shock and figure 4.4h shows the

resulting attached shock configuration at the flare junction respectively. The

drop in pressure in the junction region (figure 4.3) and schlieren photography

(figure 4.4i) shows the attached configuration recovers to the separated state

shortly after.

Figure 4.4j shows the effect of the next start-up wave which does not

significantly alter the bow shock shape (hence it is not shown), however it does

cause the shock to attach at the flare junction which implies collapse of the

separation (as seen by the strong single shock at the junction). Shortly after

the separation re-establishes and the flow now remains separated until after

the steady run window.

Figure 4.4k shows the final significant start-up wave, while it does not re-attach

the flare shock system it does cause it to shrink substantially. This likely moves

reattachment forward and causes the last substantial pressure jump at the flare

junction after the final wave passes (figure 4.3). From figure 4.4k to figure

4.4l the separation region has a time equal to almost two provisional CFD

establishment times (section 3.2.1) to become established before the steady

run window (figure 4.3).

Further supporting evidence for an established flow is available from recovery

times of the separation bubble during start-up. The five initial start up

shocks cause either complete reattachment at the flare junction or a very

substantial contraction of the separation bubble. A second provisional estimate

of establishment/recovery times is possible by examining the time width of each

of the pressure peaks. All of the spikes have a width that is relatively consistent,

averaging approximately 0.3 numerical establishment times. This would imply

that the actual establishment time of the separation could be shorter than

numerical estimates.

Hence, all of the evidence indicates the rapid establishment of the separation

and that all measurements made within the steady-run window corresponds

to the fully established state. It should be noted that the laminar separation

case is the limiting case in terms of establishment times. As the laminar

interaction case is established then the turbulent interaction case will also be
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established.

4.5 Data Scatter and Error

The error associated with these results consists of measurement error, run to

run variation and potentially other unconsidered sources of error. Measurement

error is known from section 3.1.7 and normalisation attempts to remove run to

run variation. This section examines how well the data scatter compares to

anticipated error.

Section 3.1.7 discusses likely sources of error associated with the pressure

sensors and data acquisition system (measurement error). The measurement

error is found as ±0.52-0.92%, ≈1-2% of the signal and excludes error due to

run to run variation.

Section 4.2 discusses the normalisation of the surface pressure measurements

by the first upstream measurement location unaffected by the separation.

Normalising in this way reduces the data significantly and is similar to

normalisation by P∞ for a Blasius like boundary layer. However, it is not clear

if the vast majority of the run to run variation is removed in this way.

Very simple data analysis has been conducted to examine data scatter of the

time-averaged pressure values. The term ‘data scatter’ is used here to avoid
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Figure 4.3: Nozzle throat pressure (red line) and surface pressure for the

post-junction pressure gauge (x*=0.570, blue line). Grey lines show times for

schlieren photographs in figure 4.4, grey box shows steady flow region. Time

is normalised by the CFD separation establishment time (1.68 ms) and offset

such that zero coincides with the tunnel start time. Nozzle throat total pressure

has been arbitrarily scaled for convenience of comparison.
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Figure 4.4: Schlieren photographs (100,000 fps) of the model at times marked

in figure 4.3. Time is normalised by the CFD separation establishment time

(1.68 ms) and offset such that zero coincides with the tunnel start time.
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confusion with either error or variance and it should be stressed that the data

scatter may not represent either of these values.

All of the approach flow, time-averaged, wall pressure readings for both the

laminar and turbulent cases were combined and analysis performed on this

data set (35 runs). The approach flow is used as the interaction region is

unsteady and would give a misrepresentative estimate of scatter. The data

scatter in this data set is examined at each station both in terms of absolute

variation and the interquartile range. Figure 4.5 shows the mean data scatter

at each pressure gauge, with the absolute variation shown with grey bars and

the interquartile range shown with coloured bars.

Data scatter estimates based on the absolute variation at each station (nor-

malised by the mean) are 3.65%; although this value varies between the

legacy (4.42%) and new Kulites (1.99%). Data scatter estimates based on

the interquartile range at each station (normalised by the mean) gives 0.90%,

which is representative of both the legacy (0.95%) and new Kulites (0.80%).

Hence it is noted that over 50% of all the data is grouped within a ∼1% band

about the mean for each station. Further, for the Kulites used to examine the

intermittent cases, maximum scatter is of the order 2%.

Comparing the data scatter with the error value shows that the interquartile

range of the data (∼1%) and the absolute variance of the new Kulites (∼2%)

compares well with the measurement error (∼1-2%). Absolute variation of the

legacy Kulites does not agree as well (4.42%) with over twice the maximum

measurement error.

Hence it seems that the majority of run to run variation is removed by appropri-

ate normalisation and the bulk of the data scatter is due to measurement error.

This is supported by the interquartile range of the entire data set and absolute

variance of the new kutlies. However some additional source of error appears

to be present in the legacy Kulites which results in a larger absolute error, the

cause of which is unknown.

While direct comparison between data-scatter and measurement error should

be treated with care, there is good agreement between the two, which suggests

that both the measurement error is reasonable and that the majority of the run

to run variation is removed by normalisation. Hence the error associated with

these experiments is expected to be ∼2% (±1%).
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line) transducers.

4.6 Assessing the State of the Boundary Layer

The state of the boundary layer is best assessed using heat transfer data.

Practical restrictions meant it was not possible to measure both heat transfer

and surface pressure simultaneously. Surface pressure measurements of
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the approach boundary layer are indistinguishable for both the laminar and

turbulent cases and direct assessment of the boundary layer state in this way

is not possible.

However, the state of the boundary layer can be inferred from the state of the

interaction. As discussed in the next chapter, the response of the interaction

to even a single turbulent spot is fast in relation to the spot passage. Hence

the state of the interaction is an excellent indicator of the boundary layer state,

capable of indicating the presence of even a single turbulent spot or brief re-

laminarisation of the boundary layer. Examination of synchronised schlieren

photography provides another method of assessing the state of the interaction.

This method is relatively straightforward and is not discussed here.

A convenient criterion for assessing the state of the interaction from pressure

histories is to examine the histories just before and after the cylinder-flare

junction. As seen in figure 4.6, when the flow over this region is separated,

the two shock system experienced at the wall means that both transducers

experience ‘the plateau pressure’, a region of reasonably constant pressure.

However, as also seen in figure 4.6, when the flow is fully attached a single

shock originates from the cylinder-flare junction and the relative pressure

before the junction drops and the pressure after rises.

The criteria is well illustrated in figure 4.7, which shows the surface pressure

distribution for a laminar boundary layer separation that experiences the

passage of two turbulent spots at t*∼0.25 and t*∼0.65. Each spot causes the

separation to collapse producing a distinct, synchronised divergence of the pre-

and post-junction pressure histories. This method of identifying the state of the

boundary layer is used later, both to categorise laminar and turbulent cases,

and identify turbulent spots.

4.7 Shock-Induced Laminar Boundary Layer Sep-

aration

This section details the fully laminar separation case which is used as the

laminar steady-state reference case with which to compare the dynamic

response of the separation to the passage of a turbulent spot. As described

in section 3.2, a shock boundary-layer interaction was designed such that a

laminar boundary layer would be separated.

First, problems encountered in achieving a laminar flow are addressed.

Schlieren photography and surface pressure measurements are then detailed.

It is vital to this study that all results are of the highest possible quality.

Discussion of the schlieren and surface pressure data focuses on assessing
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the quality of the experimental data and comparison with CFD predictions.

Finally, a holistic description of the laminar interaction case is provided,

drawing on details from schlieren, surface pressure measurements and CFD

data.

4.7.1 Debris Strike Transition

Achieving a laminar boundary layer flow for the blunt-nosed cylinder geometry

used as a vehicle for this study is challenging. However, from the work of Fiala

[2004]; Fiala et al. [2006]; Estruch-Samper et al. [2012] it was known to be

possible. Yet, during initial testing achieving a laminar boundary layer proved

challenging.

Great care was employed in ensuring joins in the model were as smooth as

possible, with step changes of the order of microns. The model was polished

to a shine to reduce surface defects and the model was cleaned regularly to

remove dust and other potential defects. However there was still a persistent

mechanism that caused transition.

It was eventually observed that the cause of this transition was debris from

the nozzle throat diaphragm. This diaphragm was made of Melinex, a type of

polyester film. Upon bursting the diaphragm would shatter into a large number

of pieces that were carried down the nozzle and into the test section, striking

the model and causing by-pass transition. This mechanism was realised when

observing the debris strike event in the schlieren videos.

The Melinex diaphragm was replaced with a steel counterpart. It was scored

such that it would split open, substantially reducing the amount of material that

passed into the test section. However flecks of metal are still rended from

the ‘petals’ of the split diaphragm. While the flecks were not large enough to

cause by-pass transition they did impact the model nose, increasing the nose

roughness, again producing transition. The original aluminium nose section

was replaced with a new hardened steel nose and laminar flow was then

achieved. Although it was still necessary to periodically re-polish the nose

section to remove damage due to shrapnel from the bursting disks.

4.7.2 Synchronised Schlieren Photography

Synchronished schlieren photography was vital in diagnosing the flow field,

both in terms of assessing the state of the interaction and diagnosing flow

problems. It is used as one of the criteria to assess the state of the interaction
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and infer the state of the boundary layer. A general investigation of the blunt-

nosed cylinder flow and the steady-state laminar interaction is examined here,

as well as comparison with CFD predictions.

(a)

(b)

(c)

0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25
0

0.02

0.04

0.06

0.08

0.1

0.12

(d)

Figure 4.8: a: Single shot schlieren photography of the fully laminar, shock

boundary-layer interaction (100,000 fps, 0.01 ms exposure). b: Post processed

averaged schlieren photograph (500 images). c: Schematic of flow field traced

from a and b. Dashed line shows field of view. Dotted lines show expansion

waves. Solid lines show shock waves. d: Contour of CFD density gradient.

The laminar configuration manifests weak shocks which, for the axisymmetric

flow configuration, are smeared by the integrative nature of schlieren visualisa-

tion. This makes the laminar interaction difficult to see, as seen in figure 4.8a.

Figure 4.8b shows a view of the flow through the steady flow window averaged

over 500 images to remove noise and reveal persistent flow structures. Away

from the wall, after the separation and re-attachment shocks combine the shock

angle is ∼17o .
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Figure 4.8c gives a schematic of the flow field features. Expansion waves

emanate from the blending region due to the turning of the flow terminating at A.

Also an additional wave appears visible, labelled B, which occurs much further

along the straight section of the cylinder. Potentially it is a weak compression

wave that originates from somewhere on the surface of the cylinder due to

some geometry imperfection. No evidence of it having a substantial effect

on the flow field is seen in the pressure readings. It is assumed its effect

is negligible. As seen in figure 4.8d, CFD density gradient predictions show

excellent agreement with flow features seen in schlieren photography.

4.7.3 Fully Laminar Surface Pressure Measurements

The work of Fiala [2004]; Fiala et al. [2006]; Estruch-Samper et al. [2012, 2013]

shows that a laminar boundary layer can be maintained along the blunt-nosed

cylinder past the intended interaction region. However, repeatedly generating

a fully laminar boundary layer is extremely challenging and each case must be

assessed individually. In the absence of heat transfer data for specific runs, the

state of the boundary layer is assessed on three criteria:

• Firstly, the pressure history through the interaction region is examined.

As detailed in section 4.6, pressure transducers adjacent to the cylinder-

flare junction are extremely sensitive to the presence of even a single

turbulent spot.

• Secondly, schlieren visualisation provides a way to assess the state of the

entire separation region and the associated flow structures. Each laminar

run was examined through the steady-state window to ensure it showed

the flow structure discussed in section 4.7.2 and was free of even small

collapse-growth phenomena.

• Finally, the time-averaged steady-state pressure distribution was com-

pared with fully laminar CFD surface pressure predictions.

An individual run was only considered fully laminar if it met all three criteria.

The flare cases encompass 107 individual runs, of which 15 were assessed

as fully laminar. Further, five of the fully laminar cases were rejected due to

concerns with their quality. Four of these cases were because of contamination

of the downstream separation region due to a geometry change and one due to

unusually high levels of noise in the results. Hence, the fully laminar reference

case consists of 10, high quality, fully laminar runs.

Most data in this study will be presented normalised. However, normalisation

can often disguise discrepancies. In order to give an impression of the high

quality of the data and maximum error, it is first presented raw and unedited.
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Figure 4.9 shows the time-averaged steady state surface pressure distribution

for the 10 fully laminar cases together with the CFD prediction. Agreement is

already very good before any attempt to remove run to run variation and the

results tightly band the fully laminar CFD prediction.

Figure 4.10 shows the fully laminar reference case, normalised as detailed

in section 4.2, an average is taken over all 10 runs. Agreement is excellent

for the approach flow and through the interaction. Normalising in this way

does highlight a progressive difference between experiment and CFD after re-

attachment (x*>1).

As discussed in section 4.5, the error/variance within the data set is low. The

good agreement with 2D CFD prior to re-attachment and the low error/variance
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Figure 4.9: Comparison between time averaged steady state experimental

data (blue circles) and CFD (black line) for the shock-induced laminar boundary

layer interaction. Experimental data set is comprised of 10 different runs.
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steady state, time averaged, shock-induced laminar boundary layer separation

cases with CFD (black line).
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imply that the post-reattachment departure is physical. There are two candi-

date mechanisms, either the presence of the interaction causes transition of

the boundary layer, or some 3D effect is present at reattachment that is not

captured by the 2D solver. As discussed next in section 4.7.4, it seems likely

that the departure is largely caused by 3D effects. However, it is important

to note that the presence of either mechanism is not due to contamination

of the experiment by some outside influence, it is an inherent feature of

this type of separation and should not be considered a short-coming of the

experiment.

4.7.4 Potential 3D Effects and Görtler Vortices

It seems likely that some 3D effect(s) is responsible for the departure between

the experimental and CFD results. It is difficult to know exactly what this

might be, although one potential mechanism is Görtler vortices. Previously,

Murray [2007] found the presence of Görtler vortices upon re-attachment of

a much stronger shock-induced turbulent boundary layer separation in this

facility. Benay and Servel [2001] also finds Görtler vortices in a separated

Mach 5 flow over a 15o flare. Further, Balakumar et al. [2005] predicts Görtler

vortices in a Mach 5, laminar boundary layer, separated flow for a 5o wedge

which is much closer to the experimental set-up in this investigation. Hence, it

is possible that Görtler vortices form at reattachment in this experiment.

The likelihood of Görtler vortices can be predicted using the Görtler number, a

dimensionless ratio of centrifugal effects to viscous forces:

G =
Ueθ

ν

(

θ

R

)

(4.5)

Where Ue is the boundary layer edge velocity, θ is the momentum thickness, ν

is the kinematic viscosity and R is the radius of curvature at the wall.

The Görtler number is calculated using values at the thermal boundary layer

thickness, which is defined as 99.5% convergence of T0 to the freestream

value. T0 is chosen as it is unaffected by the entropy gradient (unlike velocity)

and so only varies near the wall where heat is transferred through the boundary

layer. The radius of curvature is assessed based on the boundary layer edge

profile bounded between the separation and re-attachment points, as shown in

figure 4.11. Evaluating the the radius of curvature in this way is easy to define

but produces a conservative Görtler number.

Görtler instabilities usually occur for a Görtler number greater than 0.464 -

10.000 depending on the wave number of the flow (Floryan and Saric [1982]).
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Figure 4.11: Schematic of the laminar separation region, showing shock

structure (black lines), the separation region (red), thermal boundary layer

height (dotted black) and approximated curvature of the separation region

(blue). Axis are not to scale, flare angle is 8o . All information derived from

CFD.
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Figure 4.12: Oil visualisations of the cylinder-flare junction for a tripped

transitional flow at various time internals during the run period.
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Evaluation of the Görtler number at the flare-junction gives 14.79, which is

larger than the range stated above and also conservative.

Given that Görtler vortices were a strong candidate for the discrepancy their

presence was investigated using surface oil visualisations. Figure 4.12 shows

a series of oil visualisations taken during a transitional run. Many of the photos

contain evidence of large streamwise structures at the surface which begin

upstream of the junction but grow much more substantial downstream of it.

These types of structures are typical of Görtler vortices.

Hence, Görtler vortices are a good candidate for the departure of the 2D CFD

from experiment, as shown in figure 4.10. The Görtler number suggests Görtler

vortices are likely and oil visualisation shows the presence of streamwise

structures. Further, Estruch-Samper [2014] also finds evidence of Görtler

vortices in heat transfer measurements at the reattachment location. However

it is important to stress that Görtler vortices only represent a potential candidate

for this discrepancy and further investigation is required here.

4.7.5 Laminar Separated Reference Case

This section details the fully laminar separated reference case. It provides

a holistic view of the information presented through this chapter and draws

on both experiment and CFD to give a detailed description of this laminar

separated case.

The fully laminar interaction is used as a benchmark in the following discussion

when examining the response of the interaction to passing turbulent events

in the forthcoming chapter. Great care was employed in attaining the

experimental and CFD results. It has previously been shown that:

• The flow is axisymmetric (section 4.3).

• The shock-induced boundary layer interaction is well established before

the steady run window (section 4.4).

• The incoming boundary layer is fully laminar (section 4.7.3).

• The surface pressure data are very accurate (section 4.5), with low error

(±1%); demonstrating that the fully turbulent case is accurate, controlled

and repeatable.

• CFD results are mesh converged (section 3.5).

• CFD predictions of surface pressures are extremely accurate for the

approach flow and through the interaction region (section 4.7.3).
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• CFD predictions of the flow field wave structures compare very well to

schlieren photography (section 4.7.2).

The high degree of confidence in the experimental surface pressure measure-

ments and CFD predictions allows excellent characterisation of the larger flow

field with a focus on the separation region, utilising both experimental and CFD

data.

Figure 4.13 details the laminar boundary layer interaction. A schlieren picture

of the flow is shown together with the surface pressure profile which is

superimposed over a scaled schematic of the interaction region to give a sense

of the relative positioning of the surface pressure measurements and the flow

features. Away from the wall after the separation and re-attachment shock

combine the shock angle is ∼17o . Excellent agreement between experiment

and CFD is seen through the approach flow and the interaction. The increasing

departure of experiment from CFD after reattachment is believed to be caused

by 3D flow structures (potentially Görtler vortices) not captured by the 2D

solver. It is important to note that, if present, 3D flow phenomena are inherent

to the interaction and should not be considered an extraneous effect due to

some flaw in the experimental setup. They are observed or predicted by a

number of other interaction studies as detailed in section 4.7.4.

Further detail of the separation region are gained from examining CFD. A

schematic of the separation region is shown in figure 4.14. Relative to the

wall, it has a maximum cross-sectional height of h*sep=0.035 (height relative

to separation length), giving a length to maximum height ratio of ∼29:1. The

pre-separation boundary layer height (h*bl) is h*=0.079. Hence the incoming

boundary layer is over twice the height of the separation region. In terms of the

boundary layer height, the separation region is small.

The turbulent boundary layer height is predicted to be h*=0.179 (section 4.8.3).

It is likely that turbulent spots will possess a height banded by the laminar

and turbulent boundary layer heights (h*=0.079-0.179). Hence turbulent spots

are likely to be between 2-5 times the maximum height of the separation

bubble.
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Figure 4.13: a: Schlieren photograph of the cylinder-flare junction showing the

separation. b: Mean laminar surface pressure readings (blue circles, error bars

show absolute variance) together with a scale schematic of the shock structure

(solid black) traced from the schlieren photograph in (a). Additional information

has been added from CFD predictions, showing the separation bubble (red)

and boundary layer edge (dotted line).
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Figure 4.14: Schematic of the laminar separation region, showing shock

structure (black lines), the separation region (red) and thermal boundary layer

height (dotted black). Axis are not to scale, flare angle is 8o . All information

derived from CFD.
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4.8 Turbulent Shock Boundary-Layer Interaction

This section details the fully turbulent interaction, which is used as the turbulent

steady-state reference case with which to compare the dynamic response

of the interaction to the passage of a turbulent event. As described in

section 3.2, a shock-induced boundary layer interaction was designed such

that the boundary layer would be attached for the fully turbulent boundary layer

case.

The analysis here follows a similar format to the laminar interaction. First,

schlieren photography and surface pressure measurements are examined. As

for its laminar counterpart, analysis will focus on result accuracy and CFD

comparison. Secondly, a holistic description of the fully turbulent interaction

case is shown, drawing predominantly on experimental data.

4.8.1 Synchronised Schlieren Photography

As with the laminar case, schlieren photography is vital in terms of assessing

the flow field. General features of the wave structures associated with the blunt-

nosed geometry were discussed in section 4.7.2. This discussion will focus on

the interaction region only.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.15: a: Schlieren photography of the turbulent, shock boundary-layer

interaction (0.01 ms exposure). b: Schematic of flow field traced from (a).

Dashed line shows field of view. Dotted lines show expansion waves. Solid

lines show shock waves.

The turbulent shock boundary-layer interaction is attached and so turns the flow

in a single, stronger shock which is substantially easier to view than the laminar

shock configuration. Figure 4.15a shows a single schlieren image with a shock

originating from the cylinder-flare junction as anticipated. For the turbulent case
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the outboard shock angle is larger (∼20o ) compared to its laminar counterpart

(∼17o ). As a shock approaches the sonic line it should become steeper,

eventually becoming normal to the sonic line. Close inspection of the turbulent

boundary layer case shows the shock becoming steeper very close to the wall

due to turning of the shock through the boundary layer as it approaches the

sonic line. Although for this case the single shock breaks into an expansion fan

before the sonic line and so no normal section is observed. A schematic of the

flow field is shown in figure 4.15b, it also includes general features associated

with the blunt-nosed body.

4.8.2 Fully Turbulent Surface Pressure Measurements

The work of Fiala [2004]; Fiala et al. [2006]; Estruch-Samper et al. [2012, 2013]

shows that sufficient roughness in the nose region causes transition of the

boundary layer to turbulence. The boundary layer is tripped in one of three

methods:

• A single, 1 mm square, 40 micron height roughness element is placed

40 mm from the nose oriented as a diamond to the on-coming flow as

described in section 5.1.1. While intended to be transitional, it generates

a completely turbulent wedge that is in-line with the pressure modules.

• A single, 1 mm square, 240 micron height roughness element is placed

40 mm from the nose oriented as a diamond to the on-coming flow which

is very similar the the roughness element described in section 5.1.1. This

roughness element is intended to generate a fully turbulent wedge with

it’s centre line in-line with the pressure modules.

• A continuous strip of silicon carbide, 10 mm long, 360 microns high,

is placed around the entire circumference of the blunt-nosed cylinder

38 mm from the nose. This roughness element transitions the entire

boundary layer producing a completely turbulent flow around the entire

circumference of the cylinder-flare junction.

Heat transfer readings of the boundary layer state show it to be completely

turbulent at the interaction region for all three methods of generating turbulence

[Estruch-Samper et al. 2012]. No difference in the state of the boundary layer

or the steady-state fully turbulent interaction was apparent between any of the

cases and they are all considered, for the steady-state case, to represent the

same turbulent interaction.

As previously discussed (section 4.6), the boundary layer is best assessed

using heat transfer rates but simultaneous sampling of heat transfer and

surface pressure measurements was not practical. As for the laminar case,

the state of the boundary layer is assessed using two criteria:
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• Firstly, the pressure history through the interaction region is examined. As

detailed in figure 4.7, pressure transducers adjacent to the cylinder-flare

junction are extremely sensitive to the presence of even small regions of

laminar flow due to the ensuing separated configuration.

• Secondly, schlieren visualisation provided a way to assess the state of the

entire separation region and associated flow structures. The turbulent

boundary layer configuration is significantly stronger than the laminar

counterpart. Even small separation regions result in the ‘disappearance’

of the shock foot close to the wall. Each turbulent run was examined

through the steady-state window to ensure it was free of even small

collapse-growth phenomena.

A run was only considered fully turbulent if it met both criteria for the entire

duration of the steady run window. Of the 107 individual runs done for the flare

case, 36 are considered fully turbulent. Of these 36 fully turbulent runs, 11

were rejected due to concerns with high noise in many of the data channels.

Hence, the fully turbulent reference data set is comprised of 25 high quality,

fully turbulent runs.

In order to give an impression of the quality of the data and maximum error,

it is first presented raw and unedited. Figure 4.16 shows the time-averaged

steady-state surface pressure distribution for the 25 different fully turbulent

cases. It should be noted that while the laminar CFD can be regarded as

‘exact’, turbulent CFD is subject to uncertain modelling errors; for this reason it

was not used as a criteria for assessing the turbulent nature of the flow.

The turbulent attached reference case was normalised the same way as the

laminar separated reference case (section 4.2) for ease of comparison. For

the laminar case, pressure is normalised by the first surface pressure location

unaffected by the separation (x∼0.19), while the attached case obviously lacks

a separation this location is still used. In a similar vein, distance is normalised

as for the laminar interaction case, such that zero represents the laminar

case boundary layer separation and one the reattachment location despite

the turbulent case having neither a separation or reattachment point. A mean

normalised data value at each station was obtained as shown in figure 4.17.

As for the laminar case, normalising pressure in this way also removes run to

run variation of the free stream total pressure.

For the turbulent attached case, agreement with CFD predictions after the

cylinder-flare junction (∼x*>0.5) is poor relative to the attached case. While the

turbulence model used in the fully turbulent CFD was known to be inadequate

it is surprising that the discrepancy is so large. The turbulent wave system is

well represented by CFD simulations. Given surface pressure is largely set by

the outboard, inviscid flow the surface pressure prediction might be expected

to be better [Murray 2007; Murray et al. 2013].
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The greater experimental pressure rise suggests a higher effective flare

angle likely associated with a thickening of the boundary layer after the

cylinder-flare junction. Potentially, CFD turbulence modelling errors are not

properly capturing the shock-wave boundary-layer interaction at the junction.

Alternately, 3D effects might also be present here, as with the laminar case.

The effective radius of curvature at the junction is considerably larger than the

laminar case due to the single change in flow deflection and so the Görtler

number is larger, making them a strong candidate if 3D mechanisms are
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Figure 4.16: Comparison between time averaged steady state experimental

data (circles) and numerical predictions (black line) for the turbulent shock

boundary layer interaction. Experimental data set is comprised of 25 different

runs.
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responcible here. Although in this case it is important to stress the CFD

results for a turbulent boundary layer are known to be poor through this region

and the large discrepency is just as likely to be due to poor modelling as 3D

effects.

4.8.3 Turbulent Interaction Reference Case

This section details the fully turbulent interaction reference case. It provides

a holistic view of the information presented through this chapter and draws

on both experiment and CFD to give a detailed description of this turbulent

attached case.

The fully turbulent interaction case is used as a benchmark in the upcoming

discussion in the next chapter (section 5) when examining the dynamic

response of the interaction to the passage of a turbulent event. Although easier

to achieve than the laminar reference case, great care was still employed in

order to ensure quality of the results. It has been shown that:

• The flow is axisymmetric (section 4.3).

• The turbulent boundary layer/shock interaction is well established before

the steady run window (section 4.4).

• The incoming boundary layer is fully turbulent (section 4.8.2).

• The surface pressure data are very accurate (section 4.5), with low error

(±1%); demonstrating that the fully turbulent case is accurate, controlled

and repeatable.

• CFD results are mesh converged (section 3.5).

• CFD predictions of the flow field wave structures compare very well to

schlieren photography (section 4.8.1).

Figure 4.18 details the turbulent boundary layer interaction. A schlieren

picture of the flow is shown together with the surface pressure profile which

is superimposed over a scaled schematic of the interaction region to give a

sense of the relative positioning of the surface pressure measurements and

the flow features. The flow shows no indication of separation, either in the

experimental or numerical results. This results in a single shock that originates

from the flare junction, turning the flow in a single compression with an angle

of ∼20o . As previously noted, after the shock boundary-layer interaction there

is a significant departure between the experimental results and the numerical

predictions. The reason for this departure remains unknown. Two potential
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reasons are 3D effects (as in the laminar interaction case) or inadequacies in

the turbulence modelling.

CFD estimates of the surface pressure conditions of the incoming boundary

layer show good agreement with this and previous experiments [Fiala 2004].

The approaching turbulent boundary layer is considerably thicker than it’s

laminar counterpart. CFD predicts a boundary layer thickness at the pre-

interaction location (x*∼-0.45) that is h*=0.179 (height normalised by the

laminar boundary layer case separation length), 2.27 times thicker than it’s

laminar counterpart.
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Figure 4.18: a: Schlieren photograph (0.01 ms exposure) of the cylinder-flare

junction showing the fully turbulent shock boundary layer interaction . b: Mean

turbulent surface pressure readings (blue circles, error bars show absolute

variance) and turbulent CFD (black line) together with a scale schematic

of the shock structure (solid black) traced from the schlieren photograph

shown above. Additional information has been added from CFD predictions,

showing the boundary layer edge (dotted line). The reader is reminded that all

normalisations are as in the laminar separated case, for ease of comparison.
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4.9 Cowl

As discussed in section 3.2 there are two different ways of generating a shock-

induced boundary layer separation for an axisymmtrec blunt-nosed body: a

geometry change (flare) or an impinging shock (cowl). From previous studies

(Murray [2007]) it was known that the cowl case was likely to be substantially

more difficult to implement due to issues with aligning the cowl to the centre

body. Hence, the primary geometry for this study has been the flare case.

However, a cowl design was realised (section 3.2.2) and a limited number of

experiments were performed as a proof of concept study. An assessment

of the cowl design and the results obtained follow. It is important to note

that all cowl results are normalised as described in section 4.2, using the

cowl case separation length (xref) and pre-separation region pressure (Pref))

values.

4.9.1 Cowl Assessment

The cowl is assessed in relation to the design exercise detailed in section 3.2.2,

of particular importance is it’s ability to generate an interaction as similar as

possible to the flare case.

Figure 4.20 shows that the cowl design fulfils a number of the design

criteria:

• The cowl swallows the starting shock (0).

• The cowl generates an impinging shock (1) that strikes the body very

close to the required location (2).

• The cowl body does not interfere with the centre-body bow-shock (3).

• The cowl boundary layer and trailing edge wave system (4) strike the bow

shock at a location very likely to limit it’s effects to a region far downstream

of the interaction region (5).

The success of the cowl design is further demonstrated in figure 4.19 which

shows a contour field of the CFD density gradient with a schlieren insert.

Predictions of the intended flow field show excellent agreement with the actual

flow structure. Particularly, the predicted CFD incident shock system (1)

interacts with the bow shock and curves through the post bow-shock flow field

agreeing well with experimental schlieren photography (4). Further, the slip line

(2), location of the interaction region (6) and reflected wave system (7) all also

show excellent agreement between CFD and experiment.
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The final design criteria is that the interaction region should closely mimic

the flare case. Figure 4.21 shows the steady-state cowl surface pressure

distribution for the top and bottom surface of the centre body and the laminar

steady-state flare reference case that the cowl was designed to mimic. The

surface pressure measurements for the cowl and flare cases are very similar

for the approach flow and through the interaction. Hence, the cowl meets all

design requirements, generating an interaction that is extremely similar to the

flare case.

However, the top and bottom cowl surface pressure distributions show a

small and opposite departure from the flare reference case downstream of re-

attachment (x*>1.3). This type of discrepancy implies a slight misalignment of

the cowl which is discussed in the next section.
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Figure 4.19: Contour plot of CFD density gradient with schlieren photograph

inset. 1: Simulated impinging cowl leading edge shock. 2: Slip line. 3:

Experimental location of bow shock. 4: Experimental impinging shock. 5:

Experimental cowl trailing edge shock. 6: Shock-induced boundary layer

interaction. 7: Reflected wave system. 8: Cowl trailing edge wave system.
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Figure 4.20: Schlieren photographs of the cowl in the test section. a:

Swallowing of the tunnel starting shock. b: Impinging shock system during

the steady run window. 0: Swallowed normal starting shock. 1: Impinging

shock generated by cowl. 2: Interaction region. 3: Bow shock from centre

body. 4: Cowl interior boundary layer and cowl trailing edge wave system. 5:

Boundary layer and trailing edge wave interaction with bow shock.
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4.9.2 Cowl Alignment

The cowl was aligned to the centre body by referencing from the test section

‘test-bed’, a large flat metal platform in the bottom of the test section parallel to

the centre body. A dial test indicator (accurate to 25 microns) was used to align

the cowl relative to the centre body.

Unfortunately the supporting strut was not designed specifically for this cowl,

which is much larger than previous versions. With a larger cowl the strut was

not sufficiently stiff and the cowl would pitch backwards slightly during the run.

The cowl was positioned nose-down to counter the nose-up pitching moment,

although achieving the correct nose-down angle was difficult.

Figure 4.21 shows the top and bottom centre-body surface-pressure distribu-

tions for the best alignment achieved with the cowl. Agreement is reasonable

although the top interaction is persistently larger than the bottom, suggesting

a marginally stronger shock from top side of the cowl leading edge which is

discussed later.

4.9.3 Cowl Shock-Induced Laminar Boundary Layer Separa-

tion

The characteristics of the cowl laminar interaction are detailed here. A good

understanding of the laminar interaction is vital in terms of later transient

analysis. It represents the benchmark flow that the turbulent spots will travel

through.

The quality of the cowl results is good, although all results obtained here must

be considered with the following caveats:

• The cowl is not perfectly aligned, generating a slight mis-match between

the top and bottom interactions.

• A number of relatively minor issues remain concerning slight movement

of the cowl during firing.

• The top interaction is slightly larger than the bottom, suggesting that the

top leading edge cowl shock is marginally stronger.

The laminar cowl cases consist of 26 separate runs, of which 18 were rejected

for various reasons. Many cases were rejected because they were poorly

aligned, some also featured noise in some of the data channels. Hence the

cowl laminar reference case consists of eight separate cases as shown in figure

4.22. The data is relatively well clustered for the approaching (x*<-0.1) and
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Figure 4.22: Comparison between time-averaged steady state experimental

cowl pressure readings for the top (red circles) and bottom (blue circles) surface

of the centre body, for eight separate runs together with CFD (black line).
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Figure 4.23: Mean pressure values for eight separate runs at each station for

the steady state, time averaged, cowl interaction cases for the top (red circles)

and bottom (blue circles) surface of the centre body and CFD prediction (black

line). Error bars show min/max at each station.

exiting flow (x*>1.1), showing good agreement with error estimates for the flare

case (±2%) as discussed in section 4.5. However, the data inside and close to

the separation (-0.1>x*>1.1) shows considerably more scatter than the laminar

flare case (figure 4.9).

Figure 4.23 shows the normalised cowl results from figure 4.22, with error

bars indicating absolute variance of the data set at each station. Normalising

the cowl case by the pre-separation surface pressure value does not reduce

variation through the interaction as much as with the flare cases (figure 4.23).

Reasons for this are explored further in section 5.8.1.

The top surface of the cowl interaction is taken as the laminar steady-state
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cowl reference case. The pressure transducers on the top side have a better

time resolution than those on the bottom which is vital for later transient

analysis.

Figure 4.24 shows a detailed diagram of the cowl interaction containing

a schlieren photograph of the interaction and the surface pressure profile

together with a scale schematic to give a sense of the relative positioning of

the surface pressure profile and the wave system.

Further detail of the separation size and shape is available from CFD predic-

tions, which have been shown to be in excellent agreement with experimental

pressure distributions. Figure 4.25 shows a close up of the interaction region.

The separation region has a maximum cross-sectional height of h*sep=0.033

(height relative to cowl case separation length), giving a length to maximum

height ratio of ∼30:1. The pre-separation boundary layer height (h*bl) is 0.072

(boundary layer height relative to cowl case separation length). Hence the

incoming boundary layer is over twice the maximum height of the separation

region. Characteristically, in terms of the incoming boundary layer thickness the

separation region is long and thin. The cowl separation region is very similar

to the flare, as detailed in section 4.7, effectively a rotation of that seen in the

flare case.

As with the laminar flare case, figure 4.24 also shows a discrepancy between

CFD and experiment after re-attachment. Examination of figure 4.23 shows

that this discrepancy is larger than the slight deviation caused by the misalign-

ment of the cowl. Given the close similarity between the cowl and flare pressure

distributions (figure 4.21) and the CFD separation regions it is very likely that

the cause of this deviation is the same as that of the flare and Görtler vortices

are present here.

4.10 Conclusion

Good characterisation of the fully laminar and fully turbulent interaction cases

is vital to properly understanding the response of a shock-induced boundary

layer interaction to a passing turbulent event.

Two cases were examined. An interaction caused by a flare which forms

the primary vehicle for this study and an interaction from an impinging shock

(generated by the cowl) which was designed to be as close as possible to the

flare interaction.

The flare case was examined in detail. Experimental results are of a very high

quality, both fully laminar and fully turbulent cases are shown to be established,

axisymmetric, controlled and repeatable.
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Figure 4.24: a: Schlieren photograph of the top interaction region showing

the separation and impinging shock wave. b: Average top surface laminar

cowl surface pressure distribution (red circles) with absolute variance at each

station (blue error bars) and scale schematic of the schlieren photograph above

showing shock structure (solid grey), CFD predicted separation bubble (red

region) and CFD boundary layer thickness (dotted line). Pressure is normalised

by the cowl case pre-separation region surface pressure. Distance normalised

by the cowl case separation length.
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For the laminar interaction case, experimental and numerical results show

excellent agreement through the interaction region, although a progressive

departure is seen downstream of reattachment. It seems likely that this

departure is due to Görtler vortices, a 3D feature which is not captured by the

2D solver. For the turbulent interaction case CFD simulations were known to

be lacking due to short-comings in the turbulence model. However the degree

of the discrepancy between turbulent CFD and experimental surface pressure

readings is surprising. Görtler vortices are also a potential candidate for this

discrepancy.

The cowl case was designed to generate an interaction a close as possible

to the flare case. Agreement between both interactions is good and the cowl

is capable of generating a nearly identical interaction. However a number of

minor issues still surrounds the cowl alignment, largely relating to a progressive

departure between the flare and cowl surface pressure measurements. These

issues are predominantly related to the stiffness of the mounting sting. Design

of a new sting should resolve this issue, which was not possible in the time

frame of this study.
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5 | Transitional Interaction

“Imagine you are on a cliff over looking a beach. You can clearly see each wave

is one long continuous structure, winding its way along the beachfront. But if

you put two probes into the water, far enough apart, do you think you would

see any correlation between them? Would you see that they were recording

the same waves crashing over them? Or would you observe that your signals

were seemingly random? I often feel this is the problem we encounter when

investigating turbulence.”

–Paraphrased comment from an unknown conference participant.

T
HE aims of this study are to examine the response of a fully established

completely laminar shock-induced boundary layer separation to the pas-

sage of a turbulent spot(s) as well as providing high quality benchmark data for

next generation CFD solvers.

The fully laminar and fully turbulent references cases have already been

investigated in section 4, both are shown to be fully established, axisymmetric,

controlled and repeatable. They serve as benchmark flows for fully laminar and

turbulent conditions.

This section examines the effects of turbulent spots on the separated interac-

tion, detailing the separation collapse process for ‘low’ and ‘high’ intermittency

cases, addressing objectives 3 and 4 in section 1.3.

Initial sections focus on characterisation of the turbulence generated in this

facility. Subsequent analysis introduces a new time normalisation, examines

identification of spots in the flow field and introduces terminology used to

describe the low and high intermittency collapse process. The low and high

intermittency flare cases are then examined in considerable detail. Finally a

provisional investigation of the low intermittency cowl case is presented.
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CHAPTER 5. TRANSITIONAL INTERACTION

5.1 Turbulent Spot Characterisation

This section addresses objective 3 from section 1.3 and details the two different

transitional scenarios considered for this study. One where single turbulent

spots pass through the interaction causing collapse and re-establishment of

the separation. Here, the time between spots needs to be large enough that

a laminar interaction can be completely re-established before the arrival of the

next spot such that each spot can be considered independent. This is termed

the ‘low intermittency’ case.

The second scenario is such that trains of turbulent spots are generated,

potentially merging together to form larger turbulent structures which cause

collapse of the separation for time durations many times that of the expected

spot passage time. Potentially the separation never fully recovers to the fully

laminar state. This is termed the ‘high intermittency’ case.

While this author assisted with much of the work that follows, the primary

investigator for the turbulent spot characterisation was Dr Estruch-Samper,

the co-investigator of this study. A summary of the spot characterisation is

given. Initial discussion focuses on the roughness elements used to generate

the spots. Subsequent discussion details a typical turbulent spot generated

in this facility. Details of the low and high intermittency cases are then

discussed.
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Figure 5.1: Turbulent spot heat transfer contour footprint from circumfrential

heat transfer gauge at x = 0.213 m. Spot is shown as a frozen structure.

Spot length is given as time (t) multiplied by the mean convection speed (Uc).

Both spot length and circumfrential width are normalised by the local laminar

displacement thickness (δL=0.607 mm). [Fiala et al. 2006].
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5.1.1 Roughness Element and Boundary Layer

The roughness elements used in these experiments all have a 1 mm square

planform, oriented as a diamond configuration relative to the approach flow with

a height of 0.045 mm (figure 5.3). The roughness element is located 38 mm

from the nose of the model on the blending section which was previously deter-

mined as an effective position [Fiala 2004; Fiala et al. 2006; Estruch-Samper

et al. 2012, 2013]. A schematic of the roughness element and summary of

information are presented in figure 5.2 and table 5.1 respectively.

wt[mm] ht [mm] ht/δ0 ht/δ1 ht/δ2 Ht Ret [m
-1 ] Mt Tt [K]

1.40

±18%

0.045

±10%

0.107 0.555 0.870 1.57 3.02x106 0.832 417

Table 5.1: General roughness element dimensions and important associated

parameters (from CFD).

Figure 5.2 contains an inset diagram showing the roughness element geometry

with the thermal boundary layer (δ0), displacement thickness (δ1), momentum

thickness (δ2) and the sonic line. Here the thermal boundary layer is defined

as 99.5% convergence of T0 to the freestream value. T0 is chosen as it is

unaffected by the entropy gradient (unlike velocity) and so only varies near the

wall where heat is transferred through the boundary layer. Given the Prandtl

number is less than one, the thermal boundary layer thickness represents

an upper bound for the boundary layer thickness. A summary of the CFD

boundary layer parameters at the roughness element location for the different

boundary layer thicknesses is presented in table 5.2

Definition h [m] Reh [m
-1 ] Mh Th [K]

Thermal (δ0) 4.19x10-4 6.10x106 2.320 550

Displacement (δ1) 8.11x10-5 4.07x106 1.260 462

Momentum (δ2) 5.17x10-5 3.25x106 0.922 428

Table 5.2: CFD boundary layer parameters at the roughness element

location for the different boundary layer thicknesses.

As shown in figure 5.2 and table 5.1 the roughness element occupies a

large proportion of both the displacement (0.555) and momentum thicknesses

(0.870). Further, the shape factor at this axial location is very close to typical

turbulent boundary layers for a Blasius boundary layer. This implies that for a

flat plate we might expect that the boundary layer would be turbulent, although it

is known that the strong entropy gradient acts to prevent transition, which could

account for such a low shape factor in a flow that remains laminar. It should

be noted that the roughness element only occupies the subsonic portion of the

flow (figure 5.2) and ∼10% of the thermal boundary layer height.
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Figure 5.2: Roughness element location (dotted grey line) on the blunt-nosed

circular cylinder (solid grey) showing the roughness element (solid black). CFD

predictions of the bow shock (grey line), the thermal boundary layer thickness

(black line), the displacement thickness (blue line), the momentum thickness

(red line) and the sonic line (dotted black line) are also shown. Inset, a zoomed

section examining the trip.
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Figure 5.3: Diagram of the dia-

mond roughness element placed

on the blending region showing

various relevant dimensions.
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5.1.2 Spot Characterisation

The turbulent spots generated by the roughness element detailed above have

been characterised by Fiala [2004]; Fiala et al. [2006]; Estruch-Samper et al.

[2012, 2013]. All have an arrowhead planform (see figure 5.1) containing

turbulent cell like structures. The spots have a wake region that trails behind

them comparable to their length, essentially consisting of turbulent structures

in the process of reverting back to laminar flow (figure 5.1).

The majority of turbulent spots used in this investigation are artificially gen-

erated. Fiala [2004]; Fiala et al. [2006] also compare natural and artificial

turbulent spots, finding them indistinguishable after the spot has grown to 150δi

(150 times the boundary layer thickness at spot inception).

The spots generated in this study are much larger than 150δi at the interaction

region and no discernible difference is expected between naturally or artificially

generated spots in this study.

Fiala [2004]; Fiala et al. [2006] find the average spot convection velocity is 0.61

of the boundary layer edge velocity (Ue), with a front convection speed of 0.81

Ue and a rear speed of 0.4 Ue (Ue=1310 ms
-1 ). Because the front of the spot

convects at about double the speed of the rear, the spot grows substantially in

length as it travels. Fiala [2004]; Fiala et al. [2006] found that spot speeds were

relatively constant from their inception and their growth was therefore assumed

linear with time and distance.

A model for the growth of the turbulent spots is presented in figure 5.4, it does

not consider any effects the interaction might have. Using the predicted wetted

distance from the trip to the separation point it is possible to calculate the time

taken for the front of the spot to reach this location and the corresponding spot’s

length (x1 in figure 5.4). In a similar fashion, spot lengths for the time taken for

the mean convection speed to reach the cylinder-flare junction (x2 in figure 5.4)

and the rear of the spot to pass the reattachment point can also be calculated

(x3 in figure 5.4). Lengths at each time can then be related to the width using

the length-to-width ratio (2.5) found by Fiala [2004]; Fiala et al. [2006].

The model predicts that the turbulent spot is 91 mm long and 36 mm wide

when the front reaches the location of the separation point (figure 5.5a, xs in

figure 5.4). However, when the rear of the spot passes the location of the

reattachment point (figure 5.5b, xr in figure 5.4) the spot length has grown to

206 mm and width to 83 mm; more than doubling in size. The spot takes 0.216

ms to completely clear the region that would contain the interaction (were it

present). Here all lengths are given along the centre line of the spot and all

widths from the wingtips.

A minor issue remains around choosing a representative spot size for the
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(a) Characteristic spot size when the front reaches the separation.
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Figure 5.5: Diagram of spot convection superimposed onto CFD pressure

contour (units in Pa) for the blunt-nosed centre body flare configuration. Black

dotted lines show separation bubble (from CFD). Roughness element is shown

to scale at x=0.038 m.



purposes of non-dimensionalisation. It is likely that the fore-section of the spot

has the most dramatic effect on the separation region as it contains the greatest

mixing. After this region passes the separation region, the effect of the spot is

diminished. Taking an average of the spot lengths at xsep and xre would not

provide a representative spot size. Instead the length of the spot is chosen for

the instant where the mean spot convection speed reaches the cylinder-flare

junction (figure 5.5c). Spot characteristics are summarised in table 5.3. It is

important to note that the variability in spot conditions reflects both accuracy

in measurement and random variations from one spot to the next, which is

significant.

In relation to the separation bubble, the spots are approximately 560% longer

and so even single spots represent an overwhelming turbulent event. However

the width of the spot train is small in relation to the circumference of the cylinder.

At the cylinder-flare junction the spots occupy 17% of the circumference, such

that the event is localised in the spanwise direction and might be expected to

lead to significant local three-dimensional flow instantaneously.

Ls [mm] ws [mm] Uavg Ufront Urear Ue [ms
-1 ]

129±13 52±5 0.61 Ue 0.81 Ue 0.40 Ue 1310

Table 5.3: Characteristic size and shape assumed for all spots and

important associated parameters. Boundary Layer edge velocity given at

cylinder-flare junction for the no-interaction case.

5.1.3 Low Intermittency Spot Generation

The low intermittency case is generated by careful placement of the roughness

element detailed in section 5.1.1. The level of turbulent intermittency is very

sensitive to the height of the roughness element which is attached to the

blending section using super glue. Appropriate placement to generate one or

two spots per run is difficult, essentially requiring informed trial and error.

When the roughness element is placed correctly the turbulent spots are as

shown in figure 5.6. The spots are separate from each other such that the

separation region has time to recover and each event can be considered

independent of the spot that came before it. Often, only a single turbulent

spot is generated through an entire run, guaranteeing that the spots can be

considered independent. At most two spots are generated during a single run,

several microseconds apart. As is shown later, this is likely larger than the

re-establishment time required to recover the laminar separation.

Figure 5.7 shows a schematic of how spots grow for the low intermittency case.

As previously stated, the spots remain separate past the interaction region and

the flow behind each spot has time to recover to the baseline laminar boundary

layer state. The average intermittency at the centre of the spot train at the
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Figure 5.6: Heat transfer contour for two separate spots from a circumferential

heat transfer gauge at x = 0.213 m. Spots are shown as frozen structures.

Length is given as time (t) multiplied by the mean convection speed (Uc).

Aspect ratio is 4:1. [Estruch-Samper et al. 2012].
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Figure 5.7: Diagram of the low intermittency spots superimposed onto

a CFD pressure contour (units in Pa) for the blunt-nosed centre body

flare configuration. Black dotted lines show separation bubble (from CFD).

Roughness element is shown to scale at x=0.038 m.

cylinder-flare junction for all of the low intermittency spot cases is assessed as

12% ±2%.

5.1.4 High Intermittency Spot Generation

The high intermittency turbulent spots are generated by marginally increasing

the height of the roughness element. This is achieved by using more glue when

attaching the roughness element to the blending section. This results in a more

continuous train of turbulent spots, as shown in figure 5.8. Here the spots are

neither distinct nor independent and nearly all spots will encounter the wake of

the previous spot.

Figure 5.9 shows a schematic of how the spots grow for the high intermittency

case. The spots grow quickly and often the head of a spot will significantly
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encroach on the tail of the one in front of it. The intermittency at the centre of

the spot train at the clyinder-flare junction is assessed as 70% ± 10%. Part of

this error reflects variation between runs.

0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.01.0
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Figure 5.8: Heat transfer contour for a train of turbulent spots from a

circumferential heat transfer gauge at x = 0.213 m. Spots are shown as frozen

structures. Length is given as time (t) multiplied by the mean convection speed

(Uc). Aspect ratio is 24:1. [Estruch-Samper et al. 2012].
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Figure 5.9: Diagram of the high intermittency spots superimposed onto

CFD pressure contour (units in Pa) for the blunt-nosed centre body flare

configuration. Black dotted lines show separation bubble (from CFD).

Roughness element is shown to scale at x=0.038 m.

5.2 Time Normalisation

It is now convenient to introduce a new time normalisation (equation 5.1) based

on the characteristic spot passage time (tspot =0.216 ms) described in section

5.1.2. This normalisation is used in addition to previous normalising quantities

(those with a *) which were introduced in section 4.2.
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CHAPTER 5. TRANSITIONAL INTERACTION

t ′ =
t − toffset

tspot
(5.1)

In many instances it is also appropriate to offset the time such that zero

corresponds to the beginning of the spot convection or steady run conditions;

this will be stated in each case. Normalising in this way gives some

appreciation of time scales of events relative to spot passage times.

5.3 Identification of Spots

This section details the method used to identify spots using surface pressure

histories and is based on the method used to assess the boundary layer state

as described in section 4.6. A summary of the boundary layer state method is

presented first, before the spot definition.

The state of the boundary layer is assessed indirectly by examining pressure

histories just upstream (pre-junction) and downstream (post-junction) of the

cylinder-flare junction location (figure 5.10). A laminar boundary layer produces

a separated configuration. The ‘pressure plateau’ caused by a separation

results in a similar pressure at both the pre- and post-junction locations. A

turbulent boundary layer collapses the separation producing a weak interaction

with a single shock at the flare junction. The single shock results in a drop in

the pre-junction pressure and a rise in the post-junction pressure relative to the

separated case, as seen in figure 5.10. The pressure change due to a spot

is very distinctive, producing a strong and opposite divergence of the pre- and

post-junction pressure histories.

This method only infers the presence of a spot from the response of the

separation. If the separation response is quick in terms of spot passage times

then this method is capable of identifying spots. However, if the response of

the separation is slow then the spot may well have passed before a response

is observed. For this reason potential spots will be termed ‘disturbances’, in

order to avoid confusion with actual spot passage times.

The beginning of a disturbance is defined as the region where the pre-

and post-cylinder-flare junction transducers first show significant and opposite

departure from each other, marked b on figure 5.10 and a on figure 5.11.

This departure is sudden and relatively easy to identify. However, the re-

establishment of the separation is asymptotic making the end considerably

more difficult to identify. Hence, the end of a disturbance is selected as the

first point in the disturbance where both the pre- and post-junction pressure
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histories return to similar values and begin to follow similar trends, marked e

on figure 5.10 and e on figure 5.11. When the pre- and post-junction pressure

transducers follow the same trend it suggests a separation exists above the

two points and the spot may have passed. The end of the disturbance does

not usually coincide with recovery of the separation region, which occurs

later.
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Figure 5.10: Pre- (solid blue) and post-junction (solid red) pressure histories

for one of the low intermittency case (spot 7) with various points of interest

marked (a-f). Inset: a close up of spot 9. Normalisation done by the

characteristic spot passage time and pre-separation surface pressure as

described in section 4.2.

5.4 Low Intermittency Terminology

In order to make the following discussion easier the collapse and re-establishment

observed during the passage of a typical low intermittency disturbance is

described and the terminology used in the following discussion is introduced.

Figure 5.10 shows the pre- and post-junction pressure histories during a low in-

termittency disturbance, several features have been labelled as follows:

• a - Many of the disturbances feature a small perturbation of some sort just

before their defined beginning where the pre- and post-junction pressure

histories diverge. It will be referred to as a ‘pre-spot disturbance’.

• b - Many of the disturbances also show a short rise in the pre-junction

pressure history, referred to as a ‘pressure spike’, which is best illustrated

in the inset in figure 5.10. Based on the assumption that the pre-junction

pressure history should tend to the steady-state turbulent reference case

upon encountering a spot, it should drop suddenly at this point. Although,

as subsequent analysis shows, the collapse process is not quasi-steady.
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• c - The post-junction pressure distribution always reaches a local max-

imum value first, this maximum is referred to as the ‘peak post-junction

pressure’. Often the peak post-junction pressure history will exceed the

steady-state turbulent reference case. Any time that a pressure history

moves outside of the pressure region banded by the laminar and turbulent

reference cases it is termed a pressure ‘overshoot’. Pressure overshoots

are strongly associated with unsteadiness.

• d - The pre-junction pressure history then reaches a local minimum,

this minimum is referred to as the ‘trough pre-junction pressure’. The

portion of the separation upstream of the cylinder-flare junction (pre-

junction separation region) is usually the limiting factor in collapse times

of the separation. The time where the collapse reaches its maximum

convergence to the steady-state turbulent reference case is termed the

‘collapse time’, usually occurring shortly after the trough pre-junction

pressure time. Further, it is also possible for the pre-junction pressure

history to move outside of the region banded by the laminar and turbulent

cases. Despite technically dropping below the turbulent reference case,

this is also referred to as a ‘pressure overshoot’

• c & d - There is a time difference that exists between the peak post-

junction pressure (c) and the trough pre-junction (d), it is referred to as

the ‘peak-trough pressure lag’.

• e - At some point the disturbance ends, as defined by the spot defi-

nition above. This time is usually also close to the recovery time of

the pre-junction separation region and is termed the ‘pre-junction re-

establishment’ time.

• f - Some time after the disturbance ends the separation recovers to

the state before the disturbance began. This time is usually limited

by the recovery of the portion of the separation downstream of the

junction (post-junction separation region), it is termed the ‘post-junction

re-establishment’ time.

5.5 High Intermittency Terminology

The spot definition given in section 5.1.2 and the low intermittency definitions

described in section 5.4 are not as meaningful for the high intermittency case.

The high intermittency cases often contained large regions of turbulence, made

of many separate but overlapping turbulent spots. When a large region of

turbulence passes the separation region each consecutive disturbance results

in some degree of collapse and re-establishment that appears to be driven by

disturbance spacing.
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Identifying a point that best represents the turbulent steady-state surface

pressure distribution in a process of continuous collapse and re-establishment

is not only difficult but also much less meaningful than for the low intermittency

case. Further, regions of laminar flow are scarce and the separation rarely

has ample time to re-establish even the pre-junction pressure distribution to the

laminar steady-state. Hence, the concept of spot collapse and re-establishment

is difficult to assess.

However, some features of the spot collapse are still assessable. An example

of a typical high intermittency case is shown in figure 5.11 and definitions

are described below. The same terminology is used for the low intermittency

case although definitions may be modified to be more meaningful for this

case.
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Figure 5.11: Pre- (blue) and post-junction (red) pressure histories for high

intermittency case 1 with various location of interest marked (a-i).

• a - Disturbances are assumed to begin at the first location that the

pressure histories show significant and opposite divergence. However,

very few of the high intermittency cases ever recover to the laminar

reference case, usually existing in some intermediate state resulting in

lower resolution for disturbance beginning.

• b - The first local maximum in the post-junction pressure history from

the beginning (a) of a turbulent event is termed the peak post-junction

pressure.

• c - The first local minimum in the pre-junction pressure history from the

beginning (a) of the turbulent event is termed the trough pre-junction

pressure.

• b & c - Due to the difficulties with assessing collapse of the separation

the largest of the peak post-junction (b) and trough pre-junction pressure
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times (c) are used to define the collapse time of the separation region.

As for the low intermittency case, the trough pre-junction pressure region

is always the limiting factor.

• d & e - As with collapse, the concept of re-establishment is also difficult

to assess. No regions of laminar flow exists for long enough in the

high intermittency case to allow the separation to recover to the laminar

reference case. However, in some instances it is possible to assess

the pre-junction re-establishment time. This is defined as the time taken

from the last minimum in the pre-junction pressure history (d) to the point

where the pre-junction separation region pressure distribution returns to

the laminar reference case (e).

• f, g,h & i - Turbulent events likely contain a number of distinct turbulent

spots that overlap. The number of disturbances contained within a larger

event is assessed by comparing the number of minima in the pre-junction

pressure history with the number of maxima in the post-junction history.

Consistent pairs of minima and maxima are considered to confirm a

separate disturbance. f & g show two distinct disturbances within a

turbulent event, h & i show two more in another.

5.6 Low Intermittency Transitional Boundary Layer

This section forms the first half of the analysis that addresses objective 4

in section 1.3. It details the response of the separation to 11 singular and

independent turbulent spots and addresses objective 4 in section 1.3. The

low intermittency transitional boundary layer cases include 18 separate low

intermittency spots, seven are not considered of a high enough quality to

be included within this analysis due to contamination from a surface shock

generated by a geometry change or high degrees of noise in some of the

data channels. The turbulence generated for this case has been previously

characterised in section 5.1.3. An explanation of the terminology used in this

section is presented in section 5.4.

An average disturbance profile is examined in order to characterise the

response of the separation to passing turbulent events and detail important

times for each individual spot. Due to the relatively large variation between

individual disturbances and the tendency of averaging to smear out details,

three individual disturbances are also examined in detail. Disturbances 15, 8

and 9 serve as an example of a short (t ′<1.00), medium (t ′∼1.30) and long

(t ′>1.75) duration disturbance, respectively.

All of the spots are then examined in terms of the degree of collapse and re-

establishment they achieve. Schlieren photography is used to examine the
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spots further and provide additional information of the growth and collapse

of the larger separation structure. The data set is not extensive enough for

meaningful statistical analysis and so it was not attempted.

Many of the figures presented below represent snap-shots of very dynamic

pressure distributions. Much of the commentary is drawn from repeated

examination of animated plots and schlieren video. Unfortunately, it is only

possible to give snap-shots of the flow here.

5.6.1 General Response Characterisation

Using the spot definition described in section 5.3 it was possible to extract

all of the disturbances from the low intermittency runs (figure 5.12). The

disturbances all share a relatively similar post-junction pressure history; how-

ever, disturbance duration and pre-junction pressure histories are more varied.

Important times for all of the low intermittency disturbances are provided at the

end of this section (tables 5.4 and 5.5).

The majority of the disturbance durations are of the order t ′=1.30 (1.30 times

the passage time of a characteristic spot) although there is relatively large

variation in the disturbance duration with some disturbances of t ′<1.00 and

others with t ′>1.75. It is important at this point to note that the duration of

each disturbance is taken from the definition given in section 5.3. It is entirely

possible for spot passage or separation region re-establishment times to be

different from this time.
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Figure 5.12: Ensemble surface pressure data showing 11 different low

intermittency disturbances for the pre- (solid blue) and post-junction (solid red)

pressure transducers. The average disturbance is shown in solid black. Gray

box shows average disturbance duration.
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All 11 low intermittency spots were then used to produce an average distur-

bance history, shown in figure 5.12. Time-histories of the pre- and post-junction

average surface pressure histories and snap-shots of the pressure distribution

through the interaction are presented in figure 5.13 and the features therein are

discussed below.

At t ′ ≤0 the instantaneous pressure distribution is reasonably consistent with

the steady state laminar reference case (figures 5.13b and 5.13c); although the

pressure distribution downstream of the cylinder-flare junction is slightly higher.

Reasons for this are unclear. Further, there is a small pre-spot disturbance at

t ′=-0.046, before the main effects of the spot begin (figure 5.13a and 5.13c)

which shows a slight departure of the pre- and post-junction pressure histories.

This spot is not obviously present in every distribution (see table 5.5) and so

averaging diminishes it’s effect.

For 0≥t ′≥0.509 (figures 5.13d - 5.13g) the spot appears to act on the

separation, driving it towards the turbulent steady-state reference case. This

sometimes begins with both pre- and post-junction pressure transducers

showing an increase in pressure, termed above as a pressure spike. This

effect does not occur in every run (see table 5.5) and the averaged distribution

does not display this behaviour. It will be discussed further in the individual

cases examined later.

The peak post-junction pressure occurs at t ′=0.185 (figures 5.13a and 5.13e).

This is the only location that consistently overshoots the steady-state turbulent

reference case. It is important to quantify the use of the word overshoot. It is

used here to state that the transient pressure history is not contained within the

region banded by the laminar and turbulent reference cases. Ultimately, this

simply means that the shock collapse process is unsteady and would not be

well represented (at least near the junction) by a quasi-steady approximation.

The pre-junction pressure distribution is much slower to react to the presence of

the spot, remaining closer to the steady state laminar reference case. Despite

being forward (and so experiencing the spot first) the trough pre-junction

pressure occurs at t ′∼0.463; giving a peak-trough pressure lag of t ′=0.278,

this is further evidence of the time scale difference between the front and rear

section of the separation region.

At t ′=0.185 (figures 5.13a and 5.13e) the peak post-junction pressure occurs,

which is followed at t ′=0.463 (figures 5.13a and 5.13f) by the trough pre-

junction pressure. Collapse time occurs at t ′∼0.509 (figures 5.13a and 5.13g),

where the pressure distribution most resembles the steady-state turbulent

reference case. This often happens at, or close to the trough pre-junction

pressure, suggesting convergence to the turbulent reference case is limited

by the pre-junction separation region.

The pressure distribution then begins to slowly return to the laminar reference
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Figure 5.13: General low intermittency disturbance. (a): Time history

of pre- (solid blue) and post-junction (solid red) pressure transducers with

respective turbulent reference cases (dashed lines). Labelled grey dot-dash

lines correspond to instantaneous pressure distributions shown below (b-

j). Grey region shows estimated disturbance duration. (b-j): Instantaneous

surface pressure distributions at each time as indicated in (a). Intermittency is

assessed as 12% ±2%, spot length is 560% that of the separation length.
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case (0.509<t ′<3.009, figures 5.13a, 5.13g - 5.13j). The pre-junction re-

establishment occurs at t ′=1.806, with the pre-junction separation region quick

to recover back to the laminar reference case (figure 5.13i). The post-

junction re-establishment occurs at t ′=3.009 (figure 5.13j), being slower to re-

establish.

The pre-junction pressure region is characterised by slow convergence to the

turbulent reference case and quick convergence to the laminar, making the pre-

junction collapse time the limiting factor in the collapse time of the separation.

Conversely the post-junction separation region is quick to converge to the

turbulent reference case, often overshooting, but is slow to return to the laminar

reference case, always being the limiting factor in re-establishment.

The post-junction separation region never fully recovers to either the original

pre-spot pressure distribution or the laminar steady state reference case. It ap-

pears that complete re-establishment of the post-junction pressure distribution

is very slow in comparison to spot passage times, likely comparable to original

establishment times (t ′∼10).

Spot Disturbance
Duration

Collapse
Time

Pre-junction
Re-establishment

Post-junction
Re-establishment

06 1.898 0.556 1.389 1.898
07 1.018 0.741 1.806 3.287
08 1.343 0.509 1.528 2.778

09 1.944 0.231 1.806 3.102

11 1.250 0.556 1.296 2.593

14 1.620 0.602 1.944 3.703
15 0.509 0.463 1.250 1.667
16 1.528 0.648 1.991 2.130
17 0.694 0.648 2.778 3.333
18 1.296 0.694 1.667 5.185

19 1.250 0.556 2.222 3.148

Avg. 1.305 0.564 1.789 2.984

Table 5.4: Various times of interest for the low intermittency spot cases. All times are

given as t’, time normalised by the average spot passage time, 0.216 ms (section 5.2).
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Spot Pre-spot
Disturbance

Pressure
Spike

Peak Post-
junction

Trough
Pre-junction

Peak-
Trough
Lag

06 N/A N/A 0.324 0.648 0.324

07 -0.139 N/A 0.139 0.278 0.139
08 N/A N/A 0.185 0.370 0.185

09 -0.185 N/A 0.185 0.185 N/A

11 N/A 0.093 0.185 0.509 0.324
14 N/A N/A 0.278 0.509 0.231

15 N/A 0.093 0.185 0.463 0.278
16 N/A N/A 0.278 0.509 0.231

17 N/A 0.093 0.185 0.324 0.139

18 -0.139 0.046 0.093 0.417 0.324
19 -0.093 N/A 0.231 0.370 0.139

Avg. -0.139 † 0.080 † 0.206 0.417 0.211 †

Table 5.5: Various times of interest for the low intermittency spot cases. All times are

given as t’, time normalised by the average spot passage time, 0.216 ms (section 5.2).

† feature not present for all disturbances.
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5.6.2 Short Duration Disturbance

An individual short duration (t ′=0.509) disturbance is examined here (figure

5.14). A general characterisation of the shock response has already been

examined (section 5.6.1) and this discussion will mostly focus on specific

features and differences between the two.

This short duration disturbance shows the strongest pressure spike (t ′=0.093,

figures 5.14a and 5.14d) of all the disturbances. This pressure spike, although

present in four of the individual spot histories, was not obvious in the general

distribution (table 5.5).

The peak post-junction pressure also overshoots the steady state turbulent

reference case, again indicating that the shock collapse process should not

be considered quasi-steady, at least in the cylinder-flare junction region. Peak

post-junction pressure occurs at t ′=0.185 (figures 5.14a and 5.14e) which is

slightly earlier than the average (t ′=0.206) and reaches a comparable value

(1.47 P*) to all other cases (∼1.49 P*). Trough pre-junction pressure occurs

at t ′=0.463 (figures 5.14a and 5.14g) giving a peak-trough pressure lag of

t ′=0.278.

The collapse time occurs at t ′=0.509 (figures 5.14a and 5.14h), comparable

with the average collapse time (t ′=0.564). However, for the short duration

disturbance the entire distribution is much closer to the laminar steady-state

reference case, this is especially true of the upstream section of the separation

bubble.

After t ′=0.509 the interaction begins to recover. This appears to be a

faster process for the shorter duration disturbance, with a pre-junction re-

establishment time of t ′=∼1.250 (figures 5.14a and 5.14i) and a post-junction

re-establishment time of t ′=1.667 (figures 5.14a and 5.14j) approximately half

the time required for the average. Even for a short duration spot, the collapse

and re-establishment time is much larger than the one suggested by the

disturbance duration (t ′=0.509, figure 5.14h).
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Figure 5.14: Short duration disturbance (Disturbance 15). (a): Time history

of pre- (solid blue) and post-junction (solid red) pressure transducers with

respective turbulent reference cases (dashed lines) and average pre- (dashed

light blue) and post-junction (dashed light red) pressure transducer time

histories. Labelled grey dot-dash lines correspond to instantaneous pressure

distributions shown below (b-j). Grey region shows estimated disturbance

duration. (b-j): Instantaneous surface pressure distributions at each time in

(a). Pressure is normalised by the pre-separation pressure at the wall, and

distance is normalised by the fully laminar numerical separation length as in

section 4.2. Time is normalised by the average spot passage time (0.216 ms,

section 5.1.2) as described in section 5.2.
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5.6.3 Typical Duration Disturbance

This typical duration disturbance duration (t ′=1.343) is similar to the average

(table 5.4). This case shares many of the same characteristics as the general

case, this discussion will mostly focus on specific features and differences

between the two.

This case is of special interest, as it is the only low intermittency spot to

show good convergence to the steady-state laminar reference before the spot

passage (figure 5.15b - 5.15d), good convergence to the turbulent reference

case during spot passage (figure 5.15g) and then good re-establishment back

to the laminar reference case after (figure 5.15j). Reasons for this are unclear,

in many respects the spot is very similar to the general distribution previously

examined (section 5.6.1).

Peak post-junction pressure occurs at t ′=0.185 (figures 5.15a and 5.15e),

which is similar to previous cases. Trough pre-junction pressure occurs at

t ′=0.370 (figures 5.15a and 5.15f), giving a peak-through lag of t ′=0.185.

Collapse time occurs at t ′∼0.509 (figures 5.15a and 5.15g).

For 0.509<t ′<2.778 the interaction recovers almost fully to the steady-state

laminar reference case. The pre-junction recovery time occurs at t ′=1.528

(figures 5.15a and 5.15i) and the post-junction recovery time is t ′=2.778

(figures 5.15a and 5.15j). Again the re-establishment time is limited by

recovery of the post-junction separation region and it is substantially larger

than that predicted by the disturbance duration (t ′=1.343, figures 5.15a and

5.15h).

5.6.4 Long Duration Disturbance

The long duration disturbance (t ′=1.944) shares many of the same features as

the general characterisation previously discussed. Again, only features unique

to this distribution are discussed.

At t ′=-0.741 (figure 5.16b) the pressure distribution downstream of the junction

is close to the laminar reference case. However for -0.741<t ′<0.00 (figures

5.16b - 5.16e) there appears to be a ‘pre-spot perturbation’ (as defined in

section 5.4) that forces the bulk of the interaction pressure distribution down. It

is unclear if this is related to the spot passage or tunnel variation superimposed

onto the disturbance signal. This is the largest pre-spot disturbance present in

the data set.

This case shows the best convergence of all the disturbances examined to the

steady-state turbulent case. Trough pre-junction pressure, peak post-junction
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Figure 5.15: Typical duration disturbance (Disturbance 8). (a): Time history

of pre- (solid blue) and post-junction (solid red) pressure transducers with

respective turbulent reference cases (dashed lines) and average pre- (dashed

light blue) and post-junction (dashed light red) pressure transducer time

histories. Labelled grey dot-dash lines correspond to instantaneous pressure

distributions shown below (b-j). Grey region shows estimated disturbance

duration. (b-j): Instantaneous surface pressure distributions at each time in

(a). Pressure is normalised by the pre-separation pressure at the wall, and

distance is normalised by the fully laminar CFD separation length as in section

4.2. Time is normalised by the average spot passage time (0.216 ms, section

5.1.2) as described in section 5.2.
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Figure 5.16: Long duration disturbance (Disturbance 9). (a): Time history

of pre- (solid blue) and post-junction (solid red) pressure transducers with

respective turbulent reference cases (dashed lines) and average pre- (dashed

light blue) and post-junction (dashed light red) pressure transducer time

histories. Labelled grey dot-dash lines correspond to instantaneous pressure

distributions shown below (b-j). Grey region shows estimated disturbance

duration. (b-j): Instantaneous surface pressure distributions at each time in

(a). Pressure is normalised by the pre-separation pressure at the wall, and

distance is normalised by the fully laminar numerical separation length as in

section 4.2. Time is normalised by the average spot passage time (0.216 ms,

section 5.1.2) as described in section 5.2.



pressure and maximum convergence to the steady state turbulent reference

case all occur at t ′= ∼0.232 (figure 5.16f), with no ‘peak-trough pressure lag’

(as defined in section 5.4). This is contrary to all previous examples (table 5.5)

and suggests an implied collapse time close to t ′=0.232.

The pre-junction separation region recovers relatively quickly, giving a pre-

junction re-establishment time of t ′=1.111 (figure 5.16h). The post-junction

separation region recovers slower, with a post-junction re-establishment time

of t ′=∼3.102 (figures 5.16i - 5.16j). The interaction never fully recovers to either

the laminar reference case or the conditions before the disturbance.

5.6.5 Collapse and Re-establishment

Previous analysis relied on using a common time scale, defined as zero at

the beginning of the disturbance. Averaging was done over this consistent time

scale producing average time histories for spot passage through the separation

region. However, this smooths out details of the collapse and re-establishment

pressure distributions, as they do not occur at the same time. It is possible to

examine each spot separately at collapse or re-establishment and then average

over each. This discussion explores the separation region surface pressure

histories during collapse and re-establishment for all 11 spots.

Collapse

Figure 5.17 shows the pressure distributions for all of the disturbances at the

collapse time, where the distributions are closest to the turbulent reference

case. Compared to the re-establishment times (t ′mean=2.984, σ=0.927), the

collapse times are relatively well clustered around the mean (t ′mean=0.564,

σ=0.132).

While the collapse times are relatively well clustered the actual pressure

distributions are quite varied. For example, figure 5.17a shows a considerable

pre-junction separation still persists throughout the collapse, where as figure

5.17c shows a much better convergence to the steady state.

Figure 5.17l shows the average pressure distribution through the separation

region for collapse of all of the spots (figures 5.17a-5.17k). The tendency

for the pre-junction region to remain established is reflected here. Although

some cases (figures 5.17c, 5.17f and 5.17h) do show good convergence to the

turbulent steady-state reference case.
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Figure 5.17: Separation region surface pressure distributions (black circles) at

maximum collapse of the shock interaction during passage of a spot for each of

the 11 spot cases (a-k) with respective times. The average distribution is given

at l with the average collapse time. Laminar (solid blue) and turbulent (solid

red) reference cases are shown for comparison.
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Figure 5.18: Separation region surface pressure distributions (black circles) at

maximum re-establishment of the shock interaction during passage of a spot for

each of the 11 spot cases (a-k) with respective times. The average distribution

is given at l with the average re-establishment time. Laminar (solid blue) and

turbulent (solid red) reference cases are shown for comparison.
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Finally, many of the post-junction separation regions appear to show poor

convergence to the turbulent reference case. However, from previous analysis

it is known that the post-junction separation region reacts much faster than

the pre-junction separation region. The post-junction separation region first

overshoots the steady-state turbulent reference case and then begins recov-

ering. As shown previously, collapse of the whole separation is limited by

the pre-junction separation region. By the time the pre-junction separation

region shows reasonable convergence to the turbulent reference case the post-

junction separation region is already recovering.

Re-establishment

In a similar fashion to the analysis above, an average pressure distribution

at re-establishment can be evaluated. The pressure distribution through the

interaction region for each spot is shown in figure 5.18 as well as an average

for all of the spots (figure 5.18l). As stated previously the re-establishment

times (t ′mean=2.984, σ=0.927) are considerably more varied around the mean

compared to the the collapse times (t ′mean=0.564, σ=0.132).

With re-establishment the pre-junction separation region is quick to re-establish

back to the laminar reference case while the post-junction section takes con-

siderably longer, always limiting re-establishment times. This is demonstrated

in figure 5.18, where all distributions show good convergence of the pre-

junction separation region to the laminar reference case but relatively poor

convergence of the post-junction. Often the post-junction pressure distribution

never appears to fully converge to the laminar reference case and instead

convergence is assessed relative to the state of the flow just prior to spot

passage. Although it should be noted in a few cases (figures 5.18b, 5.18c

and 5.18j) the interaction does seem to show good convergence back to the

laminar reference case.

Spot 8 is the only case that shows relatively good convergence to the laminar

case before the disturbance, good convergence to the turbulent case during the

disturbance (figure 5.17c) and a return to the laminar case after the disturbance

(figure 5.18b); in this sense spot 8 is a special case.

5.6.6 Schlieren

Approximate time scales for the larger shock structure are explored in this

section. This analysis relies heavily on knowledge of the shock structures of

the laminar (figure 4.13) and turbulent (figure 4.18) interactions.

Estimates for collapse and re-establishment times were extracted from schlieren

videos of the flow and are detailed in table 5.6. An example of the shock
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collapse and re-establishment process is shown for disturbance 8 in figure

5.19; it is discussed further below.

Spot Avg. 07 08 09 11 14 15 16 17 18

Collapse 0.45 0.37 0.37 0.60 0.42 0.51 0.32 0.51 0.51 0.42

Re-

establishment

1.71 2.27 1.53 1.53 1.25 1.90 1.16 1.81 1.94 2.04

Table 5.6: Estimates for collapse and re-establishment times from high speed schlieren

photography. Data was not available for cases 6 and 19.

Many similarities exist between the timings for the larger scale shock collapse

and those obtained from the surface pressure readings. The average shock

collapse (t ′=0.45) and re-establishment (t ′=1.71) times from the schlieren

photography compare reasonably well with average collapse (t ′=0.56) and pre-

junction re-establishment times (t ′=1.79) from the surface pressure measure-

ments. The following discussion describes the collapse and re-establishment

process.

Figure 5.19a shows the shock structure of the established separation, before

any signs of the spot are visible. Figure 5.19b shows the point where the spot

begins to act on the separation, which quickly results in the collapse of the

separation producing a single shock at the cylinder-flare junction (figures 5.19c

and 5.19d).

At t ′=0.09 the shock structure still shows signs of a separation (figure 5.19c),

but by t ′=0.14 the separation is either too small to be visible or no longer

present (5.19d). Collapse of the separation appears to be quick in relation

to the time taken for the greater flow field to readjust, as shown by the shock

curvature in figures 5.19c and 5.19d.

The local shock strengthening occurs between 0.09<t ′<0.28 where local shock

angles can reach a maximum value of ∼30o . This compares to ∼17o for the

steady-state laminar reference case and ∼20o for the steady-state turbulent

reference case. An increased shock angle is associated with a rise in pressure

and is a potential cause of the peak post-junction pressure overshoot. Indeed

0.09<t ′<0.28 bands all of the surface pressure post-junction peak values which

show some degree of overshoot.

The shock structure then appears to recover. As the separation grows

the single shock ’unzips’ from the junction (figure 5.19e-5.19h). Relative to

collapse, it takes a considerable time for the shock structure to resemble that

of the pre-spot flow.
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Figure 5.19: Schlieren photographs (100,000 FPS, 0.001 ms exposure) of the

shock collapse process for disturbance 8 at various time intervals.

5.6.7 Low Intermittency Conclusion

A substantial investigation of the effect of low intermittency turbulent spots on

a shock-induced boundary layer separation has been done. Based on surface

pressure measurements the average collapse time for all 11 spots is t ′=0.564

(σ=0.132) and re-establishment occurs at t ′=2.984 (σ=0.927). This agrees with

the implied average collapse (t ′=0.45, σ=0.09) and re-establishment (t ′=1.73,

σ=0.37) times obtained from schlieren photography.

The passage of a single independent spot is complex and unsteady. The

portion of the separation bubble upstream of the cylinder-flare junction (pre-

junction separation region) is slow (t ′=0.417) to react to the presence of the

spot relative to characteristic passage times and always limits collapse. In

many cases the pre-junction separation region does not fully collapse at all,

instead reducing significantly in size. Conversely, the portion of the separation

bubble downstream of the junction (post-junction separation region) is quick

(t ′ =0.206) to react relative to characteristic spot passage times and, in the
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vicinity of the cylinder-junction, the surface pressure distribution consistently

exceeds the turbulent reference cases by as much as ∼10%.

After the spot has passed, the pre-junction separation region then recovers

quickly to the laminar reference case. Conversely the post-junction separation

region takes many spot passage times to recover to a state even close to

the laminar reference. It is unclear if the post-junction separation region is

especially sensitive to the wake of the turbulent spot or if it simply takes a

relatively long time to re-establish.

Essentially, the pre-junction separation region has a tendency to remain more

established and closer to the laminar reference case, returning to it quickly

once the spot has passed. Conversely the post-junction region, has a tendency

to remain more collapsed, converging quickly to the steady-state turbulent

reference case and being slow to return back to the laminar case. The reasons

for the difference in this behaviour are unclear.

Further, it is important to remember the collapse and re-establishment process

in the frame of the larger 3D separation bubble ‘ring’ that spans the entire

circumference of the model. The turbulent spots are much longer than the

separation bubble (560%) but small in relation to the circumference of the

model (17%). Hence, it is likely the spots only collapse a relatively small portion

of the circumferential ring, likely inducing substantial three dimensionality in

terms of fluid flowing into or out of the remaining established portion of the

separation. The ability of the unaffected separation region to accept or donate

fluid from the affected region is unclear, as is its effect on collapse and

separation times.

Examination of schlieren photographs reveals that the large scale shock

response of the separation to the passage of an isolated spot is quick (t ′=0.45)

and results in complete collapse of the large scale separation shock system.

Further, some form of shock strengthening occurs during the collapse process

that is not limited to the immediate cylinder-flare junction. During collapse of the

separation, the shock angle can reach values as high as 30o , often exceeding

the range banded by either the laminar (∼17o ) or turbulent (∼20o ) reference

cases. The relationship between the shock strengthening and the pressure

over-shoots are very likely to be linked in some manner.

Importantly, the collapse process should be regarded as unsteady and neither

surface pressure measurements nor the shock angle in the cylinder-flare

junction are well contained between the steady-state laminar and turbulent

reference cases. Of particular interest here is the quick reaction of the post-

junction separation region (t ′=0.206) and the strong similarity between the pre-

junction collapse time (t ′=0.417) and the implied collapse times of the outboard

flow obtained from schlieren (t ′=0.45). It is difficult to know to what degree

the collapse of the pre-junction separation region is linked to collapse and re-
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establishment of the outboard flow; obviously the two are connected, but to

what extent each drives the other is unknown.However it does seem likely that

the ability of both to react to the passage of a spot is limited to about 0.4<t ′<0.5.

It also seems likely the unsteadiness associated with collapse is in some way

linked to differences in limiting time scales for the post-junction separation

region (t ′=0.206) and the rest of the separation bubble (t ′∼0.45). This result is

of particular importance for the high intermittency case and is discussed further

in section 5.1.4, a summary discussion is continued in section 5.7.7.

5.7 High Intermittency Transitional Boundary Layer

This section forms the second half of the analysis that addresses objective

4 in section 1.3. It details the response of the separation across 10 runs to

large regions of turbulent flow that often cause the complete collapse of the

separation, objective 4 from section 1.3. The high intermittency boundary layer

cases encompassed 14 different runs; four were rejected from this analysis

due to concerns with a high degree of noise in some of the data channels.

The turbulence generated for this case has been previously characterised in

section 5.1.4. Further, definition of much of the terminology previously used is

slightly different for the high intermittency case and an explanation is presented

in section 5.5.

A general analysis of average turbulent events is more difficult for the high

intermittency case. For the low intermittency case turbulent spots were

singular, easy to identify and well spaced; making spot passage easy to extract

and characterise. This is not true of the high intermittency case. Many of the

turbulent spots appear to run into each other with no definite beginning or end,

making extraction of common phenomena very difficult. Hence much of the

discussion will focus on four special cases from the 10 available that contain

events of particular interest:

• Case 1: Where distinct regions of larger turbulent events pass the

separation region separated by short periods of laminar flow. This

case provides estimates of collapse and re-establishment times of the

separation when faced with trains of several consecutive spots.

• Case 3: Where the train of turbulent spots is most evenly spaced through

the entire run window. This is closest to the low intermittency case, many

of the turbulent events are of the order t ′=1, suggesting this case is similar

to a continuous train of separate but not independent spots.

• Case 6: Which is characterised by large regions of tightly packed, but still

distinct spots, that convect past the separation region. This case is the
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best example of the unsteady response of the interaction and contains

large and sustained regions of post-junction pressure overshoot.

• Case 8: Which seems to demonstrate the only example of pre-junction

pressure overshoot.

Finally, a limited general examination of collapse and re-establishment times

for all of the high intermittency cases is presented and additional information

about collapse and re-establishment is extracted from schlieren video.

5.7.1 Case 1

This case presents three spaced turbulent events, each likely formed of several

turbulent spots (figure 5.20a). The spacing between each turbulent event in

this case presents an opportunity for the base flow to recover more than in the

other cases and poses the best chance of alluding to collapse and recovery

time-scales for larger turbulent events (as opposed to single spots).

The first disturbance likely consists of a single spot and is the most similar

to disturbances explored in the low intermittency cases. It begins at t ′=2.731

(figure 5.20a) and reaches peak post-junction pressure at t ′=3.056 (figures

5.20a and 5.20b), δt ′=0.325 from its beginning. Trough pre-junction pressure

occurs at t ′=3.333 (figures 5.20a and figure 5.20c), δt ′=0.602 from beginning,

giving a peak-trough lag of δt ′=0.324. The disturbance appears to approach

the pre-junction re-establishment time at t ′=4.630 (figures 5.20a and 5.20d),

δt ′=1.899 from the last minimum. A second disturbance occurs shortly after

and hence no information on the post-junction recovery times are available

(figure 5.20a).

The second disturbance is larger than the first and likely comprised of two

spots. The separation is not re-established when this disturbance begins

(t ′=4.954, figure 5.20a). Peak post-junction pressure occurs at t ′=5.092

(figures 5.20a and 5.20e), δt ′=0.139 from the beginning. Trough pre-junction

pressure occurs at t ′=5.463 (figures 5.20a and 5.20f), δt ′=0.509 from the

beginning, giving a peak-trough lag of δt ′=0.370. Pre-junction re-establishment

occurs at t ′=7.685 (figures 5.20a and 5.20g), δt ′=1.713 from the last mini-

mum.

The third disturbance begins at t ′=8.194 and is the largest, likely containing

at least two spots (figure 5.20a). The peak post-junction pressure occurs

at t ′=8.426 (figures 5.20a and 5.20h), δt ′=0.231 from the beginning. Trough

pre-junction pressure occurs at t ′=8.518 (figures 5.20a and 5.20i), δt ′=0.324

from the beginning, giving a peak-trough lag of δt ′=0.092. Pre-junction re-

establishment of the separation occurs at t ′=10.972 (figures 5.20a and 5.20j),

δt ′=1.991 from the last minimum.
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Figure 5.20: Case 1. (a): Time history of pre- (solid blue) and post-junction

(solid red) pressure histories with respective turbulent (dotted red and blue)

steady state reference cases. Laminar reference case (dotted black) is also

shown. Grey dot-dash lines mark times for pressure distributions in (b-j). (b-j):

Surface pressure distributions through the separation region (black circles) at

times indicated in (a). Laminar (solid blue) and turbulent (solid red) reference

cases are shown.
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Figure 5.21: Case 3. (a): Time history of pre- (solid blue) and post-junction

(solid red) pressure histories with respective turbulent (dotted red and blue)

steady state reference cases. Laminar reference case (dotted black) is also

shown. Grey dot-dash lines mark times for pressure distributions in (b-j). (b-j):

Surface pressure distributions through the separation region (black circles) at

times indicated in (a). Laminar (solid blue) and turbulent (solid red) reference

cases are shown.
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An additional section (shaded region in figure 5.20a) of this case is examined

that likely represents six tightly packed spots. There is both a substantial and

sustained overshoot of the entire post-junction pressure distribution and an

almost complete collapse of the pre-junction separation region. The turbulent

event begins at t ′∼17.870 (figure 5.20a), each turbulent spot that passes

increases the degree and length of the pressure overshoot. At t ′=18.657 the

entire post-junction pressure distribution (and potentially further downstream)

exceeds the steady-state turbulent reference case by as much as 10% and

remains in this state until t ′=20.694. An example of the separation region

pressure distribution associated with this type of overshoot can be seen in

figure 5.23.

5.7.2 Case 3

This case contains disturbances with a duration of the order δt ′ ∼1 suggesting

a nearly continuous train of separate, evenly spaced spots that lead into each

other.

As before, some estimate of collapse and re-establishment times can be made.

The re-establishment at 10.555<t ′<12.314 (figures 5.21a, 5.21b and 5.21c)

has a time scale of t ′∼1.759, followed by the the collapse at t ′=13.240 (figures

5.21a 5.21d-5.21e) which suggests peak post-junction pressure after δt ′=0.232

from the beginning of the disturbance, with trough pre-junction pressure lagging

behind by δt ′=0.370.

Compared to the clustered turbulent events in Cases 6 and 8, the post-

junction pressure distribution shows relatively little overshoot during these

large turbulent events, with overshoot limited to the post-junction pressure

transducer; even in regions where the pre-junction separation region shows

almost total collapse (figures 5.21a, 5.21h and 5.21i). This implies that

overshoot is not associated with the severity of the turbulence or the degree

of separation collapse, instead it appears some critical spacing is required to

sustain an overshoot of the entire post-junction pressure region, this is detailed

further in the next case.

5.7.3 Case 6

Figure 5.22 shows Case 6, which contains an overwhelming turbulent event for

10.740<t ′<21.434 (figures 5.22b-5.22j) which results in a substantial (5-10%)

and sustained (t ′∼10.694) post-junction pressure overshoot. Figures 5.22d,

5.22h and 5.22i show regions of maximum overshoot, where the entirety of the

post-junction separation region overshoots the turbulent reference case. It is

unknown how far downstream the overshoot continues.
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Spacing between consecutive disturbances are relatively closely spaced (δt ′∼0.4)

compared to cases 1 and 3. Indeed, the vast majority of the disturbances are

between 0.2<δt ′<0.5 with very few outside of this. From examining disturbance

spacing between all 11 cases it appears that this type of overshoot only occurs

when the spacing between consecutive disturbances falls below δt ′∼0.5.

5.7.4 Case 8

Case 8 (figure 5.23) shows two examples of pre-junction pressure overshoot.

Again it is important to define exactly how overshoot is used in this context.

Here it means that some part of the pre-junction pressure region exceeds the

region bounded by the steady-state laminar and turbulent reference cases. In

the sense described here, this results in a drop in pressure.

One example of the pre-junction overshoot occurs at 6.574<t ′<8.734 (figures

5.23b - 5.23f). This shows a pressure overshoot through the entire pre-junction

separation region. The extent of overshoot is relatively low and fluctuates

between the states seen in figures 5.23b, 5.23c and 5.23d.

A second region of pre-junction pressure overshoot is seen at three separate

instances: t ′=21.435 (figure 5.23g), t ′=22.823 (figure 5.23h) and t ′=25.555

(figure 5.23i). In these cases it is only the region immediately upstream of

the cylinder-flare junction that overshoots. However, the degree of overshoot is

larger, with a maximum overshoot of ∼15%.

The cause of the pre-junction overshoot is unclear, later analysis of schlieren

images shows that it does not appear to be associated with a local shock

strengthening. While the degree of pre-junction overshoot seen here is limited,

it is analogous to the post-junction overshoot seen for the low intermittency

case. Potentially a stronger interaction or reduced spot spacing might produce

significant overshoot in the pre-junction separation region that is similar to that

already seen in the post-junction region.

5.7.5 General Examination

Many of the high intermittency cases are punctuated with regions of re-

established flow, albeit for short durations. It is possible to examine these points

and use them to extract further collapse and re-establishment times.

For all 11 high intermittency cases the mean peak post-junction pressure

occurs at t ′∼0.255 from the beginning of a large turbulent event and the mean

trough pre-junction pressure occurs at t ′∼0.470, giving a mean peak-trough

lag of δt ′∼0.215. The mean collapse time for the high intermittency case is
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Figure 5.22: Case 6. (a): Time history of pre- (solid blue) and post-junction

(solid red) pressure histories with respective turbulent (dotted red and blue)

steady state reference cases. Laminar reference case (dotted black) is also

shown. Grey dot-dash lines mark times for pressure distributions in (b-j). (b-j):

Surface pressure distributions through the separation region (black circles) at

times indicated in (a). Laminar (solid blue) and turbulent (solid red) reference

cases are shown.
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Figure 5.23: Case 8. (a): Time history of pre- (solid blue) and post-junction

(solid red) pressure histories with respective turbulent (dotted red and blue)

steady state reference cases. Laminar reference case (dotted black) is also

shown. Grey dot-dash lines mark times for pressure distributions in (b-j). (b-j):

Surface pressure distributions through the separation region (black circles) at

times indicated in (a). Laminar (solid blue) and turbulent (solid red) reference

cases are shown.
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assumed to be approximated by the pre-junction peak pressure (as for the low

intermittency case) and hence it is evaluated as δt ′∼0.47.

Further, mean pre-junction recovery times are δt ′∼1.855 . No region of

flow remained laminar for duration long enough to assess post-junction re-

establishment times and hence it is difficult to assess likely re-establishment

times of the whole interaction.

Many of the turbulent events appear to be made of smaller structures that

usually have a time scale bounded by the interval 0.7<δt ′<1.3 suggesting

that individual disturbances are still well defined within the larger structures

that pass the separation region. However, some cases show regions where

the spacing between turbulent events appears to drop below δt ′∼0.5, which

appears to lead to a more unsteady collapse, with larger regions of the

interaction exceeding the bounding fully laminar and turbulent reference

cases.

5.7.6 Schlieren

Schlieren photographs of the shock collapse and re-establishment are similar

to the low intermittency case, exhibiting shock strengthening during the post-

junction pressure overshoot (figures 5.24a and 5.24b). Continued spot pas-

sage leads to sustained fluctuation of the shock structure, with it strengthening
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Figure 5.24: Schlieren of the shock collapse process for a high intermittency

disturbance (8) at various time intervals. 100,000 FPS, 0.001 ms exposure

time
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and relaxing many times during a turbulent event; shock angles during this

process are between 20-30o .

Estimating collapse and re-establishment times from schlieren is not possible,

the constant passage of turbulent spots makes accurate assessment of the

separation state difficult and reliable times could not be extracted.

The high intermittency case 8 also featured two pre-junction pressure over-

shoots, which is potentially related to the same mechanism that causes the

post-junction pressure overshoot. However, unlike figures 5.24a and 5.24b, no

obvious change in the large scale shock structure was observed in the region

of the pre-junction region overshoots, as shown in figures 5.24c - 5.24f which

relate to the two pre-junction overshoots seen at g ad h in figure 5.23a.

5.7.7 High Intermittency Conclusion

The high intermittency cases support time scales previously examined for

peak post-junction pressure (δt ′=0.255) and trough pre-junction pressure

(δt ′=0.470). Provisional estimates of collapse and pre-junction re-establishment

times are δt ′=0.470 and δt ′=1.855 respectively. No estimate of the post-

junction separation region re-establishment time was possible.

Considerable evidence exists that the larger turbulent events that pass the

separation region are comprised of separate overlapping spots. Many of the in-

dividual disturbances have a spacing well banded by the interval 0.7<δt ′<1.3,

suggesting that the turbulence is characteristically similar to the spots de-

scribed in section 5.1.2.

The reaction of the separation to high intermittency turbulence is similar to

the low intermittency case in terms of driving time scales. Collapse of the

shock is limited by the pre-junction separation region, with the post-junction

region collapsing quickly. The pre-junction separation region is quick to recover

and re-establishment is limited by the post-junction re-establishment which

appears asymptotic in nature, although a complete re-establishment is never

observed. Collapse of the separation region is fast in relation to both re-

establishment and the reaction of the outboard flow and a collapse often results

in significant shock curvature and local shock strengthening. However the

unsteady response of the high intermittency case is not exactly the same as

the low intermittency case.

All of the post-junction pressure overshoots appear associated with some

degree of local shock strengthening and high shock curvature. Shock curvature

suggests that the response of the outboard flow is considerably slower than the

collapse process. Transient shock angles during collapse can approach 30o ,
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which is larger than both laminar (17o ) and turbulent (20o ). It is unclear exactly

what role the shock strengthening plays in the separation collapse and if it is a

cause or consequence of overshoot.

Of particular interest is the finding that the unsteady response of the separation

appears to be well characterised by two different scenarios, one where spacing

between spots is δt ′>0.5 and the other where δt ′<0.5. This is important

because it was established in section 5.1.3 that collapse of the bubble was

limited by the pre-junction separation region and the immediate outboard

shock-structure, neither of which seem able to react to the presence of a spot

quicker than 0.4<t ′<0.5.

The response of the separation to large turbulent events with disturbance

spacing of δt ′>0.5 appears analogous to a number of tightly packed collapses

which are characteristically similar to the low intermittency case. The response

of the separation shows a small overshoot, limited to a region immediately

downstream of the cylinder-flare junction. The pre-junction separation region

rarely approaches the turbulent reference and recovers quickly to the laminar

reference case.

However, when the spacing between each peak post-junction pressure falls

below the response time of the pre-junction separation region/the immediate

outboard flow (δt ′∼0.5) the separation collapse is not well characterised by the

low intermittency case. Significant (5-10%) and sustained overshoots of the

entire post-junction pressure region occur which continue past the end of the

instrumented section making it difficult to estimate it’s full length (although it is

likely to be relatively localised).

There is also evidence of some form of pre-junction region pressure overshoot,

although this is less severe (1-10%) and largely confined to the region

immediately upstream of the junction. Potentially the pre-junction overshoot

is analogous to the post-junction overshoot, which is caused by exceeding

the reaction time of the pre-junction separation region. This might imply that

the pre-junction overshoot is caused by exceeding the post-junction separation

region reaction time (t ′=0.206). This might occur when spot spacing falls below

δt ′∼0.2, although accurately discerning between spot heads at this spacing is

difficult and so this results remains speculative. Finally, no evidence of further

shock strengthening was observed in instances of pre-junction region pressure

over-shoot.
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5.8 Cowl

It would be interesting to examine if the response times of a separation

generated by the geometry induced shock system and an impinging shock

system are similar in their response to passing turbulent events. As detailed in

section 3.2.2, a cowl geometry was designed to produce an impinging shock

system. The resulting cowl separation case was designed to be very similar to

the flare case, enabling direct comparison between the two.

This section examines the response of the cowl interaction to the passage of

a single turbulent spot, whic is compared to the flare case. An analysis of the

transient response of the laminar reference case is presented first to frame the

spot analysis. The response surface pressure distribution of the interaction is

described after along with schlieren photography and concluding remarks. All

results are still subject to the caveats discussed in section 4.9.

5.8.1 Transient Response

Comparison of the steady-state laminar cowl interaction to the flare case has

already been addressed. Section 4.9 shows agreement between the laminar

cowl interaction with both CFD and the laminar flare interaction is good until

re-attachment.

This section addresses analysis of the transient response of the laminar cowl

interaction case as it appears the cowl interaction region shows considerably

more variation, both in relation to the cowl approach flow and the flare case

(section 4.5). Understanding the nature of this noise is important in relation to

understanding the transient response to the passage of a spot. Error estimates

for the pressure readings taken in the cowl interaction region are the same as

those previously discussed in section 3.1.7 (±1%).

Figure 5.25 shows the surface pressure distributions for both the flare and cowl

case with the variance at each sensor location. For the the cowl case, the flow

outside the separation region has a low data scatter (interquartile range: 2.14%

and absolute variance: 3.75%) typical of values seen for the all flare results

(interquartile range: 2.47% and absolute variance: 4.28%). However, inside

the cowl separation region the data scatter is much larger (interquartile range:

4.30% and absolute variance: 11.1%). Hence, inside the cowl separation the

data has a greater spread, both in terms of extremes and clustering.

For the flare case, data scatter in the separation region is very similar to that

of the in-flowing boundary layer suggesting most fluctuations are associated

with it. Normalisation of the flare surface pressure distribution by the surface
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Figure 5.25: Comparison of the laminar steady-state reference case for the

flare (blue) and cowl (red) cases with error bars showing absolute variance.

Cowl CFD surface pressure is shown in black.
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Figure 5.26: Pre- (x*=0.419) and

post- (x*=0.570) junction pressure his-

tories for the laminar flare cases (red)

and the run averaged history (black).
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Figure 5.27: Top surface pre-

(x*=0.240) and post- (x*=0.515)

plateau pressure histories for the

laminar cowl cases (red) and the run

averaged history (black).
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Figure 5.28: Schlieren of the cowl configuration for a low intermittency run. x*

values indicated on each plot show the location of the impinging shock. Images

taken at 20,000 FPS, shutter speed 0.01 ms.



pressure of the incoming boundary layer significantly reduces data scatter

through the separation, removing run to run variation.

For the cowl case, data scatter in the separation region is large compared

to the in-flowing boundary conditions, suggesting much of the variation is not

associated with the boundary layer. Normalisation of the cowl surface pressure

distribution by surface pressure in the incoming boundary layer does not reduce

data as successfully as the flare case, nor does it remove as much run to run

variation. Further, the low data scatter downstream of re-attachment for the

cowl case suggests the scatter is related to the cowl interaction itself.

Variation between the flare and cowl case can be further investigated by

comparing results in the pressure plateau region. For the flare case this

was done at the pre- and post-junction locations. For the cowl, locations

are selected that represent the flare pre- and post-junction locations. The

equivalent pre-junction surface location for the cowl is selected as x*=0.240,

which is termed the pre-plateau location and is further upstream than the

pre-junction location for the flare case (x*=0.419) due to movement of the

impinging shock. The equivalent post-junction location for the cowl is selected

as x*=0.515, the same as the flare surface location, which is termed the post-

plateau location.

Figure 5.26 shows the time-varying laminar-interaction surface pressure-

histories for the pre- and post-junction locations for all of the flare cases.

Averaging across runs produces a time-varying response representative of the

flare case. Each individual run shows relatively little variation about the mean

run values. Figure 5.27 shows the pre- and post-plateau pressure histories

for the cowl case. The run-averaged pre- and post-plateau pressure histories

are relatively close to their flare counterparts. However, each individual cowl

case shows much larger variation about the run-averaged time histories, likely

indicating some degree of movement within the separation.

It is difficult to tell if the cowl separation is fundamentally different in the way that

it reacts to the incoming flow, producing significant unsteadiness compared to

the flare case; or if it is simply more susceptible to noise within the freestream.

Available evidence suggests the latter is more likely, although no conclusive

result is found.

5.8.2 Low Intermittency Transitional Boundary Layer

Provisional analysis of the response of the cowl interaction to the passage of

low intermittency turbulence is detailed here. The passage of a single turbulent

spot is examined (figure 5.29).
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Figure 5.29: (a): Cowl time-history of pre- (solid blue) and post-plateau

(solid red) pressure locations with respective turbulent (dotted red and blue)

reference cases. Grey dot-dash lines mark times used for instantaneous

pressure distributions below. (b-j): Surface pressure distributions through the

separation region (black circles) at times indicated in (a). Laminar (solid blue)

and turbulent (solid red) reference cases are shown.



As discussed in section 5.8.1, the cowl cases seem significantly more un-

steady than the flare case, which is reflected in the instantaneous pressure

distributions through the separation region. While at no point does the

separation collapse, there is a persistent and substantial variation about the

mean. This is demonstrated in the period before the disturbance begins, -

1.435<t ′<0.000 (figure 5.29b - 5.29e) which shows significant disruption, with

t ′=-1.435 showing the closet convergence to the cowl steady-state laminar

reference case.

Peak post-plateau pressure occurs at t ′=0.556 (figure 5.29g) which corre-

sponds to the spot collapse time. Pre-plateau trough pressure occurs at

t ′=0.648 with a peak-trough pressure lag of δt ′=0.092.

The pre-plateau pressure history recovers to the laminar reference case (figure

5.29i, t ′=1.482) in a similar time relative to the flare case (average t ′=1.789).

Further, the whole separation appears to recover to a state close to that before

the spot passage at approximately the same time (t ′=2.222, figure 5.29j), which

is well banded by the flare cases (1.667<t ′<3.333).

5.8.3 Schlieren

Due to the larger area observed, the frame rate of the high speed camera is

reduced to 20,000 frames per second. This gives a reduced time resolution for

collapse and re-establishment of the separation region compared to the flare

case.

Figures 5.30a - 5.30c show the separation region just before the disturbance

begins, at collapse and after re-establishment respectively. Provisional col-

lapse (t ′=0.695) and re-establishment times (t ′=2.546) from the schlieren agree

with the surface pressure measurements in figure 5.29.

The separation collapse process appears characteristically similar to the

flare, although temporal resolution is low. Figure 5.30b shows signs of

unsteadiness of the separation shock during collapse, with shock curvature

and a temporary shock angle increase (22o ) that corresponds with the pressure

overshoot.
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Figure 5.30: Schlieren photographs of the cowl configuration for a low

intermittency run during the collapse and re-establishment process. (20,000

FPS, 0.01 ms exposure).



5.8.4 Conclusion

The response of the cowl separation is summarised here and a final asessment

of the cowl design is provided.

Collapse and re-establishment times are provisional, the low intermittency

time-scales are based on data from a single run and a number of minor issues

remain unresolved:

• The cowl is slightly misaligned.

• A number of relatively minor issues remain around slight movement of

the cowl during firing.

For the single case examined, the cowl separation collapse process appears

similar to those of the flare. Separation collapse time scales for the single cowl

case (t ′=0.556) are comparable to the flare (t ′=0.564). Re-establishment time

scales for the cowl case (t ′=2.222) are also similar to the flare (t ′=2.984). Anal-

ysis of schlieren suggest collapse (t ′=0.695) and re-establishment (t ′=2.546)

times that agree with those obtained from the pressure measurements.

The cowl configuration was designed in order to provide an additional vehicle

with which to examine a hypersonic shock-induced transitional boundary layer

separation. As detailed in section 3.2.2, the cowl was designed to cause

a separation that was very similar to the flare case in terms of separation

length and surface quantities through the separation region. The design and

manufacture of such a cowl geometry is very challenging.

Some issues still surround the cowl design. However these issues are the

consequence of the re-using an unsuitable sting used in previous studies to

mount a cowl. Design of a new mount is a relatively trivial exercise that was

not possible for this study due to limitations on manufacturing time.

As shown in this section and in section 4.9 the cowl performs very well,

generating an extremely similar interaction, for the laminar, turbulent and

transitional cases. Once a new mount is designed, the cowl should provide an

additional and indispensable tool for further analysis of transitional interactions

that complements the flare case.
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5.9 Physical Interpretation of Collapse and Re-

establishment

A physical interpretation of the collapse and re-establishment of the separation

is given that draws on the previous results. Figure 5.31 shows various stages

in the collapse and re-establishment process for a single isolated spot. As

discussed in sections 5.6.7 and 5.7.7, the pre- and post-junction separation

regions appear to be driven by different time scales for both collapse and re-

establishment.

The collapse process is illustrated in figures 5.31a and 5.31b. The pressure

distribution in figure 5.31b shows that the collapse of the spot begins at the

cylinder flare junction. Physically, it appears that the re-attachment shock either

moves rapidly to the cylinder-flare junction or jumps to a new location (a in

figure 5.31a). It is unclear exactly what happens to the fluid that constitutes

the post-junction separation region. If the re-attachment shock actually moves

backwards (b in figure 5.31a) then it would likely need to displace fluid from

that section of the separation bubble into the surrounding 3D separation ring

as diffusive entrainment flow through the shear layer would be slow. If an

assumption is made that the flow in the separation ring is always subsonic it is

possible to estimate a time scale for moving fluid through the separation ring

based on the mean speed of sound in the separation bubble (384.6 ms-1 ) and

maximum spot width (52 mm), giving t ′=0.626. This number is much larger than

the mean post-junction region collapse time (t ′∼0.2) and so it seems unlikely

that a significant portion of the post-junction separation region is pushed into

the surrounding ring. Alternately, the separation line (re-energised by the spot)

might now reattach at the cylinder-flare junction and simply shed the old re-

attachment shock and post-junction separation region downstream (e in figure

5.31b). No evidence of a travelling re-attachment shock was ever seen in

the schlieren, however the shocks were weak and may have not been been

possible to view.

After the collapse of the post-junction separation region (t ′∼0.20) the bulk of

the pre-junction separation region remains, as shown in the pressure plot in

figure 5.31b. The separation point then moves to the junction, shrinking the

separation bubble from the front, as shown by (d) in figure 5.31b and the

pressure plot in figure 5.31c (which shows indication of a small separation at

the junction). In order to facilitate the collapse of the pre-junction separation

region fluid needs to be removed. The two most likely mechanisms for

achieving this are displacing the fluid into the remaining 3D separation ring and

mass entrainment back into the bulk flow through the shear layer. Collapse

times for the pre-junction separation are much closer to possible time scales

for moving fluid into the separation ring. Hence it is unclear if either (or both) of

these mechanisms dominates this process.
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Figure 5.31: A set of diagrams at various times during collapse and re-establishment.

Each stage (a-e) contains a plot of the surface pressure and a diagram of the separation

region. Each plot shows the instantaneous surface pressure distributions (black dots)

for the general low intermittency case with laminar (blue) and turbulent (red) references

cases and the separation region highlighted in grey. Each diagram shows the shock

structures (solid black), boundary layer height (solid grey), sonic line (dashed grey),

shear layer (dotted grey), separation and re-attachment points (black dots), pre-junction

separation region (blue) and post-junction separation region (red).
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At the pre-junction separation region collapse (t ′∼0.45) it is likely that some

small separation region persists for the single spot case, as shown in figure

5.31c, with a small separation bubble evident in the pressure plot. It is possible

that the larger separation ring acts to prevent full collapse of the bubble. As

much as the separation ring exists as a potential sink for fluid it could also act as

a source. In this sense it is likely that the size of the separation collapse relative

to the larger separation ring is important in terms of characteristic collapse and

re-establishment times, although it was not investigated here.

Re-establishment of the separation bubble is likely to be driven by mass

entrainment through the separation bubble shear layer given the relatively

large re-establishment times. As shown by (f-h) in figure 5.31c and figure

5.31d, the separation point seems to move forward first, almost completely

re-establishing. This is likely the result of the force balance on the separation

which results in the bubble effectively being pushed upstream, as shown in

figure 5.31d. As previously stated the growth of the separation bubble is

asymptotic, with growth rate (via mass entrianment through the shear layer)

linked to the force imbalance on the bubble. Hence as the bubble grows it’s rate

of growth slows. At the point the bubble ceases to grow upstream and begins

to grow down stream it is already large and hence growth of the post-junction

separation region is slow in comparison to the pre-junction region.

Eventually the re-attachment point will grow until it reaches the steady-state

laminar separation length, as shown in (i) in figure 5.31d and figure 5.31e.

The ability of the separation to fully recover seems to vary. In the average low

intermittency pressure distribution in figure 5.31e the post-junction separation

never fully recovers, however in some of the cases (such as Disturbance 8 in

section 5.6.3) full recovery does occur. The reason for recovery in some cases

is difficult to identify, but potentially relates to laminar boundary layer structures.

Further work is required.
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5.10 Transitional Interaction Conclusion

This chapter details the passage of controlled and statistically repeatable

turbulent spots through a carefully designed shock-induced boundary layer

separation that is separated when the boundary layer is laminar and attached

when turbulent. To this authors knowledge this is the first study to document

the dynamic collapse and re-establishment of a shockwave boundary layer

interaction to individual turbulent spots in a controlled manner.

Producing a controlled fully laminar boundary layer in which to seed turbulence

presents a challenging task in a Mach 8.9 flow with a unit Reynolds number

of 47x106 . An ability to generate a reliably laminar base flow was essential in

order to generate the controlled and statistically repeatable turbulence for both

the low and high intermittency cases.

The bulk of this chapter examines the effect of low (12% ± 2%) and high (70%

± 10%) intermittency boundary layer conditions on a shock-induced boundary

layer interaction for a blunt-nosed circular-cylinder 8o flare configuration.

Further, this chapter also examines a single low intermittency case for a

characteristically similar interaction using a cowl (1.3o ) that impinges a shock

onto the cylinder body test surface. In both cases the separation length for a

fully laminar incoming boundary layer is ∼23 mm. The body is axisymmetric

and the separation likely exists as a ‘ring’ around the circumference. The vast

majority of the analysis focuses on a 2D slice of a much larger 3D interaction. It

is important to always consider the reaction of the separation bubble in relation

to this larger 3D separation structure.

The turbulent spots are generated using a roughness element placed on the

blending section of the centre body. Previous studies on this body have

characterised individual turbulent spots. Heat transfer data for this study shows

that the spots are similar to those previously characterised. All spots have an

arrowhead profile. The characteristic spot length at the cylinder-flare junction is

assessed as 129 mm through its centreline and width is 52 mm at the the ‘wing

tips’. Passage times from when the front of the spot reaches the separation

point to when the rear passes the reattachment are assessed as 0.213 ms,

although the spots double in size during this time due to differences in the

convection speed of the front and rear.

In comparison to the separation ring the spots are long (561% separation

length) and thin (22% circumferential length). Hence turbulent spots likely act

to ‘pinch’ the separation ring creating a sustained but thin local collapse. The

collapse and re-establishment process in a small section of the separation ring

will almost certainly induce 3D flow in the entire separation ring as flow moves

circumferentially out of and back into the separation.
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The low intermittency case is characterised by distinct and separate turbulent

spots which are individually ‘fed’ into the separation in order to observe

the dynamic collapse and re-establishment process. Again, to this authors

knowledge this is the first study to attempt this. The time between each spot

is large enough that the separation has time to completely recover to its fully

laminar state and each spot can be considered independent. The effect of 11

individual spots on the surface pressure distributions of the fully laminar flare-

induced separation is investigated. The mean collapse time is assessed as

t ′=0.564 and mean re-establishment time is assessed as t ′=2.984; although

some evidence suggests actual recovery times may be as large as the original

establishment times (t ′∼10).

For the low intermittency cases there is a marked difference in the response

time of the portion of the separation upstream and downstream of the cylinder-

flare junction. The region upstream of the junction (the pre-junction separation

region) is slower (t ′mean=0.417) to respond to the presence of the turbulent spot,

tends to remain closer to the fully laminar reference case and is comparatively

quick (t ′mean=1.789) to relax back to the laminar state once the spot has passed.

The pre-junction separation region is always the limiting factor in terms of

collapse of the separation. Conversely the region downstream of the cylinder-

flare junction (post-junction separation region) responds quickly to the spot,

collapsing quickly (t ′mean=0.206) and remaining closer to the fully turbulent

reference case. It is slow to re-establish (t ′mean=2.984) back to the fully laminar

case and is the limiting factor in terms of separation re-establishment to the

fully laminar reference case. The role that the larger separation ring has in

relation to the local collapse of the separation bubble is unclear. Potentially it

acts as a flow sink/source for the locally collapsed/re-establishing region and

could be responsible for driving time scales here.

Synchronised high-speed schlieren photography gives an indication of the

larger shock structure and the state of the separation away from the wall.

Collapse and re-establishment times agree with characteristic times extracted

from the surface pressure measurements, yielding t ′mean=0.45 for collapse

and t ′mean=1.71 for re-establishment of the greater shock structure. Re-

establishment times are slightly faster than the surface pressure measure-

ments would suggest, this is likely due to difficulties in accurately assessing

re-establishment. .

All of the low intermittency spots featured some degree of pressure overshoot

just downstream of the cylinder-flare junction that was larger than anticipated

error (2%). In this region the pressure value exceeded the range banded by

either the laminar or turbulent reference case by ∼5-10%. Further, schlieren

videos also show signs of large scale unsteadiness during the shock collapse

process. Laminar and turbulent reference case outboard shock angles (away

from the wall where a single shock exists)are approximately 17o and 20o

respectively. Maximum shock angles during collapse can be as high as 30o and
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the shock structure demonstrates significant curvature, far above that expected

from the entropy gradient, that suggests the collapse process is fast relative

to the outboard flow’s ability to adjust to the changing separation bubble. A

physical interpretation of the collapse and re-establishment process is detailed

in section 5.9.

The high intermittency case is characterised by trains of turbulent spots that

potentially merge together and can not be considered independent of each

other. The time between each spot is low and the separation spends most of

it’s time in an intermediate state, never properly establishing to either a fully

laminar or turbulent state. The response of the surface pressure distribution

through the interaction for 10 different high intermittency runs is examined.

Assessing re-establishment times for the high intermittency case is difficult,

available evidence supports the collapse and re-establishment times found for

the low intermittency cases, with implied mean collapse and pre-junction region

re-establishment times of t ′=0.470 and t ′=1.855 respectively. No estimate of

the re-establishment of the entire separation was possible.

There is good evidence to suggest that the larger turbulent events observed

in the high intermittency case have not yet fully developed into homogeneous

turbulent regions and still contain significant detail of their constituent turbulent

spots, which are likely similar to the low intermittency case. However, certain

aspects of the response of the high intermittency cases appear to be driven

by the spacing between consecutive disturbances within a larger turbulent

event.

When disturbance spacing is δt ′>0.5, the collapse and re-establishment

process is characteristically similar to the low intermittency case described

above. Although, for the high intermittency case the passage of several

consecutive disturbances can result in the complete collapse of the separation,

which was never observed for the low intermittency case. This type of collapse

is also unsteady, experiencing pressure overshoot for the region just down-

stream of the cylinder-flare junction. The severity of collapse or the duration

of the turbulent event does not seem to alter the nature of the overshoot,

which always remains similar to the low intermittency case as long disturbance

spacing is δt ′>0.5.

For the high intermittency cases where spacing between successive turbulent

spots was δt ′<0.5 , the unsteady response was different to the low intermittency

case. Significant and persistent regions of pressure overshoot occurred for the

entire post-junction region which extended past the instrumented section of the

separation region. Here, surface pressure readings were up to 10% larger than

the turbulent reference cases for long periods of time relative to individual spot

passage times. Further, in one case there is an example of the pre-junction

region showing a pressure overshoot. Here the pressure immediately upstream

of the cylinder-flare junction dropped below that of the turbulent reference case.
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It is unclear if this is an isolated example or, given a more severe separation

case, large and persistent regions of pre-junction pressure overshoot might

occur.

The change in the collapse process observed when spot spacing drops below

δt ′<0.5 is of particular interest as it is very similar to characteristic collapse

times for the pre-junction separation region and the localised shock-structures.

This implies that increase in unsteadiness observed in the collapse process is

due to the fact that the time between spot heads has dropped below the limiting

time scales of the separation and it is unable to produce a steady response.

Interestingly, several limited examples or pre-junction overshoot are observed

in some of the high intermittency cases. If this unsteadiness is analogous to the

post-junction region we might expect that the spot spacing has dropped below

characteristic time scales for the pre-junction region (δt ′<0.2). Unfortunately it

was difficult to distinguish between spot spacings at this resolution, however

some circumstantial evidence suggests this might be the case.

A single low intermittency cowl case further supports the time scales previously

examined. However, direct comparison of the flare and cowl data should be

treated with care. The flare data is exceptionally good while the cowl data

has some caveats associated with it. A number of minor issues concerning

alignment and interaction strength need to be resolved and only a single

case is examined. None the less, collapse and re-establishment times are

t ′=0.325-0.556 and t ′=2.222 respectively. The cowl case also shows signs of

being unsteady. Surface pressure readings show a very similar post-junction

pressure region overshoot to that seen in the flare case. Further, schlieren

photography also shows signs of a transient shock strengthening during the

collapse process.

In essence: likely collapse and re-establishment times for the 23 mm sep-

aration generated by an 8o flare and a 1.3o cowl are t ′∼0.5 and t ′∼3.0

respectively. However, the surface pressure region is asymptotic in it’s

recovery and it appears likely that the bulk of recovery occurs in t ′∼1.7 and

complete re-establishment to the fully laminar case may be comparable to

original establishment times (t ′=10.0). There is significant difference in the

collapse and recovery time scales of the pre- and post-junction separation

regions. How much of this is associated with response times of the shock-

structure verses the ability of the surrounding separation structure, outside of

the influence of the spot, to accept or donate fluid from the local separation

region was not investigated. The collapse process appears quick in relation

to characteristic spot passage times, whereas re-establishment time is slow.

The collapse process is also unsteady, with the surface pressure distribution

often exceeding the range bounded by the fully laminar and turbulent refer-

ence cases, usually exceeding the turbulent reference case by ∼10%. For

spacing between disturbances of t ′>0.5 the unsteadiness is limited to the

region immediately down stream of the cylinder-flare junction. When spacing
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between disturbances falls below t ′<0.5 a significant pressure overshoot is

observed across the rear portion of the separation, including re-attachment and

potentially further downstream. This change in unsteadiness is likely the result

of spot spacing dropping below the limiting response time of the separation

(t ′∼0.5). It is unlikely that the collapse process for tightly packed turbulent

spots can be well represented by a quasi-steady approximation banded by the

laminar and turbulent reference cases. Particularly, it is important to note that

the bulk of unsteadiness occurs near re-attachment with is associated with

peak aerothermal loading. A clear relation between the effect of collapse on

the pressure and heat transfer distributions is difficult to infer without taking

simultaneous data. The limitations of this experiment mean that it is impossible

to assess with certainty the resulting behavior of heat transfer to the surface

during collapse, although it is quite possible that the unsteady collapse process

leads to increased aerothermal loading.
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6 | Toluene Planar-Laser In-

duced Florescence

“DANGER: VISIBLE and/or INVISIBLE LASER RADIATION - AVOID EYE

OR SKIN EXPOSURE TO DIRECT OR SCATTERED RADIATION. CLASS 4

LASER PRODUCT.”

–Litron Lasers Nano L200 Service Manual.

P
REVIOUS quantitative measurements in this facility were limited to the

model surface. While it is possible to place sensors into the flow field,

resolution is often poor and the presence of the probe contaminates the flow

field. Schlieren photography provides measurements of the flow field but the

results are qualitative and the integrative nature of schlieren methods means

that it is impossible to interrogate a single 2D cross section.

It would be very attractive to be able to implement a non-intrusive non-

integrative method of assessing the flow field that could yield either qualitative

or preferably quantitative results. Planar-laser induced fluorescence (PLIF) is

just such a method.

This chapter addresses objective 5 in section 1.3; detailing a high risk, proof

of concept study that examines the possibility of implementing a toluene PLIF

technique in this facility. Initial sections give a very brief overview of the general

method with a focus on toluene PLIF. Details of the provisional analysis are

then discussed, including the method employed in this facility, filter selection

process, calibration, qualitative and quantitative results.
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CHAPTER 6. TOLUENE PLANAR-LASER INDUCED FLORESCENCE

6.1 General Method

Planar-laser induced florescence (PLIF) is a type of optical diagnostic method.

Depending on the choice of florescence species, it can be used to measure

a number of different flow quantities. Common florescence species include

toluene, acetone, nitrous oxide, benzene and various other hydrocarbons. Dif-

ferent techniques allow for diagnosis of flow structure, temperature, pressure,

velocity, fuel-to-air ratios, burn efficiency, chemically reacting flows, ablation in

high temperature flows and other quantities of interest.

While each individual method varies, all follow a common configuration

(figure 6.1). A laser beam is passed through some lens configuration that

elongates it in one direction, creating a sheet of light that is very thin in relation

to its length (a laser sheet). The flow either inherently contains a fluorescing

species or one is added. The laser sheet is shone through the flow, illuminating

a thin 2D cross-section. The laser light is absorbed by the fluorescing species

and re-emitted in all directions. A camera is positioned outside of the plane of

the laser and is used to record the region of interest (ROI) and the resulting

image can then be manipulated to extract relevant information.

Flow

Direction

Laser

Camera

Laser 

Sheet

Optics

ROI

Re-emitted light

Figure 6.1: Generic PLIF set-up. ROI:

region of interest.

6.1.1 Toluene PLIF

Koban et al. [2004] first identified toluene as an attractive fluorescent species

for high speed compressible flows due to a strong dependence of its emission

intensity with temperature (figure 6.2) and relatively large quantum yield, which

facilitates the use of high speed cameras (which are vital in high speed
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Figure 6.2: Koban et al. [2004].

Toluene fluorescence quantum yield.

266 nm excitation, 5 mbar toluene

in 1 bar nitrogen (black squares).

Exponential best-fit (solid black line).

Burton [1968] 266.8 nm excitation, 23

mbar pure toluene (crosses).

Figure 6.3: Koban et al. [2004].

Normalised fluorescence spectra, 5

mbar toluene in nitrogen, 248 nm

excitation, 1 bar total pressure.

flows). Koban et al. [2004] also demonstrate that toluene exhibits a redshift

(figure 6.3) in it’s emission spectra with increasing temperature at both 248

and 266 nm excitation and with increasing oxygen partial pressure for 248 nm

excitation.

The signal received by a camera is, amongst other variables, a function of both

temperature and pressure. In the weak excitation limit, Miller et al. [2013] gives

the equation for the fluorescence signal received as:

Sf =
E

hv
ntol σ(λex ,T )φ(λ,λex ,T ,P,Ptol ,PO2

) η(λ) (6.1)

• E/hv is the maximum number of photons that could be created from the

laser light (incident number of photons). E is energy from a laser pulse, h

is Planck’s constant and v is the frequency of excitation.

• ntolσ(λex ,T ) is the fraction of photons absorbed. ntol is the number

density of the fluorescing species. σ is the absorption cross-section, it

is a function of the excitation wavelength and temperature.

• φ(λ,λex ,T ,P,Ptol ,PO2
) is the amount of energy re-emitted as fluo-

rescence (the fluorescence quantum yield, FQY). It is a function of

the fluorescing wavelength, the excitation wavelength, temperature,

pressure, partial pressure of toluene and partial pressure of oxygen.

• η(λ) is the number of the re-emitted photons absorbed by the imaging
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system (the efficiency), it is a function of the fluorescing wavelength.

It is possible to design some experiment that allows quantitative analysis of

the signal intensity using some degree of calibration and knowledge of the flow

field. A number of studies [Luong et al. 2006; Zimmermann et al. 2006; Yoo

et al. 2010; Miller et al. 2012, 2013] examine different methods of toluene PLIF

in test facilities that use nitrogen gas. Two different families of techniques have

emerged: single and dual camera.

Single Camera Method

Single camera toluene PLIF relies on the strong temperature dependence of

the fluorescence quantum yield of toluene in order to extract information from

the flow field. Its advantage is that signal intensities are relatively high for

toluene and it changes three orders of magnitude from 300-900 K [Koban et al.

2004] giving good resolution of the temperature field. The experimental set-up

is exactly as shown in figure 6.1. A pulsed laser is used to excite the flow field

which has been seeded with toluene. This causes a fluorescence signal to be

recorded by the imaging system which is then related to temperature in some

way.

Examples of toluene PLIF flow visualisation are given in figure 6.4 and 6.5.

Figure 6.4 shows the flow over a 20 degree wedge in a Mach 2.3 flow. The

resulting shock configuration is clearly visible, manifesting as a darkened

region. Figure 6.5 shows a visualisation of a hot jet, details of the resulting

flow structure are evident. It is possible, under certain conditions and with

prior knowledge of the flow field to extract quantitative information from single

camera toluene PLIF.

Figure 6.4: Toluene PLIF

visualisation of the flow over a

20o wedge in a Mach 2.3 flow.

Miller et al. [2013].

Figure 6.5: Toluene PLIF visualisation of a hot

jet. Zimmermann et al. [2006].

Yoo et al. [2010] demonstrates a quantitative method of single camera PLIF

for a homogeneous pressure and flow seeding. In this case fluorescence
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signal reduces to a function of temperature only. Fluorescence signal variation

with temperature is then found from test cell calibrations. These calibrations

are then related to the experiment by sampling at a point or region of known

conditions in the experiment.

Miller et al. [2013] uses a method that only assumes homogeneously seeded

flow. However, in this case they only assess the temperature rise across

an oblique shock by examining signal intensity ratios just before and after

the shock location. Temperature and pressure are assessed in terms of

signal ratios, which are expressed using ideal shock equations. This method

requires knowledge of the local flow conditions in order to reconstruct the

actual temperature field and the authors acknowledge that this method is

limited.

For most applications single camera PLIF provides good qualitative information

and is a good alternative to schlieren methods, offering a strong signal intensity

and good resolution through a large temperature region. PLIF methods are not

integrative, allowing examination of a thin section of the flow which is especially

attractive for axisymmteric flows, such as in this facility. Unfortunately,

quantitative analysis is difficult, either requiring extensive calibration or a

relatively restrictive number of assumptions.

Double Camera Method

Double camera toluene PLIF relies on the redshift of the spectrum with

increasing temperature in order to extract quantitative temperature information

from the flow field. This method is harder to implement than the single camera

version but can be used for inhomogeneous flows with non-uniform seeding.

The experimental set-up is shown in figure 6.6.

In this method, two cameras are focused on the same area. Each camera

is filtered such that it samples a different range of the emission spectrum

(figure 6.7). The filter in the higher frequency range is termed the ‘blue’

filter. The filter in the low frequency range is called the ‘red’ filter. At some

temperature, T1 each camera registers some signal intensity: Sb1 and Sr1.

At a different temperature, T2 the emission spectrum shifts and the intensity

sampled by each camera changes: Sb2 and Sr2. The ratio of the blue and

red signals is then taken at each pixel. For test facilities that operate with

nitrogen (without the presence of oxygen) the ratio of the signals is a function

of temperature only and all other variables effectively cancel.

This is shown by Miller et al. [2013], they give the signal collected by each
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Flow

Direction
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Figure 6.6: Dual camera toluene PLIF experimental configuration.
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Figure 6.7: Illustration of the toluene emission spectra at two different

temperatures. Coloured regions demonstrate the amount of signal received

by the imaging system when a filter is applied for two different temperatures.

filtered camera as:

Sf =
E

hv
ntol σ(λex ,T )

∫

Fi (λ) φ(λ,λex ,T ,P,Ptol ) η(λ) dλ (6.2)

Where Fi (λ) is the transmission curve for each spectral filter and all other

quantities are as defined for equation 6.1. Taking the ratio of two different
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filtered images cancels many of the terms, giving:

Sf1

Sf2

=

∫

F1(λ) φ(λT ) η1(λ) dλ
∫

F2(λ) φ(λ,T ) η2(λ) dλ
(6.3)

The only remaining unknowns are the temperature and the response of each

imaging system. This can then be further reduced by normalising each

signal by a single calibration measurement at a known temperature taken by

each camera respectively, simultaneously eliminating ηi (λ) and calibrating the

signal:

(

Sf1

Sf1 ref

)

(

Sf2

Sf2 ref

) =

(
∫

F1(λ) φ(λ,T ) dλ
∫

F1(λ) φ(λ,Tref ) dλ

)

(
∫

F2(λ) φ(λ,T ) dλ
∫

F2(λ) φ(λ,Tref ) dλ

) (6.4)

For a known set of filters and known laser frequency the only unknown for the

normalised signal ratio is temperature. Hence temperature information can be

extracted from the image ratios. In figure 6.8, Miller et al. [2013] shows the

variation of signal intensities from each camera and their ratio variation with

temperature. This information is then used to extract temperature information

from the calibrated image ratios (figure 6.9).

Further, Koban et al. [2004] show that it is possible to obtain experimental

values for σ and φ for toluene. With information of σ and φ at relevant

temperatures and knowledge of the temperature field (from the image ratio

analysis) it is possible to use one of the images and solve for pressure.

6.2 Provisional Investigation

This provisional investigation into toluene PLIF has two main objectives.

Firstly it seeks to confirm that fluorescence intensities within this facility are

appropriate. Secondly it seeks to achieve some level of flow diagnostic.

This facility is a Mach 8.9 gun tunnel, which to the author’s knowledge, is higher

than any facility this method has previously been attempted in. It creates large

variation in flow quantities when running, especially temperature and pressure,

which present additional problems which this study seeks to address:
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Figure 6.8: Measured signal ratio

(circles) and expected signal ratio

(curves) computed from spectroscopic

data and filter transmission curves

as a function of temperature behind

incident shocks. Black lines and

symbols correspond to dual-camera

imaging scheme; red and blue lines

and symbols correspond to the single-

camera scheme. Miller et al. [2013].

Figure 6.9: PLIF temperature field

(top half) and CFD solution (bottom

half) of M = 2.5 supersonic flow over

a plate with rounded nose. Miller et al.

[2013].

• Below 80 kPa the fluorescence of toluene is a function of pressure [Koban

et al. 2004] and very little work exists to characterise toluene fluorescence

below this pressure. For this facility CFD predicts that over 80% of

the post-bow-shock flow field around the model experiences a pressure

below 80 kPa, with freestream conditions of 3 kPa. Work by Burton [1968]

investigates fluorescence at ∼2.5 kPa, finding an increase compared with

80 kPa, however large regions of the pressure range within this facility

remain uninvestigated.

• CFD predictions of post-bow shock temperatures near the stagnation

region can reach temperatures of 1100 K. At these temperatures,

temperature quenching of toluene will produce signal intensities close

to that of signal noise, likely making accurate measurement difficult.

• Conditions experienced by the toluene in the test gas are extreme. During

firing the test gas is expelled from the barrel section, through a nozzle

and into the test section in less than a few milliseconds. At the nozzle

throat the toluene potentially experiences pressures of 54,000 kPa and

temperatures of 1030 K [Mallinson et al. 2000]. The flow down the

nozzle quickly expands to free stream conditions (3 kPa, 70 K) before

encountering the bow shock where conditions change rapidly again (307
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kPa, 1100 K). Thermal decomposition rates for toluene only begin to

become significant at temperatures above 1500 K [Brouwer et al. 1988;

Eng et al. 2002; Oehlschlaeger et al. 2007]. Although to this authors

knowledge no literature accounts for the temperature, pressure and

temporal scales relevant to this facility.

This study will focus on two primary regions of interest, the nose and cylinder-

flare junction regions. The nose-region of the blunt-nosed cylinder produces

the highest temperatures and gradients, as such it is the best region to examine

in order to address the above points. Further, CFD predicts temperatures of

1100 K at the stagnation region which quickly gradients to 300 K by x=0.05

m. Hence, signal intensities due to such large changes in temperature should

change several orders of magnitude, making the nose region the most likely to

yield either qualitative or quantitative results. The flare-junction is the region

of interest and possesses weak temperature gradients, which help assess

the feasibility of measurements away from regions of high gradient where

resolution is poorer.

6.2.1 Method

A single, intensified PIMax camera was available for three weeks. With a single

camera it is not possible to implement a double camera method. However, it is

possible to implement a dual picture approach, which is similar in principle to a

dual camera method.

Flow

Direction

Laser

Laser 

Sheet

Optics

ROI

ICCD

Filter

Figure 6.10: Schematic of the toluene PLIF experimental set-up for this study.

Here an image is taken during a run using a single filtered camera, as shown in

figure 6.10. Another image is taken for a different run using the same camera
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with a different filter. Each image can be examined individually, as with the

single camera method, or the ratio of two images can then be examined, as

with the double camera method.

6.2.2 Imaging System and Optical Configuration

The PIMax 4th generation intensified camera was mounted to a tripod close to

the test section window. The camera was fitted with a Nikon 105 mm F4.5 UV

lens. The camera was focused on a region that is 76.7 x 76.7 mm square using

a calibration plate, which also serves to locate the camera in physical space.

The calibration plate is a large metal plate with 1 mm holes with a 10 mm pitch

which is located at the cylinder-flare junction. The camera CCD is 512 x 512

giving a resolution of 0.15 x 0.15 mm per pixel.

Toluene was fluoresced using 266 nm laser light from a frequency quadrupled

pulsed Nd:YAG laser. 266 nm is chosen over 248 nm due to the larger body

of literature appropriate for this facility. The laser beam is focused into a sheet

using two f=-25 mm and an f=-12.5 mm cylindrical lens. At the axisymmetry

line of the tunnel the laser sheet is approximately 70 mm long and 4 mm

wide.

6.2.3 Seeding System

Toluene is seeded directly into the barrel section during pressurisation. Toluene

is vaporised and pre-mixed with nitrogen using a Bronkhorst Controlled

Evaporation Mixing (CEM) unit which heats the nitrogen/toluene mixture to 30
oC. The mixture is added to the driver section at a rate of 250 grams of toluene

an hour for 2 minutes, adding 8.33 grams of toluene to the barrel which is then

pressurised to 1060 kPa as normal. The internal volume of the barrel section is

0.0269 m3 , which contains 309 grams of nitrogen at 1060 kPa, hence toluene

concentrations are 2.70% by mass.

6.2.4 Filter Selection

Two appropriate filters are required to implement the proposed dual picture

method. This section details their selection process.

The emission spectra of toluene fluoresced with 266 nm laser light at 300 K

and it’s red-shift (∼2 nm per 100 K) as a function of temperature are taken from

previous literature by Koban et al. [2004].
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Figure 6.11: The emission spectra of

toluene at 300 K with fluorescence at

266 nm. Spectra normalised by peak

emission intensity. Koban et al. [2004].
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Figure 6.12: Filter profiles for FF01-

280/20-25 (blue line) and N-WG280

(red line). Transmission is normalised

by maximum transmission at that

wavelength.
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Figure 6.13: Theoretical blue and red filter intensities for varying temperature.
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Choice of appropriate filters was limited. The following criteria was used to

select a number of potential filters:

• The filter must block the laser source (266 nm).

• The filters should not block a large proportion of the emission spectra in

order to maximise the signal to noise ratio.

• The filters should tightly bound regions around areas of large gradient for

the emission spectra shown in figure 6.11. Hence a small red-shift in the

spectrum results in a large change in signal ratio.

Using these criteria, the most appropriate filters were found to be Bandpass

filters made by Semrock and Widepass filters by Schott. Theoretical nor-

malised intensity distributions were calculated for different filter combinations

using filter transmission data from the manufacturer. The most appropriate

filter combination is the Semrock FF01-280/20-25 and Scott N-WG280.

FF01-280/20-25 is a bandpass filter centred at 280 nm with ±10 nm transmis-

sion window with ∼5 nm rising/falling edge (see figure figure 6.12). This will be

referred to as the blue filter.

N-WG280 is a widepass filter (figure 6.12) with a cut off at about 270 nm which

rises to maximum transmission of 0.9 by ≈310 nm. This will be referred to as

the red filter.

Predicted signal intensities and signal ratios are shown in figure 6.13. Tempera-

ture quenching is a problem at temperatures above 700 K and signal intensities

are low, likely leading to poor signal to noise ratios. Unfortunately this is an

inherent feature of this method.

6.2.5 Calibration Cell

A steel, airtight calibration test cell (figure 6.14) was manufactured in order to

calibrate the toluene system. The Brokhurst heater/mixer was used to mix the

toluene/nitrogen mixture and inject it into the test cell. The toluene/nitrogen

mixture was fluoresced using 266 nm laser light and the signal recorded using

a Princeton Instruments intensified CCD (iCCD) spectrometer with a 600 mm-1

line grating within the 265 - 322 nm range with a resolution of 0.2 nm.

The calibration test cell was used to investigate various photo-physical proper-

ties of the nitrogen/toluene mixture:

• The red shift of toluene was investigated.
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Figure 6.14: Diagram of the test cell setup.
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pressure when fluoresced with 266 nm light at 293 K (blue) and 380 K (red).

Signals have been normalised by respective peak values.
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• The actual transmission profiles of the filters was assessed and the

resulting emission spectra investigated.

• The effects of pressure on the fluorescence of toluene was investigated.

• The blue/red signal ratio temperature calibration curve was investigated.

The following discussion investigates these features.

Toluene Emission Spectrum Red Shift

The test cell was insulated and heated to a maximum of 380K by use of a

heat gun. Measurements were made at room temperature (293 K) and the

maximum possible temperature (380 K). The resulting profiles are shown in

figure 6.15. The figure shows a 2-3 nm shift in the toluene spectrum with an

increase of 87 K, which compares well with the estimate of 2nm per 100 K by

Koban et al. [2004].

Filtered Emission Spectra

Figure 6.16 shows the actual filtered emission spectra compared with predicted

emission spectra calculated using the the manufacturers transmission curves

and the unfiltered emission spectra. Both blue and red filters appear to show a

10% greater maximum transmission than predicted by the manufacturer (figure

6.12). Higher transmission is beneficial as it improves signal intensity, reducing

the the signal to noise ratio.

Toluene Fluorescence at Low Pressures

The fluorescence of toluene at low pressures is not well understood, much of

the literature focuses on atmospheric pressures. Hence the fluorescence of

toluene at pressure more appropriate to this facility was investigated.

The calibration test cell was also connected to a vacuum pump (not shown in

figure 6.14) which was capable of reducing the pressure inside the test cell to

a minimum of 1.3 kPa. The unfiltered emission spectra of the nitrogen/toluene

mixture at ambient temperature (293 K) through a range of pressures is shown

in figure 6.17. All of the emission spectra at or above 56.0 kPa collapse onto

each other reasonably. However below 56.0 kPa the emission spectra begin to

show a strong dependence on pressure and a large increase and broadening

in the laser peak seen around 266 nm. A similar trend was also seen at 380 K

although it is not shown here.
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Figure 6.16: Emission spectra (black) of the toluene/nitrogen mix at 293 K and

82.7 kPa with the actual emission spectra through the blue (solid blue) and red

(solid red) filters and the predicted emission spectra for the blue (dashed blue)

and red (dashed red) filters using the manufacturers data sheet. All intensities

have been normalised by the unfiltered emission spectra of toluene at 282 nm.
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Figure 6.17: Emission spectra of the toluene/nitrogen mixture at constant

temperature (293 K) when fluoresced with 266 nm light at various pressures.

Signals have been normalised by the fluorescence signal at 282 nm and 82.7

kPa.
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Figure 6.18 shows the same data as in figure 6.17 but each emission spectra

is normalised by its respective value at 282 nm. As can be seen, the qualitative

features of the emission profiles are identical. However the relative contribution

of the laser peak to the total signal intensity is larger and considerably broader

at lower pressures (below 56.0 kPa) and contributes significantly to the total

emission signal. The filters were selected based on the assumption that the

majority of the laser peak would be contained close to 266 nm and are unable

to completely filter the broadened laser peak out. This is especially true of the

blue filter which is most affected by this result.

As shown in figure 6.19 pressures above 55.3 kPa (figures 6.19a - 6.19b) show

relatively little sensitivity to the large change in pressure. However below 55.3

kPa a broadening in the laser peak at 266 nm occurs. As shown in figure

6.19c the blue filter rising edge is the first to overlap with the broadened laser

peak resulting in laser light contaminating the emission spectra. As pressure

is further reduced (figures 6.19d - 6.19f) the intensity of the toluene drops

significantly (despite temperature being constant) and a growing contamination

of the broadened laser peak results in increasingly large contamination of

the emission spectra. In figure 6.19f the signal from the laser peak of the

unfiltered image is comparable to the maximum signal intensity of toluene at

room temperature and pressure, while the maximum signal intensity from the

toluene emission spectra is below 20%. This effect can lead to the laser peak

accounting for over 10% of the total signal.

Figures 6.20 and 6.21 show how the contribution of the laser peak effects

total signal with pressure. The relative contribution of the laser peak shows

a relatively strong correlation below ≈55 kPa which is given by:

∆S = S(1.28P−0.04 − 1) (6.5)

The emission spectra of toluene appears to show a strong dependence on

pressure at both 293 and 380 K. This pressure dependence is likely to

exist outside of this temperature range and potentially through most of the

working temperatures for the tunnel. The broadened laser peak is especially

detrimental to the blue filter signal intensity and is likely to cause additional

discrepancies at lower pressures. Thankfully the effect is limited to a maximum

of 10%. Equation 6.5 can be used to correct for this effect with knowledge of

the pressure, this is discussed in later sections.
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Figure 6.19: Toluene emission spectra at 293 K and various pressures for

the unfiltered (black), blue filtered (blue) and red filtered (red) cases. Signal

normalised by the unfiltered signal at 282 nm and 98.0 kPa.

Blue/Red Filter Ratio Temperature Calibration Curve

Figure 6.22 shows how the signal ratio changes for the filter combination used

in this experiment as well as the range used by Koban et al. [2004]. Due to201
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practical limitations it was only possible to take measurements up to 380 K.

Signal ratios through the 300 - 500 K region are approximately constant for the

filter combinations investigated by Koban et al. [2004] and from the predicted

signal ratio in figure 6.13. Hence it is assumed that the filter combination for

this experiment is approximately linear through the entire temperature range.

For the test cell this gives a signal ratio to temperature calibration as shown in

equation 6.6.

T = 0.0015
Sr

Sb

+ 0.5605 (6.6)

The filter combinations investigated by Koban et al. [2004] give a more sensitive

signal ratio, however this comes at the cost of signal intensity of the red filter.

As discussed in section 6.2.4, the filter combination in this experiment was

chosen to give a good signal strength to reduce signal to noise ratio.

6.2.6 Single Image Results

Figures 6.23 and 6.24 are good examples of the images taken in this facility.

They show good signal intensities at both the nose and flare section and

demonstrate that toluene fluorescence is detectable in this facility. Further it

goes some way to answering some of the questions raised at the beginning of

this section, suggesting that:

• Fluorescence of toluene at low pressures (<80 kPa) is high enough to

produce measurable signal intensities for the majority of the pressure

range experienced in this facility. Measurable fluorescence is even

observed in the freestream (figure 6.23), where pressure is 2.5 kPa.

• Thermal decomposition of toluene is likely low throughout the facility.

The most extreme conditions are observed at the nozzle throat where

temperatures and pressure are the highest. The presence of measurable

signal intensities in the freestream and blending region (figures 6.23 and

6.24) suggest that good proportions of the toluene survive the conditions

at the nozzle throat. Hence the toluene is likely to survive less extreme

regions, such as the bow shock, nose stagnation and flare region.

• Low intensities near the stagnation region are likely a consequence of

temperature quenching. As previously discussed, thermal decomposition

rates are likely low throughout the facility. CFD predictions of temperature

at the nose suggest the fluorescence quantum yield here should be close

to three orders of magnitude smaller when compared to intensities at the
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Figure 6.23: PLIF image of the nose region using the red filter. The body

region has been blacked out to remove glare from the body surface. (a): The

unaltered image. (b): With added detail of the body surface (solid white),

numerically predicted bow shock location (dotted white) and the edges of the

laser sheet (dashed white).
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Figure 6.24: PLIF image of the flare region using the blue filter. The body

region has been blacked out to remove glare from the body surface. (a): The

unaltered image. (b): With added detail of the body surface (solid white),

turbulent shock location from schlieren (dotted white) and the edges of the

laser sheet (dashed white).



blending region (x∼0.05 m). Intensification ranges for the ICCD were not

capable of resolving this range of signal intensities.

Qualitative information from the flow field can be extracted from figures 6.23

and 6.24. Figure 6.23 shows the nose region where the bow shock location is

clearly visible. The CFD bow shock location is superimposed in figure 6.23b

and agrees well with the PLIF image. Figure 6.24 shows the flare region,

temperature gradients here are lower and resolution is not as good as for

the nose region. Figure 6.24b shows the flare region with the turbulent shock

location extracted from schlieren, which does not compare as well as the nose

region but still shows reasonable agreement.

Single image PLIF could potentially be used to replace schlieren photography

as a means of assessing flow structures as it has the advantage of being

planar. However, a number of issues remain concerning the quality of the

images, particularly surrounding blurring of shock interfaces and signal to noise

ratios; these are discussed below.

The bow-shock is not well captured, with the interface between pre- and post-

shock regions being blurred. Other investigations have yielded sharp images,

for example the single camera PLIF image of a shock shown in figure 6.4.

Miller et al. [2013] describe ‘back-reflection’ which could cause this type of

blurring. Reflected laser light can result in fluorescence of the flow field outside

of the plane of the laser sheet. Reflection from the surface can fluoresce

the surrounding flow field outside of the plane of the laser sheet. As with

the schlieren, the axisymmetric nature of the flow field would then result in

smearing of the shock structure. Miller et al. [2013] reports that back-reflection

can contribute as much as 15% of total signal intensity at a pixel and suggest a

method for removing this mechanism. Although it was not attempted as it was

beyond the scope of this provisional study.

Further, the images are noisy. ICCD cameras are inherently noisy due to the

method used to amplify incoming signals. Other methods of detecting the

fluorescence are possible, such as high sensitivity cameras.

6.2.7 Image Ratio Results

The single image results show that it is possible to achieve measurable signal

intensities within this facility and qualitative information has been extracted from

the images. This section details attempts to extract quantitative information

using image ratios.

The red and blue images were smoothed using an 8 point moving average and

divided to give a ratio which is then converted to temperature using equation
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Figure 6.25: Temperature contour of the body. Experimental PLIF temperature

measurements are inlaid over CFD contours around the entire body.
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Figure 6.26: PLIF temperature field for the nose region (a) and cylinder-flare

junction (b). Detail of the laser sheet (dashed white), temperature profiles

(dotted black). The solid black line shows the shock location for the CFD bow

shock location (a) and turbulent flare shock location from schlieren (b).

6.6 and calibrated to the tunnel conditions by offsetting the average freestream

temperature to known freestream conditions (70 K).

Figure 6.25 shows the CFD temperature predictions for the flared body with

the PLIF temperature fields of the nose (figure 6.26a) and flare-junction region

(figure 6.26b) superimposed over it. The PLIF temperature contours in figure

6.25, have been cropped to remove regions where laser intensity is not strong

enough to produce a good fluorescence.

Figures 6.25, 6.26a and 6.26b all show good qualitative agreement with the

local flow structures and the CFD temperature field. Further, compared

with the single image results resolution through the cylinder-flare region is
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improved.

Quantitative agreement between CFD and experimental results show reason-

able agreement. Figure 6.27 shows experimental and CFD temperature profile

comparisons for the nose and cylinder-flare junction profiles. The nose and

cylinder-flare junction profile locations are shown in figures 6.26a and 6.26b

respectively. Qualitative agreement of the profile shape is reasonable however

the discrepancy between experiment and CFD in both the nose and flare region

is large, averaging 83.8 K for the nose profile and 103.2 K for the cylinder-flare

junction profile.

The results were corrected using equation 6.5 and the CFD pressure field

to investigate the effect of the shift in the laser peak on the blue filter at

low pressures. Figures 6.27c and 6.27d show the original and corrected

temperature field results. While the corrected results reduce average error by

11.7 K for the nose profile 26.2 K for the flare profile, significant discrepancy still

remains (72.1 K and 77.0 K respectively). Hence the bulk of the discrepancy is

not likely to be caused by the shift in the laser peak and other sources of error

must be considered.

Dual camera methods are very sensitive to the physical location of each image

[Gamba 2013]. In order to extract high quality quantitative information using

the image ratio method each image must be located to within a single pixel

(0.156 mm) in physical space. It is likely that tolerances on physical location of

images in this facility contributed significantly to the discrepancy.

Recoil during firing in this facility is especially pronounced and has caused

issues with other optical techniques. It seems likely that calibration exercises

performed before firing are rendered less effective.

In order to implement this method more successfully a better method of

locating of images in physical space is required. Several recommendations

are proposed:

• A two camera method should be implemented to removed the need to

change filters between runs which casues slight shifts in the camera field

of view.

• A mount should be constructed that attaches to the test section such that

the position of each camera is better controlled and more firmly anchored.

• Controlled defects should be introduced into the laser sheet, called

fiducial marks. Miller et al. [2013] suggest a type that introduces two

lines at either edge of the laser sheet. This allows location of the camera

in physical space and also gives a further metric of length.
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Figure 6.27: Temperature profiles for the CFD (black), uncorrected (blue

circles) and corrected (red circles) PLIF temperature profiles for the nose (a

and c) and the flare (b and d) regions. Profile locations for the nose and flare

region are as shown in figures 6.26a and 6.26b respectively.

This investigation was undertaken as a proof of concept study to investigate

the feasibility of implementing a non-intrusive temperature field laser diagnostic

method. It has been possible to extract qualitative information about the flow

field structure through both single and double image PLIF methods. Further,

low accuracy quantitative measurements were achieved using a dual image

method, average discrepancy through the nose region temperature profile is

83.8 K (45.7%) and 103.2 K (55.1%) for the flare region temperature profiles

(discrepancies are normalised by CFD values).

6.3 Conclusion

A provisional investigation examined the feasibility of implementing a non-

intrusive laser diagnostic method using toluene excited at 266 nm by a
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frequency quadrupled Nd:YAG laser.

To the authors knowledge, this is the highest Mach number gun tunnel that this

method has been attempted in. This presents unique challenges. Variation in

flow conditions between freestream and stagnation regions are large relative

to other studies. Issues are further complicated by the lack of information on

the fluorescence and thermal decomposition of toluene at conditions relevant

to this facility. Indeed, there was no guarantee any toluene would survive the

nozzle throat conditions.

Two different techniques were investigated, a single and double camera

methods. Initial findings are promising:

• Signal intensities are detectable within this facility using toluene PLIF,

ranging from freestream to post-bow-shock regions.

• Thermal decomposition rates of toluene in this facility do not seem to be

a limiting factor in the implementation of this method.

• Qualitative information of the flow field was extracted using both single

and dual camera methods.

• Low accuracy quantitative information was extracted from the dual

camera method and qualitative trends are clearly visible.

However, a number of issues are still outstanding; especially with regard to the

dual camera method:

• Temperature quenching of the fluorescence quantum yield of toluene is

severe in stagnation regions. It appears likely that it is the limiting factor

in terms of registering signal intensities here and often resulted in high

signal to noise ratios. Although investigation of less severe regions, such

as the interaction region, are less effected.

• Aligning images in physical space proved challenging. Calibration plate

images were not adequate due to recoil within the facility when firing.

In-situ methods of alignment, such as fiducial marks are required.

• Shock regions appeared blurred or smeared and were not as clean as

images from other studies. The most plausible cause of this is laser

’back scatter’, which could be potentially removed with sophisticated post-

processing. This was not attempted for this study as it was deemed out

of the scope of the provisional investigation. Further work is required.

• The type of camera used for this investigation is inherently noisy. When

combined with low signal intensities this resulted in poor signal to noise

ratios. It is not necessary to use an intensified camera as low noise
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cameras are available that can detect signal intensities relevant to this

study. Further work is required to investigate different potential cameras.

The findings of this provisional study are very encouraging. Qualitative results

were achieved with both single and dual image methods. Low accuracy

quantitative data was available using the dual camera method. Typical error

from quantitative measurements was ∼50% which compares to errors in other

toluene PLIF studies of ∼10%, [Miller et al. 2013]. As a proof of concept

study this investigation is considered a success. It has been demonstrated

that toluene PLIF methods are possible in this facility. Toluene PLIF presents a

potential improvement to schlieren methods as well as providing a method for

assessing large regions of the flow field away from the wall. A diagnostic that

was previously unavailable.
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7 | Conclusion and Future

Work

“I do not so much draw conclusions as stop to gather my thoughts. I know that

the answers I provide now are really questions for those that come after.”

T
HIS section assesses the progress made across this entire study. A short

holistic assessment is presented that refers to more detailed sections.

This is followed by suggestions for additional work that would benefit this

study.
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7.1 Conclusion

This study was ambitious, it required a number of prerequisites that were

challenging in their own right before the study of shock-induced transitional

hypersonic boundary layer separations could begin. Most ambitious of all,

a non-intrusive flow diagnostic method was attempted within this hypersonic

facility with no guarantee the method would be successful.

Broadly speaking the aims of this study were two fold: to characterise the

response of an established shock-induced laminar boundary layer separation

to passing turbulent events and to provide excellent benchmark data of a highly

challenging flow configuration with which to test the next generation of CFD

solvers.

To this authors knowledge no previous study has managed to characterise

the collapse/re-establishment process in a controlled manner and this study

draws on a large number of previous studies in this facility to achieve this

[Zanchetta and Hillier 1994, 1995a,b; Zanchetta 1996; Fiala 2004; Williams

2004; Murray 2007; Murray et al. 2013; Luthman 2013]. Broadly, this study

has been a success, investigating the collapse and re-establishment process,

while providing sufficient detail for accurate CFD predictions and developing

new tools to assess the flow field.

A detailed assessment of the progress of this study is presented below. Suc-

cess is assessed in relation to the original objectives from section 1.3.

Objective 1 Design and test a suitable flare configuration for the blunt-nosed

cylinder. The resulting interaction must establish quickly relative to tunnel

establishment times, be large enough to give good sensor resolution and be

separated for a laminar boundary layer and collapsed for a turbulent one.

As detailed in section 3.2.1, a suitable eight degree flare was designed

to generate an appropriate shock boundary-layer interaction that was

separated for a laminar boundary layer and collapsed for a turbulent one.

The separation was large enough (∼23 mm) to provide adequate sensor

resolution (upto 1 mm pitch) while still establishing quickly (∼2 ms) in

relation to tunnel run times (∼6 ms), likely being established before the

steady run window. Hence this objective was completed.

Further, a second vehicle for this study was also conceived, a cowl that

generated an impinging shock. As detailed in section 3.2.2, the cowl was

designed to produce an interaction very similar to the flare case to enable

direct comparison between the two. This criteria was relatively ambitious

but as shown in section 4.9 it was also achieved. Hence objective 1 was

not only completed but also exceeded.
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Objective 2 Establish fully laminar and turbulent boundary layer interaction

reference cases for comparison to the transitional interaction.

Achieving a laminar boundary layer in a facility with a freestream

unit Reynolds number of 47 million and a Mach number of 8.9 was

challenging. The tendency of the flow to be spotted with regions of

turbulence is a strong indication of exactly the types of flows encountered

by the bulk of hypersonic vehicles.

As detailed in section 4.7.1, bypass transition due to diaphragm shrapnel

was a particular issue. However this was overcome and both fully

laminar and fully turbulent boundary layers were achieved and their

resulting interactions were characterised, as summarised in sections

4.7.5 and 4.8.3 respectively. Hence objective 2 was completed.

Objective 3 Establish the conditions required to generate a transitional

boundary layer that provides controlled and statistically repeatable turbulent

spots that are well characterised. Particularly, the ability to generate single and

independent turbulent spots is important.

The primary investigator for the turbulent spots generated in this study

was Dr Estruch-Samper. A summary of the spot analysis is detailed

in section 5.1.2. The spots are well described, having a typical arrow

head planform, characteristic dimensions are assessed as being 129

mm long and 52 m wide, taking 0.216 ms to pass the interaction region

(the characteristic spot passage time).

Low (12%) and high (70%) intermittency boundary layer cases were

generated that both contained turbulent spots as described above. The

low intermittency case contained turbulent spots that were singular

and independent of each other, as detailed in section 5.1.3. A high

intermittency case was also investigated, it was characterised by large

trains of turbulent spots that often began to merge with each other, as

detailed in section 5.1.4. Hence this objective was not only completed

(low intermittency case), but also exceeded due to the ability to generate

an additional intermittency case.

Objective 4 After reference case boundary layer data is acquired and

suitable turbulent spots can be generated (objectives 2 & 3) to investigate the

effect of transition on the separation, particularly with regard to the collapse

and re-establishment process.

As detailed in chapter 5, the response of the separation to the low and

high intermittency cases was characterised in relation to spot passage
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times. The response for both cases was found to be dynamic and

unsteady. Mean collapse times are found to be ∼0.5 the characteristic

spot passage time and mean re-establishment times are found to

be ∼3.0 the characteristic spot passage time. Unsteadiness in the

collapse process is likely the result of a mismatch between the collapse

times of the front (t ′∼0.5) and rear (t ′∼0.2) portions of the separation

region.

Further, the nature of the unsteadiness observed was seen to change

considerably when the spacing between spot heads dropped below

δt ′∼0.5. The change in unsteadiness is probably due to spot spacing

exceeding the response time of the separation bubble and local shock

structure (t ′{tlda0.5). Section 5.10 gives a detailed summary of the

behavior of both the low and high intermittency cases and a physical

interpretation of collapse and re-establishment processes is presented

in section 5.9.

This study provides a well documented, detailed examination that de-

scribes the collapse and re-establishment process and provides analysis

where possible. While much work remains before a full understanding

of the collapse/re-establishment process is properly understood, good

progress was made. Hence this objective is considered complete.

Objective 5 In parallel with objectives 1-4, undertake a proof of concept

study to develop a non-intrusive laser diagnostic method for use in this facility.

Planar laser induced fluorescence is selected, a method that has only been

successfully applied in a limited number of other hypersonic facilities. This

objective is likely the most ambitious of all, information on the method is limited

and it is hoped this study will add further insight into the technique and provide

more information about the flow field.

As detailed in chapter 6, both quantitative and qualitative toluene PLIF

methods were investigated. Section 6.2.6 shows toluene PLIF provides

a qualitative method for planar flow visualisation and could potentially

replace schlieren methods which are integrative. Low accuracy quantita-

tive temperature field information was also extracted using toluene PLIF,

as detailed in section 6.2.7. While a number of details remain around

improvement of this technique in this facility, it is shown that toluene PLIF

methods have the potential to yield information on the flow field away

from the wall. Further, the calibration cell exercise detailed in section

6.2.5 provides additional information on the fluorescence properties of

toluene at conditions appropriate for hypersonic facilities and should help

in the implementation of this technique in other facilities. However some

problems with the method still persist and additional work is required
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to achieve accurate quantitative measurements. Hence this objective is

considered partially complete.

7.2 Future Work

This study has achieved nearly all of its original objectives and in some cases

expanded upon them. Many challenges were encountered throughout, some

of which remained unresolved due to time constraints and some which were

unaddressed as they were deemed outside the scope of this work. This section

suggests additional work that would greatly benefit this study and addresses

the most important outstanding challenges.

7.2.1 Additional Surface Quantity Measurement Modules

The quality of the existing surface data is excellent, however measurement

of surface quantities is currently exclusive. For any given run either surface

pressure or heat transfer data is available. It would be advantageous to have

information, for each run, on the collapse of the separation region and passage

of a turbulent spot. In order to achieve this, the instrumented modules placed

into the body would need to be redesigned and new module slots machined

into the centre-body.

A linear module of alternating pressure tappings and heat transfer gauges is

proposed. Further, it is desirable to have circumferential heat transfer infor-

mation upstream of the separation region in order to evaluate the centre line of

the turbulent spot relative to the measurement line. Hence a circumfrential heat

transfer gauge is also proposed. Implementation of the two new modules would

provide coupled information on actual spot passage times relative to separation

collapse and re-establishment, answer questions concerning distortion of the

spot through the separation region and the orientation of the spot relative to the

measurement line. Even a small number of runs that established a relationship

between actual spot passage and the collapse/re-establishment times could

be extrapolated across the entire existing data set adding significant value and

understanding to the analysis.

7.2.2 Redesign of Cowl Strut and Additional Runs

As described in section 4.9.2, the supporting strut for the cowl was not

designed for the current cowl, which is larger than those used before it. Slight
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movement of the cowl due to the flexing of the strut was a problem. Time

restrictions prevented the machining of a new strut.

It is a trivial exercise to design a new cowl strut, which would allow better

alignment and additional cowl runs could be performed to expand the current

cowl case data set. This would allow for better comparison between the two

cases.

7.2.3 Improvement to PLIF Technique

The toluene PLIF technique implemented here was promising and, as detailed

in section 6.3 a number of improvement points were suggested around the

implementation and post-processing of the technique. Potentially, information

of the temperature and pressure flow field away the wall is available and more

time should be invested to further develop this technique in this facility.
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9 | Appendix

“There is more of my life, of me, in this document than I ever though possible. I

know that despite my best efforts it probably contains errors and mistakes, but

then, so do I.”

9.1 Appendix 1

For this Mach 8.9 facility, the normal shock relations give P0stag = 103P∞. From

assumptions made above give Pwall = P∞ and P0wall = P0stag at x → ∞ and

hence:

P0wall

Pwall

=
P0stag

P∞
= 103

From isentropic flow relations this implies that Mwall = 3.7 for x → ∞. Knowing

the local Mach number (Mwall ) and again using isentropic flow relations, it is

found that T0wall = 3.74Twall .

Similarly, knowing the free stream Mach number (M∞) we calculate T0∞ =

16.8T∞ and P0∞ = 19, 605P∞. However T0 does not change across a shock

and so T0∞ = T0wall and so we get Twall = 4.50T∞.
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From the ideal gas equations we calculate ρwall = 0.222ρ∞ as Pwall and Twall

are now known.

Again, using the ideal gas equations, we get awall = 2.12a∞ and knowing M∞

& Mwall we calculate Uwall = awallMwall = 0.8813U∞.

Knowing Twall we calculate νwall = 4.06ν∞ from Sutherlands law.

Finally we can calculate the unit Reynolds number at the wall in terms of the

freestream Reynolds, Rex wall = 0.0482Re ∞.

Obviously our flow is not inviscid. However let us also assume our boundary

thickness is small in relation to that of our body and that the effective body

shape is not substantially changed. The wall conditions now become our edge

conditions, the conditions that the boundary layer experience.
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9.2 Appendix 2

This section details the derivation of the tensile case bolt loading used in the

failure analysis in figure 3.2.2.

The counter moment is given by the sum of the force through each bolt times

it’s distance from the pivot point.

M =
∑

(Fndn)

F = σA σ = Eε ε =
∆L

L

Using standard definitions of stress and strain it is possible to express each

moment as the sum of displacement.

F = σA σ = Eε ε =
∆L

L

M =
∑

(σ A d)n =
∑

(E εA d)n =
∑

(E
∆L

L
A d)n

By assuming the sting is stiff all displacements are linked to the rotation (θ),

thus it is possible to express one bolts displacement as a function of another

scaled by the distance.

tan θ =
∆L1

d1
=
∆L2

d2
=
∆L3

d3

∆Ln =
dn

d1
∆L1

Assuming all bolts have the same effective length of the shortest bolt (a worst

case scenario) the stress in each can be shown to also scale linearly with

distance from the pivot.
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CHAPTER 9. APPENDIX

∆Ln .
En

L
=

dn

d1
∆L1 .

E

L

εn .En =
dn

d1
ε1 .En

σn =
dn

d1
σ1

Substituting back it is possible to express the sum of the moments produced

by the bolts as a function of the relative positioning of each bolt and the stress

through one of them.

M =
∑

(

dn

d1
σ1 Andn

)

Expanding the sum and rearranging gives.

M =
A1σ1

d1

(

d21 +
A2

A1
d22 +

A3

A1
d23

)

Solving for σ1 gives.

σ1 =
M d1

A1

(

d21 +
A2

A1
d22 +

A3

A1
d23

)−1
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